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EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION

R
eturning to the Choice editorial 
chair after a five-year absence, I find 
myself confronted by the middle 
and end of the CD Player edition, 
a product category that never even 

existed during my previous sojum.
This'new-fangled medium is not one of which 

I have much personal experience as yet, and I 
had not intended to contribute an editorial 
introduction on this occasion. But having read 
Steve's and Martins contribution in the 
Consumer and Technical Introductions, I resolved 
to add my own two-pennyworth.

CD has come a long way in three short years, 
but it still has a long way to go before it can 
be regarded as unshakeably established in the 
UK. There is great optimism in the trade, with 
projected sales of 400,000 machines for 1986, 
a fourfold increase on 1985, boosted by substan
tially lower machine prices, and an increased 
range of discs. But, as the marketing manager 
of Ferguson pointed out, the 100,000 machines 
in 1985 is the only matter of fact. Even though 
this sounds a pretty large number, the sobering 
fact that the BSR factory in Birmingham was 
churning out over 200,000 record players a week 
seven years ago puts CD volumes into context.

CD has yet to make the vital leap into a true 
mass-market product. It appears to be on the 
verge, and 1986 will be a crucial year. Machine 
prices will continue to drop, but not at the dram
atic rate they have shown in the last year. The 
essential stimulus would be a drop in software 
prices. The difference between CD and LP prices 
is much higher in the UK than in most other 
markets,. which probably explains the com
paratively slow growth in the UK player market.

However, CD faces another looming threat, 
in the form of a tape equivalent which will offer 
record as well as replay capabilities. R-DAT is 
a digital audio tape format which is a direct 
equivalent of CD, offering two hours of playing 
time on a cassette half the size of a conventional 
compact cassette. First examples are expected 
to appear at the 1986 Tokyo Show.

The mechanisms will be quite complex, and 
the need for record as well as replay circuitry 
will keep prices high to start with. Furthermore, 
one can foresee considerable difficulties in 
persuading the record companies to get involved 
in pre-recorded material. But the tape medium 
is inherently better suited than discs to portable 
and car applications, and historically the ability 
to record has wide consumer appeal. One can 
speculate whether vinyl discs would ever have 
existed if they hadn't preceeded the cassette by 
15 years. In a straight fight for the video market, 
play-only discs were firmly trounced. CD will 
have a four-year lead. Is that sufficient?

The long term outcome is clearly no foregone 
conclusion, but CD has certainly played a vital 
role in refocusing public attention upon the 
delights of home music reproduction, now that 
they have their VCRs and are tired of their com
puter games. What is interesting is that the 
stimulus is spilling over into other areas of audio 
as well. Some take the CD plunge and then 
realise they can also improve other parts of their 
hi-fi system. Others enter a hi-fi store for the 
first time in years to discover that all manner 
of improvements have occurred in the different 
parts of the hi-fi chain. One surprising recent 
fact is that Ortofon have just had their best year 
yet, success they attribute to the CD medium, 
which was predicted as the nemesis of cartridge 
manufacturers.

So when you've saved the £200 membership 
fee for the CD club, spare a thought for the 
other parts of the system besides. CD offers some 
obvious benefits that may be precisely your cup 
of tea. But it's important to get the whole hi-fi 
system working together to get a satisfying result, 
and not end up with the sort of mismatch some 
of the imminent CD Midi Systems look like 
inflicting upon the unsuspecting. The ex
perienced hi-fi specialist should have several 
interesting extra tricks to offer besides merely 
relieving the customer of his money in exchange 
for a sealed cardboard box.

Paul Messenger
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WITH THE PIONEER PX-7 PERSONAL COMPUTER

YOU CAN ADD TEXT AND ANIMATED DRAWINGS TO YOUR VIDEOS

YOU CAN CREATE SYNTHESIZED MUSIC AND COLOUR GRAPHICS

YOU CAN USE ANY MSX SOFTWARE AND DESIGN YOUR OWN GAMES

YOU CAN DO EVERYTHING YOU CAN ON A GOOD HOME COMPUTER

AND ALL FOR UNDER £300.

What can't you do?
You can't find a computer that 

comes anywhere near it for t\:le price.
You can't find any other personal 

computer built for the video fanatic.
And wh.,1 • can't do ith the 

optional Video Art graphics ■ tablet 
and joystick just isn't worth mentioning. 

WAIT'TIL YOU SEE PIONEER 
Ring Pioneer on 01-575 5757 for details of your 

local dealer. or call teledata 01-200 0200. flD
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CONSUMER INTRODUCTION
With complete tests on over 50 players and shorter reviews on many more, this edition 

of Hi-Fi Choice offers the only complete and authoritative buying guide to currently- 

available Compact Disc models.

S
till only three years old, the Compact 
Disc system has won world accept
ance and has revitalised the whole hi
fi industry. It appeals to a new gener
ation of listeners as well as bringing 

back those who had perhaps been put off by the 
more arcane complications of 'conventional' hi
fi. Already, CD can be bought inexpensively as 
part of a low-budget ‘unit audio' package, but 
here the rest of the system will inevitably be 
cheapened to a point where it cannot do the 
CD section justice. But this book is concerned 
above all with separately-sold CD players, 
intended for use in an existing hi-fi system, or 
as the basis for a new system of separate 
components.

Despite its radically different technology, 
Compact Disc will instantly plug in to any 
modem hi-fi set up, yet it will amply repay 
improvements to other parts of the system. 
Amplifier and loudspeaker manufacturers have 
already responded to CD with better products, 
able to cope with the potential dynamic capa
bilities of the new medium, as will be seen from 
the Hi-Fi Choice editions covering these 
components. Technical and subjective compar
ison testing has shown time and again that 
while some amplifiers and speakers may be suc
cessfully 'tailored' to produce pleasing results on 
analogue LP, there are more and more products 
capable of giving outstanding results on both 
analogue and digital sources, and it is probably 
these which represent real progress in design.

Compact Disc (also known as Digital Audio 
Disc, or DAD) is a reproduction system which 
uses Pulse Code Modulation to store the musical 
information in digital form.

The information an audio recording system 
has to store and later reproduce is really just a 
constantly-changing voltage level. In the repro
duction chain, this electrical signal is used to 
recreate the constantly-changing air pressure 
which we hear as sound. An analogue recording 
system — conventional disc or tape — tries to 
capture the electrical waveform directly, but 

cannot produce a perfect analogue of the com
plex music signal produced by a microphone. 
There is always distortion, produced by the re
cording medium's inability to respond perfectly 
to the incredibly fast changes in level found in 
the signal. Also, the system adds its own un
wanted noise to the recording, and because of 
mechanical imperfections, will suffer from 
fluctuations of speed, affecting the musical pitch 
of the reproduced signal.

Digital recording promises to overcome all 
these problems. Instead of trying to produce a 
direct analogue of the musical waveform, the 
digital recorder samples the waveform at very 
frequent intervals, and the level of the signal 
at any point in time is recorded in the form of 
a binary number. (The diagrams on page 15 
explain this process). If the sampling is rapid 
enough, these numbers can then be decoded to 
give a constant stream of level readings which 
will accurately represent the signal that was fed 
in originally. Because the output digital-to- 
analogue (D/A) converter receives digital infor
mation at a constant speed determined by an 
electronic 'clock' frequency, any speed variations 
of mechanical origin are eliminated.

Sampling takes place at the rate of 44.1 
thousand times a second, which is theoretically 
sufficient to reproduce musical waveforms con
taining frequencies up to 20kHz. Each sample 
is encoded as a binary word of 16 bits, which 
means that the number of different levels that 
can be recorded is two to the power of 16 — 
more than 65,000! Mathematically it can be 
shown that this will give a signal-to-noise ratio 
of 96dB, which is far in excess of that offered 
by conventional media, unless exotic noise 
reduction-systems (which may have their own 
undesirable side-effects) are used. The realisation 
of this performance involves filtering out all un
wanted components above 20kHz, and making 
sure that there is adequate error correction 
should the reproducing system fail to read any 
bits.

The disc itself consists of a metallised 
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reflective layer embedded in clear plastic. The 
'bits' are represented as incredibly small pits in 
the reflected layer, which are read by a very 
accurately-aligned low-power laser focused on 
them. A photodiode detects the presence or 
absence of pits as changes in the level of light 
reflected back (the pits 'scatter' the laser beam). 
Marks on the surface of the plastic will be out 
of focus and ignored, while error correction will 
cope with fairly large imperfections in the disc.

The dynamic range of actual CD programme 
may not always be the 90dB permitted by the 
encoding system but it is still greater than that 
found in any other domestic sound source. CD 
can produce transient peaks which though of 
very short duration are of very high level 
compared with the average level of the musical 
signal, and these demand quite surprising 
amounts of power from an amplifier. On a 
typical CD listening test, using loudspeakers of 
average efficiency, it would not be uncommon 
to see the amplifier reaching peak outputs of 
150 watts per channel, though the music was 
being played at very moderate comfortable 
listening levels! Clearly, the CD signals, when 
correctly amplified will cause severe overloading 
and distortion in loudspeakers which are not 
able to cope with them.

This, as much as the now well-understood 
failings of early player designs, helps explain why 
some of the first public demonstrations of CD, 
using large but very coloured speakers and large 
but poorly-designed amplifiers, and conducted 
with the misguided idea of showing the 
medium's 'superior dynamic range' through sheer 
volume, have frequently made many listeners 
wince.

Though the CD system is now unshakeably 
established, the digital-versus-analogue con
troversy still persists. Anti-digital commentators, 
claiming to know nothing about A to D but to 
know what they liked, have tended to drift from 
technical half-truths to outright mysticism in 
their attempts to explain what they thought was 

wrong with the system. Pro-digital pundits could 
be equally infuriating when they suggested that 
the unpleasant, fatiguing sounds of some CDs 
were without exception due to greater accuracy 
of the medium in showing up defects in the 
source material, that anyone who preferred 
analogue was just cosily bathing in the warmth 
of their system’s euphonic colorations and that 
they should manfully brace themselves for a cold 
shower of digital accuracy, however unpleasant 
the shock might be. But backing up the pro
digital position was the observation of listeners 
who could not reliably detect the presence or 
absence of an analogue-to-digital/digital-to- 
analogue record/replay chain in the path of a 
signal.

While there are many who believe that 
analogue audio still has a real future — and there 
is no doubt that black vmyl discs will be an 
important part of the hi-fi scene for many more 
years yet — Compact Disc players have 
developed so rapidly that not only do we have 
players down to £200 or less, but some of these 
low-cost players sound as good as, or better than, 
many a more expensive model. The body of pro
ducts gathered for this edition of Hi-Fi Choice 
really do represent a milestone in hi-fi 'value 
engineering', and the book will help buyers 
gather the fruits of CD's rapid progress.

This issue represents a more personal mile
stone too; with some sadness I have to announce 
that it will be my last Hi-Fi Choice. While 1 
move on to pastures Hi-Fi News, I am delighted 
to say that Paul Messenger will once again be 
taking over the reins at Hi-Fi Choice. In parting, 
I must thank all those in the industry who have 
made each Choice project possible; to the 
authors, whose skill, dedication and hard work 
have maintained such high standards; and of 
course most of all you the readers, who have put 
up with our foibles and, I hope, found Choice 
a helpful guide. May you all go from strength 
to strength!

Steve Harris
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COMPACT DISC PLAYER
BUYER'S CHECKLIST

ls remoteconrrol offered! If so over 
how many facilities?

Display. Track time, torn\, elapsed 
and/or remaining rime can be 
displayed. Index points are a 
subdivision ofTracks —even 
though they are shown on the 
display some players cannot search 
by Index points.

0-9 keypad should offer full 
prngmmrningcifTrnck and Index 
numbers. How many individual 
rmcks can be held in the player 
memory?Can the keypad be used to 
program the player by time as well 
as by Truck or Index numbers?

Some players provide Srorc and 
Cancel keys, or similar, toaiJ 
memory programming.

Variable level output can be use j.1 
in matching CD player to other 
inputs. Can also be used directly 
into a suitable power amplifier.

Some machinesfeature sound 
during fast forward and review. 
Track Skip On and Skip Back is a 
helpful feature. Repeat function for Tracks, 

Programmes, whole Discs or 
sections between user-programmed 
points. Check tlexibilirv.

Can the player be pre-paused!

Fixed level output for connection 
to any line level input (tape, 
aux/CD, tuner, but 'phono) on 
amplifier. Subcode output gives signal for CD 

graphics-provision for 
developments yet to come.

Headphone socket with variable 
level.This control may also set the 
level of the Variable output phono 
sockets on the back panel as well.



Technics explain the
pitfalls of Compact Disc.

A compact (disc is made up of tiny pits 
700 (Pros smaller than a pin-prick.

Using a laser beam thinner than a

human hair, the CD 
pit as they whizz around at up to 500 rpm.

Well that’s how it works in theory 
How well it works in your living room is a 
different matter.

The 
result 
is greater 
fidelity to the

Because some machines are better 
than others at dealing with scratches, 
warps, fingerprints and pressing defects.

Problems which Technics CD players 
overcome by their ‘FF-1’ (Fine-Focus I-beam) 
optical pick-up and ‘Accu-Servo’ system.

FF-1 uses a larger, more intense laser 
beam so light is less likely t.o be scattered 
when it comes across a surface blemish.

While the Accu-Servo system features 
a new, microprocessor - controlled linear 
motor to guide the beam.

(Its average random track search time 
is a phenomenal 0.8 seconds.) 

original recording, as 
the machine picks up more from the disc.

For the highest possible resolution, 
all Technics players also use a full 16 bitD/A 
converter.

A 96th order FIR-type double over
sampling digital filter.

And a Tchebyshev-type active low- 
pass analogue filter

Every component, down to the copper
film capacitors has been selected only 
after extensive listening tests.

Audition an entire player for yourself 
at your local Technics dealer.

Technics
300 - 318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks. SL1 6JB. Tel: Slough 34522.



TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION
Our test programme for this edition included complete laboratory analysis on all the 

different designs as well as thorough auditioning of each player. Here the author explains 
the review approach and test methods.

C
ompact Disc continues to grow at 
an accelerating rate. In HFC No 
40, CD Players & Turntables, the 
Compact Disc coverage had 
already begun to outweigh the 

traditional turntable reviews, and now the 
process is complete; Compact Disc has its own 
exclusive issue, while for analogue enthusiasts, 
turntables, tonearms and cartridges will be 
covered in a single edition later this year.

Nearly 50 new players had been released in 
time for our new issue, and a number of 
established designs continue to be available, 
such as the flagship Sony 702ES/552ES, the 
Revox 8225 and the Mission DAD7000R. In 
order to provide the best coverage, in addition 
to earlier but still current reviews, some 36 new 
full reports have been added to the issue plus 
a further 11 shorter reviews; the latter include 
full auditioning but lab tests were severely 
abbreviated on the basis of a close design 
resemblance to a related model in the same 
manufacturer’s range, one which had been 
reviewed in full.

The prices start from a low of £150 to no less 
than £2000 for one top two-unit player. A wide 
choice exists in between, with the best 
combination of performance and value coming 
up in the £200 to £300 area.

Player and disc sales are expanding apace, with 
disc sales for the year expected to reach 6 million 
with around half a million players sold. It had 
been hoped the disc prices would have fallen 
by some 40% by now, to the anticipated £8-10 
mark instead of the current average of around 
£12. but this will not now happen until 1987. 
With player prices now much more competitive, 
it surely is essential that disc prices are soon 
pitched at a more realistic level — at present 
the owner of a £150 player has to pay as much 
again for a mere 12 to 13 discs!

Compact Disc v Anawg^ 
The sound quality of top_ quality black disc 
players remains beyond question, but CD players 

are winning more and more sales from analogue. 
Rather than buy a more expensive analogue 
system, some customers are opting instead for 
a CD player as an addition to existing equip
ment, and many new purchasers are getting into 
hi-fi for the first time with CD as a priority 
component. Portable and in-car CD players are 
already with us, and are arousing great interest.

There has also been considerable progress in 
player performance since the original models 
appeared in 1983. Philips launched CD with the 
slogan 'perfect sound for ever’, but if this were 
true, how then could the large price range for 
players be justified or the results of the listening 
tests be validated?

With experience, I think everyone has realised 
that in all cases, CD provides a reliably good 
baseline of audio quality, one more than 
satisfactory for the majority of non-enthusiast 
applications. Given this baseline, the more 
critical listener, equipped with a more critical 
audio set-up, can discern significant and im
portant differences in CD player sound quality. 
In context, a CD player can be auditioned much 
as one investigates an audio pre-amplifier; 
indeed many of the subjective effects may be 
described in amplifier sound parlance.

The advantages which are indisputably offered 
by Compact Disc players, over vinyl disc playing 
equipment, can be summed up as follows:

1) Up to 1 hour 15 minutes uninterrupted 
playing time.

2) Sound free from surface noise, clicks and 
pops.

3) Discs are essentially damage and wear-proof 
(provided some care is taken).

4) Constant neutral-tone sound quality.
5) No complications of stylus wear, con

tamination or alignment.
6) Full automatic facilities, track programming 

etc, many players having comprehensive remote 
control.

7) All the usual 'cheap turntable' problems 
such as pitch stability, wow and-flutter etc, are 
absent.
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15 HEA1HFIEED. SS ACEY BUSHES*. MII.LONKEYNES
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performance 
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

8) CD players can be small, while the discs 
themselves are easy to handle and store.

9) High level flat response’ output can obviate 
the pre-amplifier, and many players also have 
competent headphone outputs.
10) High lab specifications for distortion, 
balance, separation and signal to noise ratio. 
11) Virtual immunity to acoustic feedback and 
reasonable levels of shock and vibration 
resistance.
12) The sound is relatively neutral, with a wide 
open frequency characteristic as well as notably 
good bass, since arm/cartridge subsonic 
resonances are avoided. Stereo is usually very 
stable and well focused, with much separate 
detail apparent.

As regards the more subtle aspects of sound 
reproduction, players can vary in their stereo 
presentation — some have a more relaxed 
distanced perspective while others seem more 
direct and ‘up-front'. Differences can be found 
in the far space or depth region behind the 
frontal image plane, while some players may also 
show a softening of definition in the bass or 
treble extremes. The treble may also appear a 
touch ‘grainy’ and fatiguing. The mid can vary 
in tonal quality, with a thinner, 'harder' effect 
on some players, and a sweeter, more natural 
balance on others. Ultimately one can liken 
such distinctions to those seen between fine 
amplifiers, and similarly it is therefore possible 
to scale and grade CD sound quality.

Laboratory Tests
An established test programme was employed 
for the CD players. In general, these tests check 
whether the samples supplied were free from 
manufacturing defects and were up to spec. 
Further tests, operating outside of the normal 
specifications, also seek to explore other aspects, 
many of which have been shown to correlate 
well with subjective sound quality factors.

In some respects CD testing is relatively 
straightforward. At the time of the first 'Choice 
edition to include such machines (Turntables and 

Tonearms, No 30), no test discs were available, 
but now a good selection enables us to examine 
a wide range of performance factors. The test 
discs used here are made by Sony, Technics, 
Polygram and Denon, but others can also be 
obtained. As with the equivalent laboratory 
vinyl test discs, frequency response, channel 
separation, signal to noise ratio and distortion 
sections are all present, while special impulses 
for transient response may also be included, plus 
very low level tones for assessing linearity and 
quantisation errors.

Error Correction
Further tests examine the ability of a player to 
correct and conceal errors as well as disc faults. 
This tolerance of disc errors and damage is a 
key factor in the CD’s durability, and is further 
believed to exert a marginal effect on sound 
quality. A machine operating at a low internal 
error rate may sound better than one with a high 
error rate, even when the errors are fully 
corrected.

The effect of vibration is also important. 
Though CD players are normally considered to 
be both acoustic feedback- and vibration-proof, 
acoustic and vibrational energy can nonetheless 
find their way to the disc transport and disc 
itself. In theory the high speed of the laser head 
servos responsible for tracking renders them 
immune to energy at lower frequencies, say 
below SOOHz, which is the main range of 
acoustic excitation. In practice noise and 
vibration both increase the intrinsic error rates 
and thus may influence sound quality; further
more players may be slightly microphonic, de
pending on their construction and circuitry.

Tests have shown that as with analogue 
turntables, although to a lesser extent, isolating 
shelves, platforms and tables can have a 
beneficial effect on CD. A small rubber mat, 
placed over a CD to damp vibration can by 
implication help lower error rates — the 
Meridian players incorporate such a device. 
Remember that CD operates with almost con-
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AN AKAI COMPACT DISC PLAYER FOR UNDER £200.

YOu can now own an Akai compact 
disc player for just £199, or less.

The CD-M515.
With 36 programme random play 

music search, quick access function, sub-

For detAks telephone 01-843 2182 (24 horas).

A KA Icode terminal and 3 beam laser pick-up, 
it shares much of the technology of Akai's 
award winning CD-A7 and CD-M88.

So inewnensive it may be.
Cheap, never.

HI-FI TV VIDEO

CD-Mwn/CD-A7 CD^Mwn

Heighten your senses.



TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION
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Analogue signal is converted into digital fonn by 
sampling the signal to give a binary number (this 
example uses 3 bits). Thus analogue 6V becomes 
binary 110. In practice, a combination of high
speed sampling, 16 bit measurement and filtering 
gives good fidelity to the original waveform.

Spectrum of music output from CD (top) and LP 
(helnw). The LP output towards 50kHz consists of 
distortion spuriae.

tinuous errors which are subject to a powerful 
computed correction, and only at the ultimate 
error limit (almost never attained) will the 
machine fail to compute. In this case, it 
momentarily guesses or may even mute and then 
recover. In theory this can occur once or twice 
in 20 hours of programme, and generally passes 
unnoticed. With giant errors or gaps in the disc, 
a click can be heard as no correction or con
cealment is then possible, and usually the laser 
then sticks or misses a track. Discs which do 
this should be returned as it means that their 
manufacturing error rate is too high.

'Aliasing' And Spurious
Tones

Due to aliasing, an effect where the higher audio 
frequencies may 'beat’ or mix with the clock 
or sampling rate at 44.lkHz, various spurious 
tones may be produced, and their presence is 
likely to influence sound quality in the upper 
registers. Excessive spurious tones in the audible 
range may increase 'brittleness', 'glare’ or 
'hardness' in the sound. Excessive spuriae above 
audibility may give rise to problems in the audio 
stages following the CD, for example cassette 
or PCM recorders and amplifiers.

Ultrasonic tones may beat with further 
signals, producing more 'rubbish’ and noise 
which by difference mixing may fold back into 
the audible range.

For this edition, the full reviews include a 
spectogram from IOOHz to IOOkHz, showing the 
spurious products resulting from a pair of high 
frequency tones at 19 and 20kHz, with peak 
level a reasonably fair - IOdB.

Frequency Response
For frequency response, a high resolution graph 
has been used, this to the same scale as the 
RIi^A equalisation accuracy charts in the HFC: 
Amplifiers issues. Left and right channels are 
both assessed to ensure that no balance errors 
occur. Other tests include checking for correct
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To get the best 
out of your C.D. 
player you need 
the first ever 
C.D. only cable.

C.D. players often fail to deliver 
their full sound potential. The trebles 
can be harsh, the 
bass muddy and the I 
overall sound can 
be flat. But 
connecting your g H 
C.D. player to g
your amplifier ■
with special ■ §
new Monster *
Interlink C.D. W
cable can bring ^^55 
a cleaner, tighter, ik 
three dimensional 
sound to your music.

People spend ----- _3l^----
hundreds of pounds 
on a compact disc 
player only to 
throttle the resulting 
sound by forcing it 
through normal •--------------------  
cables. In the past most 
people thought that cables were just 
cables and that they all sounded alike. 
But the reverse is true. And to 

CD \
ONLY 
CABLE NOW 
RELEASED

understand why, you must understand 
the nature of sound itself.

To reproduce music accurately, 
all the signals must travel through the 
cable uniformly and reach the ear at 
the same time.

However, in conventional inter
connect cables these signals get 
smeared and delayed.
From turntable to loudspeaker these 

frequency and phase distortions are 
significant and prevent proper music 
reproduction, regardless of how good 
the rest of the system is.

But Monster's new Interlink 
cables solve these problems by using 
specially wound conductors plus a 
shield, known as 'bandwidth 
balanced'®

Each signal-carrying conductor 
uses multiple gauge wire networks 
wound in a very special way developed

by Monster, to 
selectively control 
the speed and 
amplitude of the 
various audio 
frequencies as they 
travel through wire 
gauges, precision 
wound to divide 
the audio spectrum 
into bass, mid
range and high 
frequencies. From 
turntable, tape 
deck, or CD player 
to amplifier, the 
overall sonic 
improvements are 
truly impressive. 
^^For a copy of

M the reviews, 
literature 
clip the

plus full 
on Monster Cable,
coupon and send it to Custom Cable 
Service at Unilet.

Please send me free literature on the whole Monster Cable range and details 
of the L'nilet custom<iibles-by-post sen ice

Name------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------

Address------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Custom Cable Senjce is a di\ision of Lnilet Products Ltd
35 High Street. New Malden. Surrex OI-942 9567
The full range of Monsler products is now available in the l K through
Custom Cable
Dealer enquiries to Portfolio Marketing, 0732 365071

CUsrOm CABLE 
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

de-emphasis; testing response alignment; output 
impedance (important when using passive control 
units); output level; track location speed (asses
sed as the time taken to access track 15 on the 
Sony test disc YEDS2). Weighted and unweighted 
signal-to-noise ratios were measured with and 
without pre-emphasis (figures given in the test 
results tables are without pre-emphasis), and 
each player’s mechanical noise was also assessed.

Subjective Tests
For the listening tests, the players were mainly 
used with a Conrad Johnson Premier Three 'by
passed', working into an ARC D11511 power 
amplifier. Initial A/B comparison was, in a 
practical sense, extremely easy, with easily 
matched levels and essentially similar tonal 
characteristics. As auditioning proceeded, we 
felt committed to evaluating the subtler differ
ences between the CD players, which proved 
to be much harder work, comparable to explor
ing the difference between good preamplifiers, 

for example.
In earlier tests, CD had also been compared 

with vinyl, but only after great care had been 
taken to ensure a close tonal similarity between 
the sources. In the case of trials against moving 
coil cartridges, it often proved necessary to em
ploy a passive shelf filter with CD rolling off 
above 800Hz and shelving at -2dB at higher 
frequencies. It was also essential to conform the 
pedigree of the masters used for CD and vinyl 
as these often did not match at all.

Acknowldegements
Many thanks are due to Paul Crook, my con
sultant on this issue; to Marianne Colloms for 
her help in checking and typing copy, and to 
the listeners involved in auditioning the product 
in this and the last issue; Alan McGechan, 
Steve Harris, David Prakel, John Atkinson and 
Paul Crook. Thanks are also due to the manu
facturers who loaned product to aid evaluation.

Martin Colloms
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ENTER THE SONY ^•FI CHOICE

Pictured above are Sony's COP 502ES CD player and TA-F444ESII amplifier, TC-K444ES 
cassette deck, ST-S444ESII tuner and APM22ESII speakers — all five items comprise the 
top end of Sony's specially designed 'ES' Hi-Fi range, which can be won in a three part 
competition brought to you by Sony and Hi-Fi Choice. Parts two and three of the competition 
appear in 'Speakers' (August) and 'Cassette Decks' (October). (See opposite page for 'Digital 
Ready' question Number One).

Sony are following up the success of their CD players with the introduction of a full range 
of 'real hi-ft' separates called 'ES', of which the following top-end models are offered as main prize: 
— Sony CDP 502ES — this fine sounding, integrated player features a special 16 bit 'unilinear 

convertor system' and is fully programmable.
- Sony TA-F444ESII amplifier — combining solid performance with a high power output, 

featuring 120 watts RMS (6 ohms) and using linear crystal oxygen-free copper.
- Sony TC-K444ESII — a high performance cassette deck with three laser-amorphous 

magnetic alloy head systems and two pairs of capstan shafts to ensure superb sound 
quality.

— Sony ST-S444ESII tuner — with high precision direct comparator technology allowing 
a comparison frequency of up to SOkHz, dual-gate MOS FET RF amplifier and ten 
pre-sets.

— Sony AMP22ESII loudspeakers — specially designed to cope with digital audio sources, 
featuring a two-way speaker system and with a frequency range from 40Hz-20,000Hz. 
The above separates retail for approximately £1,700.00.

In this issue, Hi-Fi Choice is offering you the chance to win either Sony's prizewinning 
COP or slimline '~rip 3O2ES ik^.k above). R^k players feature ; 16
bit linear digital to analogue conversion and full remote control. To win either of these 
quality players, answer the questions on the cut-out form below — retaining the 'Digital 
Ready' question for the main prize. An entry coupon for this will be published in the (Cassette 
Decks issue in October.



DIGITAL READY COMPETITION

'DIGITAL READY' QUESTION?
What is the standard CD sampling rate? (A) 44.lkHz. (B) 32kHz. 
(C)48kHz.

'ES' CD PLAYERS ENTRY FORM
1 Sony's CD-P502ES has an incredibly flat frequency response, 
within (A) +O, -0.5dB. (B) +O.SdB, -0.ldB. (C) +0, -0.ldB. 

2 Total harmonic distortion from the CD-P502ES (measured at 
lkHz, Odb)is an amazingly low (A) -93db. (B) -98dB. (C) -96dB. 

3 Tested for fast access, the CD-P502S reached track 15 on HFC's
standard test disc in (A) 6.4 seconds. (B) 8.2 seconds (C) 1.9 seconds.i_____ ._____

Sony 'ES' is a natural choice of high quality hi-fi, because 

________________________________________________ (not more than 20 words) 
Name ______________________________________________________________  
Address_________________________ ______________________________________ 
Postcode ____________________________________________________________  

Closing Date For Entries 31 August 1986
Send your entry to Hi-Fi Choice/Sony Competition, Freepost 7, London WlE 4EZ

RULES
The competition is open to anyone except employees of Hi-Fi Choice (and subsidiary companies) and Sony. All entries must 
be submitted on the above entry form or a copy. No cash alternatives to the prizes shown will be offered. The publishers 
reserve che right to publish any entry submitted and entries become the property of Hi-Fi Choice. The winners will be notified 
by post. In the event of more than one correct entry, the winner will be decided by the 'Sony ES' tiebreaker above.



AIWADX770
Aiwa (UK) Ltd, Unit 2, Dukes Estate, Western Avenue, London W3 OSY. 

TEL: 01-993 1672

W
e reveiwed Aiwa's first CD 
player, the OXJ200, last year. 
This oversampling design re
mains in production, and has 
now been joined by a new 

DX770 model which costs about £100 less. 
Interestingly, the conversion system is different, 
the Aiwa designers having chosen not to use 
an oversampling system in this cheaper 
machine.

The 770 is a compact drawer-loader, accepting 
the discs the normal way up. Well equipped in 
terms of operating facilities, it lacks a head
phone socket or remote control. However, if 
installed as part of an Aiwa VJ200 midi system, 
a special connector allows the CD player to be 
controlled remotely via the main system 
handset. Up to 16 tracks can be programmed 
from the front panel in any order, with a repeat 
mode for one track only, for all tracks, or just 
the programmed tracks. Other features include 
fast track skip with audible music, forward and 
reverse cueing, and the accessing of index points 
on appmpri:uelv coded discs. No numeric key
board is present, so track entry is by repeated 
depression of the skip button.

Technically this is a 16 bit linear design, not 
20

using oversampling, with a time-shared DIA 
convertor, and conventional 'brickwall' filtering 
preceding the output terminal.

Lab Report
Whereas the 1200 had shown a slight rise in 
the extreme treble response, the 770 gave a mild 
0.2dB loss, 5-12kHz, followed by a rolloff to 
-0.7dB at 20kHz; in practice such minor varia
tions are unlikely to be audibly significant. 
Channel balance was very good, generally 
within 0.3dB over the whole frequency range, 
and perfectly aligned with the published graph. 
Considering that a shared DIA convertor is used, 
the channel separation results were excellent - 
over IOOdB throughout, and typically l!OdB at 
mid and low frequencies. The inevitable time 
difference btween channels led to an 81° phase 
difference at 20kHz; this is considered harmless 
unless the machine is to be used in mono mode, 
when some loss of treble above IOkHz is to be 
expected.

Distortion was very low at low and mid fre
quencies and full modulation levels, rypirally 
measuring -93dB or 0.002%. This worsened 
at high frequencies: the down-band modulation 
products of the 20kHz fundamental were poorer 



than average at -68dB. But this marginal result 
was handsomely offset by fine measurements for 
high frequency intermodulation: at foil modu
lation level an excellent -96dB difference tone 
was recorded, and the reading was a still very 
good -90dB at the -lOdB mod. level. Mid fre
quency distortion results were well ordered at 
reducing signal levels, reaching 24dB down 
below the -60dB mod. level.

At -90dB modulation the level error was 
typically + 3dB, indicating a good resolution of 
15.5 bits. An output of 2 volts was generated 
from a higher than usual output impedance of 
1.8kohms.

Error correction performance was fine, and the 
machine showed a fair resistance to shock. The 
signal-to-noise ratios were electrically very good 
by hi-fi standards, but unexceptional in a CD 
context: at 90dB for the worst case, no-one 
could complain about the results!

Sound Quality
Scoring a little below average, this machine 
nonetheless proved significantly superior to the 
DX 1200, by about a factor of 15%. Described 
as having an 'open', 'lively', and 'airy' sound, 
showing a high standard of definition and detail 
in the forward image plane, the treble was a 
touch 'bright', but remained quite tidy and con
trolled. Tonally the midrange seemed a touch 
'thinned' and lightweight, while the bass was 
'softened' in terms of power and weight. Some 
loss of stereo focus was also noted, and the 
ultimate rendition of depth and ambience was 
poorer than average. Overall, the DX 770 met 
good commercial hi-fi standards, but could have 
shown a sweeter balance with more depth.

Conclusion
The conclusion is very similar to that for the 
DX 1200 over a year ago. Here we have an aver
age quality machine with a good technical per
formance but selling at a higher than average 
price. However, as part of an Aiwa music system 
it acquires a conveniently integrated remote 
control facility, so increasing the potential value; 
in this context it would be well worth considering.

Test Results

Channel balance 

Stereo separation . __ ______  

Channel phase difference______ 

Total hacmonic distortion, OdB 

Tora\ harmonic disrorrion, -lOdB 

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB 

Toral harmonic distortion, -80dB

ZOHz !kHz ZOkHz

O.JOdB O.JOdB 0 .Z7dB

-116.JdB -117.3dB-106.3dB*

0° 5° 81°

-98.4dB -94.ZdB -68.SdB

-88.SdB

- -48.3dB -

- -24.ldB -

Imermodularion, i 9kHz/20kHz, OdB  ~96.JdB

Intermodularion, l9kHz/20kHz, -IO<lB -90.ldB 

Frequency response, left channel+ 0.0SdB, -0.8\dB 

Frequency response, right channel + 0.08d8, -0.83d8 

Signal-ro-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighced . -94d8

Signal-to-noise, CClR/ARM, !kHz cef _ ____________ _.-90dB

Output level, OdB, left/right . _______________Z.OV

Output impedance _________ __________  _ ! .Skohms

De-emphasis correct

Track access rime • sees

Error correction capability >900pm gap, >SOOpm dot

Mechanical noise ____________________ low

Spuriae up ro 100kHz-78. tdB 

Resolution h -90dB lefr +3.30<l8, right +2.92d8

Headphone socket_______________________ .

Dimensions (wxdxh)___________________ _ . . 33 x30x 7cm

Estimated typical purchase price £300 

*rtgh< dUnnel - I l2.0dB. - I l0.2dB. -10/0dB

I 
I

Spectrnm analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to !OOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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AIWADX-1200
Aiwa (UK) Ltd, Unit 2, Dukes Estate, Western A venue, London W3 OSY. 

Tel :01-993 1672

A
 midi-sized model, finished in 
satin black, the Aiwa OX-1200 
incorporates a drawer loading 
mechanism which is distinguis
hed by its need to insert the disc 

upside down.
Providing track number and timing in minutes 

and seconds,—both per track and for the overall 
disc, the display also shows the required numbers 
in index mode. No numeric keyboard is present, 
but entry is rapid via the forward and back 'skip' 
buttons. Tracks may be set to repeat in their 
entirety on or over selected passages — the so- 
called ‘A to B repeat' feature.

Aiwa's rear panel includes a socket for 'deck 
sync' for cassette deck recording, an 8 pin DIN 
socket marked 'Digital Out' presumably for con
nection to a computer and a connection for the 
remote control unit in Aiwa's matching system.

The Aiwa design uses a single 16 bit shared 
DIA convenor with 2x oversampling, this 
similar to the current Yamaha models. 7 pole 
discrete LC filters follow the converter's channel 
separator.

Lab Report
Channel balance was excellent throughout, 
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though the frequency response did show a small 
rise to 20kHz, this being a maximum of +0.6dB 
and probably inaudible.

Channel separation was also very good at 
typically 97dB. The usual interchannel phase 
difference due to the time-shared converter was 
reduced to 45° by the 2x over-sampling.

At peak level the total harmonic distortion 
was good but unexceptional at -98dB, !kHz 
and showing -80dB of beat noise at 20kHz. 
However, at reducing modulation levels, very 
good figures were displayed showing the full 16 
bit linearity. This was confirmed by the minor 
+ l.5dB level error at a set -90dB. The high 
frequency intermodulation results were good, at 
almost lOOdB down at full level, and close to 

the limit at lOdB below peak. Output level was 
standard at virtually 2Y. Track access was fairly 
rapid at 6.5 seconds. Mechanical noise was 
moderate and the machine performed 
excellently on the error correction tests.

Spectrum analysis for the -lOdB two-tone 
intermodulation did show a poorer than average 
performance on aliasing — the upper difference 
tone at 24kHz was only 23dB down, which is 
really a little too close to peak level for 
comfort.



Sound Quality
Scoring a little below average’ th; 1200 proved 
to be a cornpetent performer’ and generally set 
a good CD standard. Critical analysis suggested 
that the upper bass lacked a little n definition 
and att=ck, with the mid register a touch forward 
and two dimensional, with the treble slightly 
brash and exposed. In stereo t:rms the image 
was a trifle narrowed and softer in foeus.

c ONCLUSION
While this player undoubtedly fulfilled its 
intended purpose very competently it did not 
ha:; a sufficiently competitive edge to attain 
the recommended category. An important 
component as part of the matching Aiwa stacks, 
'it is nonethe \ess worth considering, even for 
independent use.

Test Results
ZOHz lkHz 20kHz

Channel balance _ O.l4dB O.l4dB O.l4dB

Stereo separation -97dB -96dB -94dB

Channel phase-difference  0o 2.5° 450

Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB . -88dB -87dB -80dB

Toral harmonic distomion, -lOdB -8JdB

Total harmonic d istortion, -60dB ____ -48dB —

Total harmanic distortion• -80dB _ -27dB —

IncermoduI anion, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB  -97dB

lntermoduIau_on, 19kHz/20kHz, -JOdB -90dB

Frequency response, left channel ... ..... +O.SdB, -0.!SdB

Frequency response’ nght channel +O.SdB, -0. !SdB

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighced -99dB

Signal-re-noise ‘ CCIR/ARM ‘ IkHz <ef -93dB 

Output level, OdB, left/right 2.02V/1.99V

Output impedance _ . 922 ohms

De-emphasis . . i; irrec

Track access (ime 6.5 sees

Error correcnion capability   ............... . >9OO^m gap, >800^m dot

Mechanical noise ___________moderate

Spuriae up to I OOkHz-ll2dB 

Resolution at -90dB  . +l.SdB

Headphone socket yes (variable output)

Dimensions (wxdxh) 33xJOx7cm

Estimated typical purchase pn. ce  .-380 

REASSESSED
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AKAICDM515
AKAi (UK) Ltd, Unit 12, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way, Hounslow1, 

Middlesex. Tel 01-897 6388

I
n the last edition Akai achieved notable 
success with their current CD-M88 player 
and its full sized brother the CD-A7. How
ever, such is the pace of CD development 
that Akai were able to supply two new 

models for this issue, namely the midi-size CD- 
M5/5 reviewed here and its close relative the 
CD-A30B, each of which costs less than half 
the price of the '88; understandably, some of 
the earlier model's features have been omitted, 
notably the remote control. A further economy 
measure is seen in the lack of the usual line out
put RCA phono sockets, and instead, a short 
output cable is permanently fitted. This may 
well be convenient in the case of a matching 
stack system, but it prevents the use of audio 
cables of known quality.

An up-to-date feature is the liquid crystal dis
play (LCD), a feature first seen on the Revox 
player and nicely backlit here. Via the approp
riate buttons this visually restful display can 
show a comprehensive array of figures includ
ing residual track numbers, the track total and 
timings, indexing and the total play time

Track programming of up to a total of 36 is 
provided, this permissible in sequence or in 
random order. Repeat is possible for the whole 

disc or over selected A-B start-stop points. The 
skip button provides rapid access to tracks and 
the cueing operates at two automati
cally-selected speeds with audible discontinuous 
music output. Unusually at this price level, the 
deck also includes indexing. All the controls 
were easy to operate, in contrast to the idiosyn
cratic sequences required for the '88.

While no headphone socket or remote control 
are present, the rear panel does carry a syn
chro-start terminal for operation with the 
matching Akai system stack, particularly for 
auto-start recording from disc. Another socket 
carries the sub-code data terminal for connec
tion to video displays and information systems.

Inside, is a straightforward machine using 16 
bit linear conversion with a time shared D/A 
convenor followed by a standard 'brickwall' 
filter. The laser head has a fast access time, with 
reliable locking achieved by a tri-beam system 
for data read, tracking and focus.

Lab Report
F'"‘ntially lhr, vny rarffnl listfning wrnilrl be 
required to identify the minor frequency res
ponse deviations. A mild 0.2dB lift can be se*en 
in the low treble (the 'presence' range) while* 
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at 18kHz the two channels were out of step by 
just IdB. Over most of the range the balance 
was held to 0.4dB while very good separation 
was achieved at low and mid frequencies, this 
deteriorating to a below-average result of 60dB, 
worst case, at 20kHz. The time shared convertor 
showed the usual differential channel delay 
giving rise to a phase difference of 77 ° by 20kHz 
— only of significance if mono use is envisaged.

A decent 15 34 bit resolution was indicated 
by the modest level error at -90dB modulation 
and the generally good distortion performance. 
At full modulation, mid-band distortion pro
ducts were typically 0.007%, and even at 20kHz 
the downband modulation signals were better 
than 74dB down. However above 20kHz the 
24kHz beat component was suppressed by just 
24dB. At -80dB, !kHz, the -25dB distortion 
figure was fine. The intermodulation was very 
good, though mild slewing was noted on full
level white noise.

Signal to noise ratios were fine, and the output 
level close to the standard 2V, derived from a 
low source impedance. No problems were en
countered with error correction or pre-emphasis 
and track access was rapid. Mechanical noise 
was low.

Sound Quality 
Performing well on audition, this machine was 
not far behind the '88. The bass was considered 
to be solid and dynamic, though the midrange 
was a little lightweight, even thin, but this did 
not detract from the performance since pleas
ing depth and detail was maintained in this 
region. The treble showed some brittleness and 
edge, but fair definition and perspective was still 

present in this range. It was lively with a stable 
confident stereo focus.

Conclusion
While I would have liked audio sockets on the 
rear I cant argue with the fine all round perform
ance of this compact and tidy machine. It repre
sents very good value, and well deserves its Best 
Buy rating ..

Test Results
201-iz IkHz 20kHz

Channel balance _ 0.39dB 0.38dB 0.46dB

Stereo separation -92.JdB -89.6dB-62.SdB*

Channel phase difference C 50 71
Total harmonic diswrrion, OJB____  -90.7dB -83.SdB -73,SdB

Total harmonic dislortion, -IOdB — -87.4dB

Toral harmonic Jisrortion, -60JB — -50.0JB

Total harmonic disrortion, -80dB — -25.JdB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OJB . ___ _ .... . ____ -89. ldB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - IOdB . -90.SdB

Fre4uency response, left channel . +0.0ZdB, —0.65JB

Frequency response, right channel +0.02dB. -0.64dB 

Signal-w-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighrcd  ,__-95dB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, I kHz ref______________.... —88dB

Output level, OdB, left/right . J .9V

Output impedance ...._____________ _ 22Sohms

De-emphasis correct

Track access time 3.0secs

Error correction capability >900pm gap, >B00pm dot

Mechanical noise moderate

Spuriae up to 100kHz  -104dB

Resolution ar -90dB . left +3.25dB, right +2.57dB

Headphone -.. ikii   io>

Dimensions (w x d X h)35 x 26 x 7.5 cm 

Estimated typical purchase price . . ...___ _________£199

*L:fr channel -56dB separation, -93. ldB imemod

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response.
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AKAICDA30
AKAi (UK) Ltd, Unit 12, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver )ubileeWay, Hounslow, 

Middlesex. Tel: 01-897 6388

W
here the CDM515 is a midi
sized budget player, the CDA 
30 is its full sized equivalent, 
selling at a higher price. On 
the face of it, there seems 

little to choose between the two, with both 
technical as well as listening tests suggesting a 
very similar performance.

The 44cm wide CDA 30 drawer-loader uses 
a tri-beam laser pickup, and has a large random 
order programming system allowing the selec
tion of up to 36 tracks. Facilities exclude remote 
control or a headphone socket, but include pro
grammable A to B selective repeat plus normal 
repeat modes, access to index points, rapid track 
skip, and audible music search. A rear subcode 
outlet is available for future CD appliwtiong. 
The liquid crystal display has four operating 
modes: track and index numbers may be simul
taneously displayed, but the mode must be al- 
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tered to show timing; individual track and total 
times can also be shown. Like the COM 515, 
the technology is straightforward 16 bit linear, 
with a time-shared decoder and 'brickwall' 
analogue filtering.

Sound Quality
Rated a little above average, the CDA 30 did 
well in the listening tests. Sound stages had good 
width and respectable depth. The bass was quite 
solid and 'tuneful; and the mid and treble 
showed fine detail resolution, albeit with 'edge' 
and mild sibilance. Stereo images were well 
focused and stable.

Conclusion
The CDA 30 has certainly made the grade, 
offering a competitive combination of techni
cal performance, sound quality and value.A 
'Best Buy' rating is therefore appropriate.



BEFORE YOU PLAY 
IT TO ANYONE 

CERTAIN PRECAUTIONS 
MAY BE NECESSARY.

Can the Marantz CD65 pose such a grave security risk?
Certainly, it does represent the new generation of Compact 

Disc Players.
It has the advanced Z filter, with twin 16 bit DiA converters 

with four times oversampling for flatter frequencyresponse, wide 
distortion.

To eliminate phase; related distortion, the sampling frequency 
of 44.1kHz is quadrupled to 176.4kHz.

access to 99 tracks. You have random access to 
in any order you like.

have instant access to any particular track at the 
sof test touch of a button. And naturally a visual display keeps you 

of your every move.
The cost for such an invaluable addition to your home? £349. 

which no doubt is at this moment safely in an account at your bank. 
The question is: wil your house be as secure? ^ma...a.—^ '1l •
Marantz Audio UK Limited. 15116 Saxon Way Industrial Estate. Moor Lane. Harmondsworth. Middx. UB7 OLW Tel 01-897 6633



AKAICDM88
AKAi (UK) Ltd. Unit 12, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver )ubileeWay, Hounslow, 

Middlesex. TEL:Ol 897 6388

F
eatures of the '88 include a full 
numeric keyboard, direct track access, 
audible music cueing plus a large fluor
escent display showing all available 
information, including indexing.Track access was rapid in operation, though 

the machine did emit the odd chirp, plus a 
constant high pitched 'swish' that I found a 
nuisance, although others failed to notice it. 
Akai's comment was to suggest location away 
from the listening position, thereby exploiting 
the remote control facility.

Internally, the circuitry was fairly 
conventional, with a single time shared 16 bit 
digital to analogue convenor chip, this the 
popular Burr Brown type. In the output circuitry, 
the low impedance output iG directed around the 
box to the front panel variable level control, 
then routed back to the rear panel socket; all 
the results in this review relate to the factory- 
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built as supplied, but we also checked the effect 
of bypassing the level control and short wiring 
the output socket to the final integrated circuit 
output. I am sure that the resulting improvement 
would be considered worthwhile by an audio 
enthusiast — we judged about 0.6 of a point in 
8 on subjective scores. When direct wired a 
much lower and constant output impedance is 
obtained, to better drive the interconnect cable.

Lab Report
Channel matching and balance were excellent 
while the frequency response showed that a hint 
of treble lift — about 0.4dB rise in the final l V2 
octaves to 20kHz.

Channel phase shift showed the usual 70-80° 
difference at 20kHz, due to the shared convener. 
Slight compression was shown at peak level, but 
this was hardly seen in the - 93dB distortion 
at !kHz, full level. Good distortion results were



maintained at 20kHz, and at reducing output 
levels, mid band. The -24dB result at -80dB 
signal level showed close to 15Vi bit linearity 
while an odd -90dB level offset was noted as 
-4dB left and -l.5dB right, a reversed 
curvature at the resolution limit. The 
intermodulation results were about average — 
very good nonetheless, at -89dB for the full 
modulation, difference tone product.

Error correction proved excellent. Signal-to
noise ratios were quite typical, while spurious 
signals up to lOOkHz were well rejected by 108dB 
or more.

Sound Quality
Rated well above average, this player was much 
liked on audition. Despite a hint of brightness 
and forwardness in tonal perspective, it proved 
clear and clean throughout the frequency range. 
Good stereo depth and transparency were its 
hallmarks, while the bass showed a pleasing 
extension as well as precise control. By CD 
standards the treble was also sweeter than usual. 
Stereo images were well focused and worn discs 
were played with confidence. The player also 
showed good vibration resistance.

Conclusion
Originally rated a Best Buy model on the basis 
of good sound quality, even by the standards of 
the latest decks the 'M88 merits firm recom
mendation for 1986. The lab performance shows 

a basically good design with a stable, precise 
optical transport, albeit some minor mechanical 
noise, and the overall package remains fully 
competitive.

Test Results
ZOHz IkHz 10kHz

Channel balance_____________________O.OZJB 0.02dB 0.02dB

Stereo separation ... .............................___ -85JB -86dB -77dB

Channel phase difference_________ ___  0° 0° 76°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB ___ _____-96dB -93dB -82dB

Total harmonic distortion, -lOdB ______ ____ -84<lB

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB ______ ____ -50.ldB

Tomi harmonic distortion, -BOdB ______ ____ -24.7dB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB -89.SdB 

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -!OdB _---- --------- .---- „-88dB

Frequency response, left channel+0.37dB, -OdB 

Frequency response, right channel+ 0.37dB, -OdB 

Signal-w-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighied -98dB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, 1kHz ref........_......... . ..... _-92dB 

Output level, OdB, left/right . . _ 2.01V/2.01V (variable)

Output impedance _____________ . —  . 100 ohms

De-emphasis. . .___ __ __________________ _______ correct

Track access time------------------------------------------------------- 3 .8 sccs

Error correction capability . _._>900pm gap, >SOOpm dnr

Mechanical noise . mild chirps, high pitched 'swish'

Spuriae up to lOOkHz-108dB 

Resolution at -90dB .________ _________  +I.5<lB

Headphone socket .___________________ yes (variable output)

Dimensions (wxdxh) --------------__ _35x26x7.1cm

Estimated typical purchase price ------------------------------------- J399 

REASSESSED

Spectrum analysis ("bove) with input of I 9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SANSUI PURE HI-FI
-THE BEST HI-FI TO BUY

AUG-30X AMPLIFIER £179.90 inc. vat. "And so the Sansui came to face the music, 
and face it it did with considerable aplomb, a fair degree of finesse, class-beating 
wellie and lots of other nice qualities including oodles and oodles of detail - the top 
end is very clear but a little sharp, almost raw, and a little detached sounding for this 
reason. The overriding impression though is of smoothness and a readiness to respond 
to whatever happens along." Alvin Gold. Hi-Fi Answers. April 1986.

TU-D 99X TUNER £229 inc. vat. Best buy, Hi-Fi Choice. March 1985.
"With a front rank sound quality and a very strong RF performance, this is 
clearly a fine tuner design. Suited, with the 'local' switch, to both fringe and 
high strength locations, a versatile performance is offered".
Conclusion. "The TU-D 99X represents very good value in its price sector, and 
quolifles for a Best Buy rating." Hi-fi Choice. Winter J 986.

PGV-100 COMPACT DISC PLAYER £259 inc. vat. "At £259, the PCV-100 must be 
one of the sonic bargains of the decode. If you could not afford a £250 + machine 
before and were waiting for prices to come down, now's your chance. For those 
looking at £199.95 machines, I suggest you beg, steal or borrow the extra £59.05. 
It may well be one of life's more serious lessons about not looking a gift horse in the 
mouth. VERDICT: Better grab one before Sansui discontinue it.
Ian Kuah. Which Compact Disc. April 1986.

A great many people say nice things about our pure hi-fi. But when the experts 
come up with words like 'excellent'.'versatile', 'awesome' even, we're especially 
pleased. And when they add to that the all-important words'Best Buy' we know 
we're getting it right. See the reviews. Check out the performance.
Compare the prices. Then buy Sansui and you'll be getting it right too.

ÒANÔUI ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD.,
UNIT lOA, lYON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
ROCKWARE AVENUE,
GREENFORD, MIDDX UB6 OAA

rpd.1.1 ,.1
I NAME__________________________  I| (IN BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) |
I ADDRESS I
I------------------------------------- I
I I
I II POSTCODE |
I I
L__________________________________________________________ J



LESS BUCKS MORE FIZZ

THE NEW SHARP COMPA ISC PLAYER

*

Now's your chance to add the 
amazing sound quality of Compact 
Disc to your system.

The new Sharp DX1 lOH gives 
you the opportunity to experience 
the faultless sound reproduction of 
Compact Disc.

No more scratches. hisses or 
fluff on the stylus. Because there is 
no stylus. The music is transmitted 
by means of a laser beam.

The remarkable DX 110H has 

all the features which make up the 
sound revolution of Compact Disc:
► Laser pick-up for greater 

durability.
► Auto program locate device 

(APLD)
► Auto program search system 

(APSS)
Give your music collection a 

new dimension. The Sharp 
DX1 lOH Compact Disc Player.

Less Bucks. More Fizz.

Send io. Sharp Campaet Disc. PO Box 4 
M a r1 c h aster M10 980.
Please send me my free full colour brochure featuring 
the Sharp Compact Disc Player.
NAME.

I
ADDRESS-

POST-

Sharp Electronics {UK) Ltd. Sharp House. Thorp Road. Newton Heath. Manchester MlO 9BE. Tei- 061-205 2333

re

SHARP
COMPACT DISC



AUDIO TECHNICA ATCDlO
AudioTechnica UK Ltd, Hunslet Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds LS 10 1BL. 

Tel: (0532) 771441

N
oted as a manufacturer of pickup 
cartridges for vinyl disc players, 
Audio Technica are now entering 
the silver disc player market with 
their ATCD1O, priced at £300.Midi-sized, it conforms to the popular front 

drawer loading format and is satin finished. No 
remote control is included but it does have a 
front panel headphone socket with matching 
volume control.

Billed as a triple-beam laser tracking deck 
with double resolution digital filtering, the 
machine features programmable random access 
playback and a multi-function display. Taking 
the facilities first, the display is an illuminated 
LED type, showing elapsed and remaining times, 
track numbers and total playing time. The 
machine can access coded points or indexed 
discs and has the usual array of buttons for fast 
track skip, two-speed audible music cueing, 
random track programming and repeat.

The 'CDJO's resemblance to the Yamaha ^X 
series is considerable, and a look inside showed 
that this deck was indeed of Yamaha manu
facture, though to Audio Technica's speci
fication. It is a 16 bit linear machine, with 
two-times oversampling. The digital to analogue 
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convenor is time-shared between the channels, 
but the oversampling halves the usual inter
channel time delay thereby improving the mono 
compatibility. The system includes digital 
filtering allied to moderate analogue filtering at 
the final stage.

Compact Disc technology is now at a stage 
where the construction has been simplified with 
the use of numerous custom large scale inte
grated circuits, so with models like this both low 
cost production cost and a good reliability can 
be realised.

Although this machine is Yamaha based, in 
the past we have noted differing performance 
between such 'OEM' models, and the only way 
to find out in the case of this machine was to 

put it to the test.

Lab Report
Measured on our own high resolution scale the 
frequency response of this player showed a 
noticeable lift in level in the final octave; 
however, at typically + IdB it was difficult to 
imagine that this would have much effect on 
the final subjective result. for example, the 
irregularities in the top end response of most 
loudspeakers are more severe than this. Channel



balances were well maintained while the 
channel separation figures were more than 
satisfactory. Typical for the system, the 
interchannel phase difference was mild at low 
frequencies, reaching an innocuous 37° by 
20kHz.

Though slight compression was evident at full 
modulation level, the distortion results were 
pretty good, at typically 0.005%. By 20kHz, the 
in-band noise was quite respectable at — 77dB, 
while at higher modulation levels, the high 
frequency intermodulation results were very 
good, but the overall distortion proved to be 
worse than average at low levels. The 1kHz 
distortion at -80dB was a disappointing —17dB, 
for example, and was clearly associated with the 
lOdB or so of level error measured at -90dB. 
An overall resolution of just 14V4 bits was 
indicated, with variation in quality grades for 
the DIA convertors thought to be the most 
likely cause.

Output noise levels were a little poorer than 
average while the error correction was satis
factory, although it did not meet the top 
standards shown by certain other machines. The 
spurious response suppression was poorer than 
average with the 88kHz component rather 
prominent in the wide band analysis. Track 
access was fine, taking five seconds to reach 
track 15 on our test disc, and mechanical noise 
was held to low levels. Signal output was a 
standard 2V from a lkohm source.

Sound Quality
On audition the 'CDIO scored above average. 
It sounded quite sweet in tonal balance, while 
the bass and treble ranges were pretty good 
although both showed some softening of 
definition. Stereo focus was well presented with 

quite good depth and ambience. However, some 
loss of detail was noted in the mid register and 
quiet passages were subjectively slightly 
muddled.

Conclusion
The overall sound was to a worthwhile standard, 
but some loss of information was apparent. The 
DIA convertor quality was not up to scratch and 
as reviewed, the CDIO did not perform well 
enough for a recommendation, but is worth 
considering.

Test Results
ZOHz I kHz ZOkHz 

Channel balance  OdB O.OldB 0.3SdB 

Stereo xcpar.itk>n -88. IdB -90.JdB-78.SdB

Channel phase difference 0° I o 37°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB____ -88.ldB* -85.5dB-77.7dB

Total harmonic distortion, - lOdB — -79.0dB

Total harmonic disconion, -60dB — -32.6dB —

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB -17.0dB —

Intermodulation, l9kHz/20kHz, OdB-82.6dB 

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -!OdB . __  -89.4dB

Frequency response, left channel + 0.29dB, -l.97dB 

Frequency response, right channel +0.0?dB, - I .60dB 

Signal-ro-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unwcighccd _ _ . -86dB

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref-9ldB 

Output level, OdB, left/right ;:, 1.97 V 

Output impedance - ____ ..._____ ___ _____ ,____ .Jkohms

Oc-emphasis correct

Track access time __  ____ ... _ __ 5.0sccx

Error correction capability .__ ., _____>700^m gap, >600pm dot

Mechanical noise very low 

Spuriae up to 100kHz-43.4dB 

Resolution at -90dB left +11.0ldB. right +9.63dB 

Headphone socket _ .__ ______ _ ______ yes (variable output)

Dimensions (wxdxh) _ __  ___34x30x8.5cm

Estimated typical purchase price

RANGE: -5 d8Y STATUS1 PAUSED
AlMAG RUD-TECH 19-10DB1H PMSU8

START: 0 Hz BU: 375 Hz STOP: 100 000 Hz
Xr: 0 Hz Yr: 0.00 dB

Spectrum analysis (above) with' input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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PROTON830R 
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

the dealers listed opposite.

NO WONDER!
Not only does the 
new Proton 830R offer superb 
sound reproduction and full 
facilities with memory, but unlike the 
competition, it is unique in including 
a remote control at only £219.

See this small wonder at any of

PROTON
Sole UK Distributor: Ventura Leisure, The Broadway, Old Amersham, Bucks. Tel: 02403 3173



AVON
Baft
CMilsoms 
11-12 North Gate Street.
Tel:0225 65975
Bristol
Radford Hi-Fi 
52-54GloucesterRood.
Tel:0272 428247
Weston S. Mare
PaulRoberts Hi-Fi 
203MiltonRood.
Tel:0934 414423

BERKSHIRE
Bracknell
B& BHi-Fi 
Princess Square. 
Tel:0344 424556 
Maidenhead 
Kimberley Hi-Fi 
18 King Street. 
Tel: 0628 73420
Reading
B&BHi-Fi 
36 MinsterStreet.
Tel:0734 583730
Reading Hi-Fi Centre 
6 Horris Arcade, 
FriorStreet.
Tel:0734 585463
Windsor
Radford Hi-Fi 
43 King Edward Court. 
Tel:07538 56931
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury
Aylesbury Hi-Fi 
98 Cambridge Street. 
Tel: 0296 28790
Chesham
Cheshom Sound & Video 
117 High Street.
Tel: 0494 786494
High Wycombe
B& BHi-Fi
4 Priory Road.
Tel:0494 35910
The Sound Gollery 
65CastleStreet.
Tel:0494 31682
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge
AN Audio
46 Market Square, St Neols.
Tel:0480 720 71
Steve Boxsholl 
41 Victoria Rood.
Tel: 0223 68305

CHESHIRE
Crewe
HightownAudio 
106VictoriaStreet.
Tel:0270 211091

CUMBRIA
Barrow-In-Furness
Barrow Hi-Fi Centre 
122 Dalton Road.
Tel:0229 36494

DEVON
Exeter
J.P. Williams 
15 ParisStreet 
Tel:0392 79889
Torquay
Richlow Electronics
20 Roundhill Road, Broodpark. 
Tel:0803 605028
DORSET
Christchurch
H.A.T.V.
183 Barrack Rood.
Tel:0202 473901
Poole
Movemenl Audio
588 Ashley Road, Parkstone.
Tel:0202 730865
ESSEX
Brentwood
Quality Records 
Brentwood Music
2 lngrove Road. 
Tel:0277 221210

PROTON DEALERS
Romford
Craig Hi-Fi 
13 South Street.
Tet:0708 28902

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham
Robbs Electrical 
Clarence Street. 
Tel: 0242 584404

HAMPSHIRE
Aldershot
County Hi-Fi & Video 
179 Victorio Rood.
Tel:0252 312151
Andover
Andover Audio 
105 High Street. 
Tel: 0264 58251
Basingstoke
Audio Video Tronics 
4 Feather Lone.
Tel:0256 24311
Portsmouth
Hopkins Hi-Fi 
38-40 Fratton Rood.
Tel: 0705 822155
Virgin Records 
69-73TheTricorn, 
CharlotteStreel.
Tel:0705 816857
Southampton
Hamilton Electronics 
London Rood.
Tel:0703 28622

HEREFORDSHIRE &
WORCESTERSHIRE 
Malvern
C P Sounds 
97 Bernards Green Road. 
Tel: 06845 3607

HEREFORDSHIRE
Hereford
Sounds Good 
15 Bridge Street. 
Tel:0432 275050

HERTFORDSHIRE
Wetford
Acoustic Arts 
101 StAlbans Rood.
Tel:0923 45250
Hi-Fi City 
68 High Street 
Tel:0923 26169

KENT
Sevenoaks
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi 
118 London Road. 
Tel: 0732 459555
Tonbridge
Standens 
92o High Street. 
Tel: 0732 353540

IANCASHIRE
Blackpool
Whiteleys of Deonsgote 
4 Deansgote.
Tel: 0253 28357
Preston
Goodrights
1 Friargote.
Tel: 0772 57528
Norman Audio
51 Fishergate. 
Tel: 0772 53057
Southport
Southport Hi-Fi 
6 Princes Street.
Tel: 0704 36901

LEICESTERSHIRE 
lekester
Kimberley Hi-Fi 
6Silver Wolk, 
St Martin's Square
Tel:0533 539753

LINCOLNSHIRE
Boston
Yates & Greenough 
11-14 Emery lone. 
Tel:0205 55755
Stamford
Rodger& Green Hi-Fi 
9 Red lion Square. 
Tel:0780 62128

LONDON
London E12
Kimberley Hi-Fi 
698 Romford Rood, 
Manor Pork.
Tel:01 478 5137
LondonN12
Craig Hi-Fi 
Uni! 3, 879 High Rood 
Tel:01 446 7522
Swiss Cottage, NW6
Studio99 
81 Fairfax Rood. 
Tel:OJ 328 6666 
LondonWI 
Brian's Hi-Fi 
19 Tottenham Court Rood. 
Tel: 01 63J 1109
Craig Hi-Fi 
47 Tottenham Court Rood. 
Tel: 01 580 9951 
KJ leisuresound
48 WigmoreStreel. 
Tel:01 486 0552 
Spatial
29 Tottenham Court Rood 
Tel:01 637 8702
LondonW2
Kimberley Hi-Fi 
376 Edgwore Rood. 
Tel:01 724 0454
EallngW5
Ealing TV & Hi-Fi Ltd. 
The Paddock, 
Popes lone.
Tel:01 567 8703
Maida Vale W9
Robert Taussig 
Formosa Street.
Tel: 01 286 J728 
londonW14 
Kensington Hi-Fi 
288 Kensington High Street, 
Tel:01 602 7066 
londonSWl 
Harrods
Knightsbridge. 
Tel: 01 7301234
LondonSW9
AtkinsRadio 
210 BrixtonHill 
Tel: 01 674 4433 
londonSW19 
O'Briens 
95 High Street, 
Wimbledon Village. 
Tel:OJ 9461528

GREATER MANCHESTER
Stockport
Foirbothom & Co. 
58-62 lowerHillgote 
Tel: 061 480 4872
Wigan
Wigan Hi-Fi Centre 
13 Wigan Centre Arcade. 
Tel:0942 37977

MERSEYSIDE
Southport
Southport Hi-Fi Centre 
6 PrincesStreet.
Tel: 0704 36901

MIDDLESEX
Hounslow
Musical Images 
45 High Street. 
Tel:01 570 7512

NORFOLK
Norwich
8& BAdams 
124 King Street.
Tel:0603 622129

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Newark
Peter Ellis 
29 Kirkgate. 
Tel: 0636 704571
Sherwood
Forum Hi-Fi 
600 Mansfield Road.
Tel:0602 622150

OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford
Headington Audio 
London Rood, 
Headington.
Tel: 0865 68472 
Westwood & Moson
46 GeorgeStreet.
Tel:0865 247783
Wallingford
Astley Audio 
3 Market Place.
Tel: 0491 39305
Witney
WitneyAudio 
28 High Street. 
Tel:0993 2414

SALOP
Shrewsbury
Avon Hi-Fi 
12 Barker Street 
Tel:0743 55166

SCOTIAND
Edinburgh
InHi-Fi
63 GeorgeStreet
Tel: 031 22 5 8854
Inverness
Ness Audio 
IGreig Street. 
Tel:0463 220440
Glasgow
The Music Room 
221 VincentStreet.
Tel: 041 221 2527

STAFFORDSHIRE
Leek
Living Design 
39 St Edwards Street.
Tel: 0538 371576
Stafford
Stafford Hi-Fi 
Lichfield Street.
Tel: 0785 51234
Stoke on Trent
lntersound
62 Bennet Precinct, Longton. 
Tel: 0782 336233

SUFFOLK
Ipswich
Eastern Audio 
4J Bromford Rood.
Tel:0473 217217

SURREY
Dorking
Doto Sound 
23 South Streel. 
Tel: 0306 882897
Guildford
Rodgers Hi-Fi 
BridgeStreet.
Tel:0483 61049
New Moldan
UniletProducts
35 High Street.
Tel:01 942 9567
Woking
Aerco Records 
11 The Broadway. 
Tet:04862 4926

SUSSEX 
Bexhllbon-SM
E&DDroy 
21 Western Road. 
Tel:0424 212652 
Hastings 
Hastings Hi-Fi 
32 Western Road. 
Tel: 0424 442975 
Worthing 
Phose 3 
53 lower Brighton. 
Tel:0903 206820

WALES 
Cardiff
Audio Excellence 
134 Crwys Rood. 
Tel: 0222 28565
Colwyn Bay 
Electrolrader 
19 Colwyn Crescent 
Rhos on Sea. 
Tel: 0492 48932 
Newport 
Hi-Fi Western 
48-32 Combrion Rood. 
Tel:0633 62790 
Tredegar 
EJ Edwards
88 Commercial Rood. 
Tel: 0495 25 2288

WESTMIDIANDS 
Birmingham
Norman H Field 
35-37 Hurst Street 
Tel:021 622 2 323 
Coventry 
Kimberley Hi-Fi 
78 lower Precinct. 
Tel:0203 21218 
Solihull 
Alternative Audio 
95 Hobbsmoat. 
Tel: 021 742 0254 
Sutton Coldfield 
J. Frost 
The Parade.
Tel:021 354 4206 
Wolverhampton 
Sounds 
4SolopStreet. 
Tel: 0902 21126 
Midland Hi- Fi 
Royal Exchange 
Buildings, 
WuHruno Street.
Tel: 0902 771774

WILTSHIRE 
Chippenham
J D Stereo 
Station Hill 
Tel:0249 654357 
Cirencester 
TV.& Hi-Fi Centre 
34 CasileSlreet. 
Tel:0285 4756 
Devizes 
LJ Rutter 
17The Brittox. 
Tel: 0380 2268 
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BANG & OLUFSEN CD^X
Bang & Olufsen (UK) Ltd, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 70E. 

Tel: (0452) 21591

A
 visual match for B&O's 3000 
system, the CD-X is excellently 
styled and finished, and although 
it is based on the Philips CDJOI 
series bears no physical 

resemblance to the Philips models.
Up to 20 tracks can be programmed and a 

numeric key array provides for quick entry while 
the souped-up transport gives rapid track access. 
The large and easily read display shows overall 
time track and track numbers.

Following the Philips system, and using many 
Philips components, the B&O employs the four 
times oversampling technique, with a 96th order 
digital filter, two separate 14 bit digital to 
analogue convertors, plus slow analogue filtering 
thereafter.

A performance close to Philips' standard was 
expected and realised. The fixed output cable 
is in fact of the Philips variety, with the original 
tinned phono plugs.

Lab Report
Channel balance was very good at O.ldB and 
on frequency response measurement for both 
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channels a very slight bass droop was evident, 
plus the usual minor ripples of the Philips digital 
filter. The overall frequency response met fine 
+ O.l, -0.25dB limits.

Stereo separation was typically better than 
90dB, while predictably the interchannel phase 
difference was zero over the entire frequency 
range. Showing good linearity, the low level 
distortion figure and the level error at -90dB 
suggested a good linearity, close to 15Vz bit. Mid 
band distortion approached - lOOdB full level, 
while at 20kHz, the in-band products held to 
an excellent -94dB.

High frequency intermodulation results were 
above average although the lOOkHz 
intermodulation spectogram revealed some bear 
products up-band. The 24kHz component was 
satisfactory at -56dB, with additional products 
in the 60-70kHz region. The result for the 
spurious outputs on the deck with single tone 
signals is now shown; but here the spuriae could 
reach above -60JB, Jespile an inuimic sup
pression close to lOOdB. This is typical of the 
Philips circuit.

Output was standard at 2 V, sourced from a low



50 ohms output impedance. Error correction was 
excellent.

Sound Quality 
Listening tests indicated a superior performance, 
a little above that of the Philips equivalents. 
The bass was firm and secure, while the treble 
was tidy and well defined. Stereo was well 
focused, with presentable depth, and the tonal 
balance was pleasantly sweet, with transients 
well produced.

Conclusion
With the review revised for 1986, the CDX is 
under considerable competition, and the value 
for money is now just average. It remains well 
worth considering for its performance, fine build 
quality, excellent finish and sensible facilities.

Test Results
20Hz I kHz 20kHz

Channel balance 0.0ldB O.OldB O.OldB

Stereo separation-94dB -96dB -89dB

Channel phase difference________ .------------- 0° 0° 0°

Tota! harmonic distortion, OdB -95dB -98dB -94dB 

Total harmonic disrortion, -!OdB ____ -76dB —

Tomi harmonic distortion, -60dB ____-4ldB

Total harmonic disrortion, -BOdB ____ -22JB

lntermodulation, l9kHz/20kHz, OdB -____ __________ -89dB

lntermodulation, 19kHzl20kHz, -lOdB -78dB 

Fre4uency response, left channel+O.IJB, -0.25dB

Frequency response, right channel+O.IJB, -0.25dB 

Signal-to-noise, ZOHz-ZOkHz unweighted ____ . -108dB

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref . _ -109dB

Output level, OdB, left/right________ ______________ 2.09V/2.1 IV

Output impedance 50 ohms 

De-emphasis correct

Track access time 5.2 sees

Error correction capability>900pm gap, >800pm dot

Mechanical noise  low

Spuriae up to lOOkHz .............................   -60JB to — lOOdB

Resolution at -90dB---------------------------------------- +3.SdB

l-lea<lphone sockei_________________________________________no

Dimensions (wxdxh) __ _______________________43x31x7.5cm

Eslimated typical purchase price 

REASSESSED

We're in the 
• wrong magazine, 

because you might be.
You may wonder why the worlds leading hi-fi cartridge manufacturer is advertising in a magazine 

dedicated to Compact Disc. The answer is simple. We would like you to consider the fact that by buying 
a quality cartridge from Ortofon you can dramatically improve the quality at your system. After all, the 

cartridge is the only instrument that actually picks up the original source of music.
We would also ask you to consider another important point A new Ortofon cartridge will cost a lot less 

than any Compact Disc recorder you may see.
So, for more infonnation on our complete range of cartridges write to: 

Ortofon Ltd, Denmark House, Tavistock Industrial Estate, Ruscombe, Berks. RGlO 9NJ. Tel: (0734) 343621. 

ortofon 
accuracy in sound
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BANG & OLUFSEN CD50
Bang & Olufsen (UK) Ltd, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE. 

Tel: (0452) 21591

T
his is B&O's long awaited first 
venture into the field of CD. In fact 
the player was announced nearly 
three years ago as part of their 
remote controlled 5000 system, but 

the company waited until the CD market looked 
firmly established before they released the 
CDSO.

An expensive model costing in the region of 
£500, much work and expense has gone into 
integrating the control circuitry of the player 
with the B&O interface. A key feature of the 
5000 system is the amazing desk-top remote 
control, which carries all the system operating 
modes on a logical and straightforward keyboard.

Given that a complete 5000 comprises a 
stereo receiver, a fine quality cassette deck, and 
a remote controlled turntable, totalling a little 
over £1000, the CD player looks a bit expensive 
given today's falling prices. In fact if viewed 
outside the context of a 5000 system the CD50 
appears a bit primitive with almost no controls 
save play. It remains the most elegant CD 
machine yet built, and perhaps fortunately it 
does possess hidden potential.

If not used in the system, a small remote hand
set is available at extra cost, together with a 
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terminal to fit the CD50, which then becomes 
a full feature deck with all the required buttons 
for search, skip track, programming, and 
indexing.

The design is based on a Japanese player, and 
like the Aiwa DXJ200 discs are placed in the 
drawer label down. It is a 16 bit player, with a 
single DIA convertor time-shared between the 
two channels, and uses a similar two times 
oversampling method as the Yamahas, employ
ing a mixture of digital and analogue filtering. 
The outputs are at a standard 2 volt level, 
compatible with other machines.

Lab Report
Some bias can be seen on the frequency 
response, which was 0.2dB up at low fre
quencies, and also rises at high frequencies by 
0.65dB at 20kHz — barely noticeable sub
jectively. The channel balance was very good, 
while the oversampling kept the interchannel 
phase difference to a moderate 44°, 20kHz. Very 
good channel separation was measured up to 
several kHz, beyond which a minor decline to 
76.7dB occurred. At full modulation level the 
distortion was low, but unexceptional. The 
20kHz, OdB signal resulted in a better than



average 78dB of down band rejection; at lkHz, 
-60dB modulation distortion was better than 
50dB down, or 0.2%; by -80dB it held to 
almost -26dB. Taking into account the neg
ligible level error at -90dB, this indicates a high 
resolution of around 15.9 bits.

While the harmonic distortion results were 
average, those for the two-tone high frequency 
intermodulation were to a fine standard, for 
example measuring -95dB of difference tone 
at the full test level. Aside from the immediate 
24kHz beat tone for the high level high fre
quency test tones, spurious signals were well 
filtered and rejected. The de-emphasis was 
accurate, the track access was rapid in the 
limited modes accessed, no problems were en
countered with the error correction, and the 
machine appeared to be reasonably shock re
sistant and well adjusted. The signal-to-noise 
ratios were to the usual good CD standard, 
though not quite as good as those for the Philips 
based B&O CDX. The CD50 inverts absolute 
phase.

Sound Quality
By today's improving standards the CD50 scored 
a little below average. In our view it was rather 
below the standard achieved by the CDX, and 
would probably have fared better had it been 
launched on time. Stereo images were oversized, 
with some 'vagueness' and loss of focus. Tonally 
quite well balanced and musical, the treble 
suffered from some added 'coarseness' and 'grain'. 
The bass was about average, but the sound 
showed a loss of dynamics and a lack of defin
ition and speed. However, it could still represent 
the finest music source in the 5000 system!

Conclusion
Assessed out of context as a lone CD player, the 
performance of the CD50 was not exceptional 
and the price is rather high, so no 
recommendation is appropriate. However, it 
integrates very well as part of the 5000 system, 
visually as well as ergonomically, and these are 
its greatest assets. An enthusiastic B&O owner 
will find it hard to resist.

Test Results

Channel balance

Stereo sepacarion

Channel phase difference---------  

Total harmonic distortion, OdB---  

Tomi harmonic distortion, -lOdB 

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB 

Tocal harmonic distortion, -80dB

20Hz IkHz 20kHz

0.13dB 0.13dB O.IOdB

-101.7dB* -102.6dB-76.7dB

0° I 0 44

-88.8dB -87.6dB-78.5dB

-83.0dB

-51.8dB

-25.6dB

Intermodulation, I9kHz/20kHz. OdB-95 .OJB 

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz. - lOdB _ -------------92. ldB

Frequency response, lefr channel________ . +0.2 ldB, -0.29dB 

Frequency response, right channel +0.20dB. -0.32dB 

Signal-ro-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted_________________ -97dB

Signal-to-noise. CCIRIARM, !kHz ref ...----------------------90dB

Output level, OdB, left/right ... __________________________ 2.0V

Oucput impedance ---------------------------------------------------- 940ohms

De-emphasis correct

Track access time_________________ ..... 1.0 secs:f:

Error correction capability____________ >900pm gap, >S00pm dot

Mechanical noise very low

Spuriae up to 100kHz-83.5JB  

Resolution at -90dB left -0.22dB. right -0.12dB

Headphone socker no

Dimensions (wxdxh)42 x33 x8cm 

Estimated typical purchase price _________________________ £495
*Left dUmnd, -119.0dB. ^Unable to access tracks in nonnal way.

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to !OOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CDl
Cambridge Audio Systems International, Home Farm, Diddington, Huntingdon, 

Cambridgeshire PE18 7EJ. Tel: (0480) 811811

T
he long awaited Cambridge CD 
player has been on sale in the US 
for many months before finally be
coming available here in the UK. 
Rumour had it that the CD! was 

one of the world's best sounding players, which 
is as it should be, given that its price is also one 
of the highest. We were fascinated to see how 
it would stand up to our current reference the 
Sony two unit player combination comprising 
a DAS 702es decoder plus CD-P 552es player; 
in fact, the Cambridge is also a two unit system, 
and in the UK at least undercuts the Sony duo 
by at least £500.

Like the Mission and Meridian machines, the 
Cambridge design is founded on the Philips 
system with its four times oversampling and 
digital filtering. Cambridge have chosen the 
Philips '104 chassis as the main building block, 
this a solid cast metal structure with horizontal 
Jrnwer loading mechanism. From this poim 
onwards however the design of the CD! diverges 
from that of other machines. For example, while 
the D/A convertors are physically 14 bit Mullard 
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Philips integrated circuits, no less than 6 are 
used, three per channel. On each channel two 
essentially operate in parallel, increasing the 
dynamic range, while the third is employed as 
a high speed ranging element, assessing bit errors 
and offering correction. Before oversampling the 
theoretical resolution is some 18 bits, which is 
enhanced to 20 bits by oversampling. Dither is 
specifically appplied to suppress high order 
errors, improve resolution and end up with a true 
16 bit performance.

As with the Meridian, changes have also been 
made to the Philips disc transport, notably to 
the laser head servo and to the tracking. The 
actuator responses have been adjusted to 
minimise the error rates, a factor held to affect 
sound quality.

The dual power supplies are located in the 
upper deck unit with the main digital circuitry 
and of course the transport. The isolating 
ouopension ltao abo Leeii uiuJifieJ, with au 
additional anti-vibration mounting which 
involves lead beams tuned to !Hz. Two 
interconnect leads fitted with DIN plugs link



the upper and the lower units, and the latter 
draws its power from the former. Specially 
selected components are used in the filtering 
and output circuitry to maximise audio quality.

Operating facilities are basic Philips '104 
including that machine’s small fluorescent 
display illuminated in green. However, the 
pushbuttons are of instrumentation quality and 
should give a long life.

Three additional buttons can be used singly 
or in combination to offer a selection of seven 
audio filters. These filters provide subtle 
modifications to the upper frequency 
characteristic, altering amplitude and phase, 
being designed to complement some of the 
upper range characteristics of available digital 
programme. On test these filters were 
experimented with and it was found that several 
settings could indeed improve some of the 
brighter and edgier recordings, moderating them 
to a more musical balance.

Lab Report
The adjustable variations in filter response only 
affected the upper treble, and the primary 
response fitted the Philips pattern with the usual 
minor ripples in the upper range. These are 
harmless and amount to 0.2dB giving a mild 
loss of output where they were present. A small 
loss in output was noted at low frequencies 
(some IdB down at 20Hz) but this related to the 
!Okohm loading of the pen chart recorder used 
for the measurements. With most pre-amplifiers, 

the input impedance is rather greater than this, 
and the low frequency rolloff will move to a 
correspondingly lower frequency. For example, 
with a typical SOk input impedance, the — IdB

Continued over the page

Test Results
10Hz IkHz ZOkHz

Channel balance O.!SdB 0.07dB O.!ZdB

Sre<eo separarion _ _ ____-ll4.6dB -108.SdB -106dB

Channel phase difference O' 0' 0'

Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB____ -82.6dB -83.ZdB -83.9JB

Tora\ harmonic distortion, -!OdB ,__ , -74.JJB —

Tora\ harmonic distortion, -60dB  -43.6dB —

Total harmonic distortion, -8OdB  -26.SdB 

Intermodulation. 19kHz/10kHz, OdB-82.3dB 

Intermodulation, 19kHz/10kHz, -!OdB .—=---------,—_-72.ZdB

Frequency response, Icfr channel . ._______ + 0.31dB, -0.43dB

Frequency response, right channel + 0.30dB, -0.43dB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted- l l 3dB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIRIARM, !kHz ref -!!3dB 

Output level, OdB, left/right .___ _______ . ....... 4.25V/4.25V

Output impedance I 08 ohms

De-emphasis _________ . 5kHz, -4.63dB; 16kHz, -9.25dB 

Error correcrion capability_____ ._____>900pm gap, >8001-1m dm

Mechanical noise . „ ___ ____ ______ . very low

Spuriae up to lOOkHz____ ______________ . -52.4dB

Resolution at -90dB______________ _ . +0.38dB

Headphone km ...................... . no

Dimensions (wxdxh)_______ ,________________ .45x37x 19cm

Estimated typical purchase price _____.____ ..._____ . .£1500

REASSESSED

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19 k and 20 kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CDl
Continued from previous page

low frequency point will appear at 4Hz. In 
theory CD players can respond down tp DC, and 
several models in fact specify frequency 
responses down to 2Hz.

Fine channel separation was shown, together 
with very good channel balance. Even at 20kHz, 
the separation still averages 106dB. As a true 
dual-convertor deck the phase difference 
between channels was zero. At full level, 
distortion figures were good rather than 
excellent, . but quickly improved at lower 
modulation levels. The low distortion at -80dB 
coupled with the excellent result for level offset 
at -90dB confirmed the manufacturer's claims 
of genuine 16 bit performance. On high 
frequency intermodulation it was fine while the 
de-emphasis operation was correct. A maximum 
of 4.25V was available from a low 108ohm 
output impedance. Mechanical noise was very 
low, while the track access time was just 
satisfactory at 9 seconds. No problems occurred 
with error correction and it easily met the top 
test disc standards here.

Electrical noise levels were exceedingly low, 
with the recorded figures for this machine being 
at the threshold of measurement and in fact all 
met or beat -112dB, whether weighted or 
unweighted.

Sound Quality
For reference purposes the CD 1 was set to filter 
'one', its nominally flat position. One 
complication concerned its relatively high 
output level of 4Y for full modulation, which 
is double the usual figure, and intended to allow 
the CDJ to be coupled directly to a power 
amplifier by making use of the high quality 
passive volume fitted to the lower deck.

Once correct levels had been established, 
accurate listening could begin. In fact, this 
machine showed its true mettle right from the 
upeuiug Laio uf Llie fiiol JbL we playeJ, Jaiiie> 
Newton Howard. It seemed to combine the best 
attributes of the superior machines tested so far.

In basic character it could be said to resemble 

the Meridian Pro MCD, demonstrating a 
similarly musical tonal quality. As CD goes, the 
Cambridge showed this most clearly on 
orchestral strings, managing to avoid the 
tendency to brittle 'wiriness' so often heard. In 
the bass it gave an excellent performance, 
showing an impressive feeling of extension and 
power allied to excellent control on percussion. 
It could portray depth to a surprisingly high 
degree over the entire frequency range, here 
rivalling the exceptional transparency of the 
'702 decoder unit.

In the treble the CD 1 remained sweet and 
musical over a wide range of sources. Some discs 
which had appeared vague in treble imaging or 
unduly sibilant seemed to be tamed by the CDJ, 
bringing them into clear focus. Stereo images 
were very stable and well formed, showing very 
good width and considerable depth.

One strong area of the '702 performance 
concerned its competent handling of pro
gramme dynamics. Here a player can appear to 
provide a sound which can be involving or 
exciting, or alternatively flat and lacking in life. 
The CD 1 shares the musically-involving 
dynamic quality of the '702, yet its presentation 
was more relaxed and 'laid back' both in 
programme and image terms.

Still better results were obtained when we 
bypassed the pre-amplifier and connected the 
CDJ direct. For an audiophile CD enthusiast, 
this mode provides the best sound of all.

Conclusion
The advanced design and circuitry of this top 
class CD player have clearly paid off in its 
exceptional performance. With such a machine, 
compatibility with upper grade audiophile 
electronics is assured, and the intrinsic merits 
of CD as a medium, such as silent surfaces, and 
iuauJiLle wuw anJ CTullei, Laii iiidke Llieuiodveo 
felt. I enjoyed listening to the CDJ, and 
consider it to be the best-sounding machine Hi
Fi Choice has so far tested.
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WHSMITH $
RSPl Subject to availability. Prices correct at time of 

going to press. Available where you see this sign.

9 'e

^99Our 
• rangeis

If you're building up your compact disc 
collection, you’ll find we’ve hundreds of tides 
in more than 240 of our branches, including all 
the latest releases.

If you can't find the particular one you're 
looking for, we can check our up-to-date 
catalogue which lists more than 5,000 titles. 
And if it’s available on compact disc, we’ll order 
it for you.
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READ Hl-FI CHOICE
THEN LISTEN AND 

MAKE YOUR CHOICE
At

Brentwood Music 
& Hi-Fi Centre

HUNDREDS & HUNDREDS OF COMPACT DISCS 
PLUS DOZENS OF THE TOP CD PLAYERS IN 
STOCK FROM DENON, MARANTZ, PHILIPS, 

YAMAHA. SANSUI, TRIO, TEAC, AUDIO 
TECHNICA, LUX-BRIO. ETC.

DENON DCDllOO TECHNICS SLPIOO

MARANTZCD46 YAMAHA CDX3
Ask about our money saving offers on all 

CD Players

Also complimentary Hi-Fi separates & 
systems from AR, Aiwa, Ariston/QLN, 

B&W, Castle, Cemac, Cambridge Audio, 
Denon, Dual, Diesis, Harman/Kardon, 

JBL, Lux-Brid, Marantz, Mordaunt-Short, 
Nakamichi, Proton, QED, Quad, Rotel, 

Sansui, Teac, Trio, Wharfedale, Yamaha, 
etc, plus a wide range of headphones, 

microphones, cartridges and 
accessories.

Brentwood Music & Hi-Fi Centre
Ground and First Floor 

2 lngrave Road, Brentwood, Essex 
Tel: (0277) 221210 

Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30 (Thurs from 10.00) 
Easily reached - 5 mins by car from M25/A12 

intersection, 15 mins from M11 and Dartford Tunnel

ARE YOU 
SWITCHED ON

TO COMPACT 
DISC!

MAKING THE RIGHT 
CHOICE IS IMPORTANT...

DENON NAKAMICHI
MISSION MARANTZ 

TEAC YAMAHA

...SO MAKE IT 
WITHUSAT

Steve

Boxhall

Audio
41 VICTORIA ROAD 

CAMBRIDGE 
022368305
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DENON DCD1000
Haydon Laboratories Ltd, Haydon House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks.

Tel: (0753) 888447

T
he midi-sized DCD 1000 and full
width DCD 1100 machines are very 
similar on technical grounds. 
Indeed the official differentiation 
of these two decks is simply the 

comprehensive remote control of the 'I 100, at 
extra cost of course.

However, on test the '1000 supplied for review 
lagged slightly behind the '1100. This shortfall 
continued through to the listening test results, 
and we were left wondering whether there was 
in fact an intended quality difference, or 
whether this was simply the result of small 
sample variations.

The most obvious difference between the two 
models is perhaps their size, the 'I OOO being the 
33.5cm midi-sized model, while the '!JOO is 
43.3 cm wide. The variable level headphone 
socket and the comprehensive range of operat
ing features are retained. Technically the '1000 
is a 16 bit design with an enhanced linearity 
convenor and a digital delay to synchronise the 
outputs of the two channels. On test it gave 

somewhat higher distortion and more channel 
inequalities than the '1100 — sufficient to dif
ferentiate them according to price.

Sound Quality
The '1000 possessed a lively dynamic quality, 
with good stereo focus especially in the mid
range. The bass was well above average, tuneful 
and well defined, while the player also provided 
satisfying depth and ambience. The treble was 
considered a bit 'bright' — somewhat 'obvious' 
and forward — but not sufficiently to disturb a 
sonic rating which was firmly above average. 
Tonally the mid register was 'thinned', with a 
hint of roughness.

Conclusion
Despite the observations concerning the poorer 
performance than its larger 'II 00 brother, the 
'1000 performed very well, offering a combina
tion of operating features and overall quality 
which amount to good value, sufficient to merit 
a Best Buy rating.
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DENON DCD1100
HATDON LabORATORffSLTD,HAYDONHOUSE,CHILTERNHlLL,CHACFONTSTPETER.BuCKS.

TEL: (0753) 888447

I
n common with several other Japanese 
companies, Denon have immersed them
selves in original CD player design. Now 
that sales justify the investment, the days 
of bought-in, 'badge engineered' players 

are over, for Denon at least. The I 100 is a full
width machine at £300, offering an advanced 
specification and including a full feature remote 
control. The latter includes a 10-button keypad 
for direct entry of track numbers, this facility 
being absent from the machine’s own control 
panel. Here, the usual controls are all provided, 
and the headphone socket is accompanied by 
a level control. Programming facilities are exten
sive with sequential or random memory. A 
particular feature is the facility to programme 
while the disc drawer is open, allowing the user 
to read the desired tracks from the disc label 
itself.

Indexing, track skip and audible cue-search 
are all provided, and the multi-function display 
shows track timings. You will need very good 
eyesight though, to read the numbers from a sen
sible remote control distance! Signal output is 
from the standard RCA phono sockets at a fixed 
level.

A sub-code output terminal is also provided 
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for the connection of video accessories.
Although the DCDI JOO has only a single 

' time shared' 16 bit D/A convertor it avoids the 
usual delay (measurable as a phase difference 
increasing with frequency) between the output 
channels. This is achieved by employing a delay 
sampling technique before the audio output is 
reconstructed and filtered. High conversion 
linearity is claimed, due to the use of an auxili
ary loop around the D/A convertor circuit. Errors 
in the main loop are dynamically monitored, 
and corrected before appearing in the D/A 
output. Full 16 bit performance should be 
attained. The output filter is a standard 'brick
wall’ type and the conversion system is 16 bit 
linear.

Lab Report
Channel balance was very good, and held to 
0.15dB over the measured frequency range. Fine 
channel separation figures were recorded, 
though this differed between the measurements 
for right-on-left and left-on-right. An average 
of 80dB was attained at 20kHz, nonetheless. As 
promised, the interchannel phase difference was 
held to a low level reaching a negligible 5° by 
20kHz.



This design demonstrated fine linearity with 
a mid and low frequency distortion approach
ing -96dB at foil modulation, this some 
0.0015%. At 20kHz, the downband noise aver
aged -74dB an unexceptional result. Some 
difference was observed between channels and 
this was also evident for the full level high fre
quency intermodulation readings. The left 
channel produced a good -87dB, with the right 
a less secure -7ldB! A notable improvement 
was seen at the lower lOdB test level, the result 
being -84dB.

Output was close to standard at 2.1V from a 
higher-than-average 990 ohm output imped
ance. On frequency response, it proved to be flat 
up to 10kHz while at higher frequencies a minor 
0.3dB ripple was observed.

Supporting the good results for the midband 
linearity, the step error at the -90dB modula
tion level was almost zero, a full 16 bit resolu
tion. While track access was fairly rapid, the 
error correction, although fine for discs in 
decent condition, was not of the highest calibre, 
and baulked at surface dots above 500pm width, 
as well as the test gaps above 700pm. Good 
signal to noise ratios were demonstrated with 
excellent spurious rejection.

Sound Quality
Decent scores were obtained from the begin
ning. Images were well focused, and more stable 
than usual, holding over a wide frequency range. 
Bass appeared solid and tuneful, while the mid 
was tonally well balanced and more natural than 
average. The treble was a little 'soft' though of 
a pleasant nature. A major plus was the basi
cally lively, detailed and dynamic nature of the 
sound, allied to a fine level of stereo ambience 
and depth.

Conclusion
This player showed minor weaknesses in error 
correction and channel consistency, but 
balanced these problems with a substantially 
good overall total performance, coupled with a 
highly competitive sound quality and particu
larly good stereo. Given the luxury facilities — 
headphone socket and level, plus the versatile 
remote control, this is a good machine, and Best 
Buy status is indicated.

Test Results
10Hz IkHz 20kHz

Channel balance  0.I5dB 0. I5dB O.I3dB

Stereo separation  —83.4dB -86.8dB-85.SdB* 

Channel phase difference ... P 1° 5°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB___  -95.8dB -93.8dB -76.SdB

Total harmonic distortion, -I0dB — —89.8dB —

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB — —45.2dB —

Total harmonic distorcion, —80dB — -27.ldB —

Intermodulation, 19kHz/10kHz, OdB -87.9dB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/10kHz, -I0JB -89.JdB

Frequency response, left channel . . +0.lldB, -O.JSdB

Frequency response, right channel +0.lldB, -0.17dB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted-96dB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref. . -90dB

Output level, OdB, left/right .____ ,__ '■ ____ _________ __ .__ 2.IV

Output impedance ___ .. 990ohms

De-emphasis __ ___  .. correct

Track access time _ . . .„5.Osecs

Error correction capability . ____ >700prn gap, >SOOprn dot

Mechanical noise . ______ ____ fairly low

Spuriae up to 100kHz  — 11 OdB

Resolution at —90dB left —0.8dB, right — 0.78dB 

Headphone socket  . . yes (variable output)

Dimensions (w x d x h) 43.5 x 35 x 9 cm

Estimated typical purchase price ___ £299

*Lef channel I 14.ldB. 95.SdB. 73.6dB

.WkMSÎk- 'IA!Y!O ""'"

START: 0 Hz BU: 375 Hz STOP: 100 000 Hz
Xrl 0 Hz Yr: 0.00 dB

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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DENON DCD 1500
Hayden Laboratories, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG.

Tel (0753) 888447

The DCD 1500 is an upmarket de
sign, very well equipped and selling 
for around £400. Claims are made 
for advanced technology, and the 
range of features suggests that it 

should offer good value. This full width drawer
loader includes a comprehensive display. A chart 
shows up to 20 programmed tracks and track 
numbers up ro a total of99 plus index numbers 
and timings are also indicated. Programming is 
simplified by a numerical keyboard. Facilities in
clude fast track-skip, audible music cueing, index 
access and versatile repeat modes, including 
short passage A to B repeat. The machine may 
be set in timer mode for auto-start on power up. 

A front panel headphone socket includes its 
own level control, and the bulk of the front 
panel buttons are actually duplicated on the full 
feature remote control. An additional, valuable 
remote facility is a volume control, and a given 
setting will be memorised for about a month 
if the power is turned off. Both variable and the 
fixed 2 V outputs are available on this machine.

Technically advanced feature5 include dual 16 
bit D/A convertors, two-times oversampling, 
120th order digital filtering, and slow rate 
analogue filtering thereafter. Good transient res- 
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ponse is a key feature of this system, which is 
essentially phase linear over the audible range. 
Denon's 'Super Linear' conversion system im
proves low level resolution and nulls the zero 
crossing point distortion.

Lab Report
The claims for the high resolution were upheld, 
with the player offering virtually full 16 bit per
formance: the level error at -90dB averaged 
0.8dB, which is a very small amount. Harmonic 
distortion at full level was pretty good — better 
than 86dB down (0.005%) throughout the fre
quency range, though the right channel 
measured a few dB poorer than the left at 
20kHz. This difference could also be seen in the 
results for crosstalk or channel separation: right- 
on-left measured — 78.7dB, while left-on-right 
scored an impressive 102dB; such differences are 
often due to minor asymmetries in circuit layout.

Channel balances were very good, and due 
to the dual convertors the two channels were 
phase-aligned. Very flat in the midband, the fre
quency re5pon5e 5howed a mild 0.22dB rise at 
low frequencies coupled with a similar amount 
of droop at high frequencies. The close match
ing of this effect between the two channels sug-



gests that it is deliberate.
The results were good if not in the highest 

class for the two-tone intermodulation and dif
ferences between the channels were small. A 
standard 2.06V output was obtained from a low 
!Oohm source impedance. Mechanically the 
machine was very quiet, and gave fine results 
for the electrical signal-to-noise ratio. Note how
ever, that the CCIR weighted figures without 
pre-emphasis showed the right channel 5dB 
noisier than the left.

Ultrasonic spuriae were well rejected, by typi
cally lOOdB, and track access times were typi
cally good, averaging 3-4 seconds. Error 
correction tests revealed a slight shortfall, the 
deck failing to cope with the longest 900^m 
error gap; however, to its credit, shock and vibra
tion resistance was fine. Sound quality via the 
headphone socket was well above average, and 
no premature clipping was detected on the peak 
white noise test signal.

Sound Quality
Rated well in the listening tests, the DCD 1500 
offered a neutral dynamic sound, lively, yet 
pleasantly balanced, and with a musical mid
range. Ambience was well reproduced in the 
mid, and stereo depth was clearly one of its 
stronger points. However, it could sound a little 
'forward' and 'up-front' at times. Stereo sound 
stages were well-focused, with an impression of 
coherent stable images. Detail was generally very 
good, though on very complex sections some 
midrange congestion was noted. The bass was 
a touch 'lightweight, and would have benefitted 
from a little more impact, while the treble could 
also have done with a touch more 'sparkle'.

Conclusion
This versatile, well equipped player offers an 
impressive array of features including remote 
volume control. The lab performance met high 
standards, and the sound was essentially musical 
with good stereo depth and focus. Fine finish 
and foolproof operation means that this Denon 
player provides good value for money, and may 
be firmly recommended.

Test Results
ZOHz !kHz ZOkHz

Channel balance  0.24dB 0.26dB 0.24dB

Srerco separation -131.9dB -119.JdB-102.3dB*

Channel phase difference______  0° 0° 0°

Tomi harmonic disrorrion, OdB -91.ldB -87.3dB -86.IJB

Total hannonic distortion, -IOdB — -86.4JB —

Total hannonic distortion, -60dB — -48.9dB

Total harnonic distortion, -SOdB — -24.9dB

lntermodulat;on, 19kHz/20kHi, OdB -87.SdB

lntermodulat;on, 19kHz/20kHi, - IOdB -89.0dB

Frequency response, left channel . _____+ 0.23dB, -0.JldB

Frequency response, right channel +0.25dB, -0.30dB

Signal-co-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted -102dB

S;gnabto^no;se, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref -99dB

Output level, OdB, left/r;ght __________ ,_______________ — .06V

Output impedance lOohms

De-emphasis ............. correct

Track access rime   4-0secs

Error correction capability>BOOpm gap, >BOOpm doc

Mechanical noise . .._________ . _ . very low

Spuriae up to lOOkHz ...... left -99.0dB. right -102.ldB

Resolut;on at -90dB left +l.18dB, +0.69dB

Headphone socket__ ________ . __ yes (variable output)

Dimensions (wxdxh) 43.5 x 35 x8.5cm

Estimated typical purchase price£399 

*L£f channel - 131.9dB, - 105.SdB, -78.ldB

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l9k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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FERGUSON CD 02
Thorn EM! Ferguson, Cambridge House, Cambridge Road, Enfield, 

Middlesex ENl lUL. Tel: 01-363 5353

T
o date, Ferguson's CD players have 
been specially built for them by 
Sony, and the CD 02 is no excep
tion, its design owing much to the 
Sony CDP 35, which is reviewed in 

full in this issue. In terms of test data all three 
models will be roughly comparable, and the CD 
02 was separately auditioned in full.

This midi-sized model uses the Sony 
drawer-loading method, and is a basic machine 
at a basic price, lacking remote control or head
phone socket, with no subcode output on the 
rear panel. A clearly laid out front panel facili
tates rapid operation, and the fluorescent dis
play shows the usual track numbers and timings, 
both 'elapsed' and 'remaining'. No 'shuffle play' 
feature is provided. A similar CD 03 model is 
also available from Ferguson. All their machines 
are finished in silver grey, a pleasant contrast 
to the satin hlack that is presently all the rage.

Sound Quality
On audition this player showed some strong 
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points, but taken overall failed to reach the 'aver
age' standard set for Choice this year. Its price, 
however, is well below average, so Ferguson 
should not be disappointed by this result.

The bass was fine, powerful and tight, with 
good definition. Midrange vocals showed some 
'thinning' and 'hardening',with the 'up-front' 
stereo image presentation favoured by some 
listeners. The treble was tidier than previous 
models, but not entirely transparent. Stereo 
sound stages were adequately wide, but with 
some loss of depth and ambience. Overall, a 
good level of musical detail was reproduced.

Conclusion
This player proved competent in all important 
respects. Its sound quality, not quite to the 
Choice 'Recommended' level, nonetheless set a 
standard which would have been recommended 
without hesitation just a year agu. Like Lhe com
panion machines, the CD 03 and the Sony 
CDP 35, Ferguson's CD 02 is well worth con
sidering.



WE STOCK EVERY 
''BEST BUY'' 

IN THIS BOOK
We have the largest selection of compact disc players in 

the U.K. with over 60 different models in stock.

CD450 CD650

The latest 16 bit CD from Philips. 
These models will be in very short supply. 

We will be one of the first dealers in the U.K. to get stocks. 
Phone us now before we are sold out.

CD150 
NOW IN STOCK

PHILIPS
*CD350

NOW IN STOCK
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PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI LTD 
31-33 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL (0272) 429370 

203 MILTON ROAD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE (0934) 414423 
CD MAIL ORDER PHONE: BRISTOL (0272) 429642
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FISHER ADM22
Fisher Sales (UK) Ltd, Fisher House, 113 Bushey Mill Lane, Watford, Herts. 

TeL:0923 31974

T
his one of a series of related players 
specified by the Japanese parent 
company, Sanyo, but in fact of 
Yamaha OEM origin. Various such 
models have been tested and 

auditioned, but only the ADM22 receives the 
full review treatment.

The styling has been altered to reduce the 
resemblance to the Yamaha ex series, and the 
'22 is competitively priced at £250. Finished in 
satin black, the front panel carries the usual 
array of light-touch control buttons, plus a large 
numerical illuminated display and fast drawer 
mechanism load. The 'M' in the title refers to 
the 'midi' size of this particular machine, which 
includes most of the usual features, except 
remote control and a headphone socket. Index 
search is available, but not the widespread 
audible high speed music scanning feature.

The index points of indexed discs are accessed 
sequentially and displayed numerically up to 99. 
Repeat may be set for a single track or for all, 
'Timer Play' allows automatic start on switch 
on, and 'Single Play' plays only one track, the 
machine then returning to standby. No pro
gramming facility is provided, and the display 
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omits track or disc timings, showing track 
numbers and index points. Using the synchro 
socket, the player will provide synchronised 
recordings with the appropriate equipment such 
as the TAC M22 double cassette receiver or the 
TA M22-CR M24 receiver/cassette combina
tion.

Internally, the player is evidently a simplified 
version of the Yamaha ex series. A single 16 
bit linear DIA convertor is fitted, time-shared 
between the two channels by a multiplexing 
system. Using double oversampling, the differ
ential time delay is halved, while the use of 
digital filtering improves the transient and phase 
response. A modicum of analogue filtering is 
also applied before the output terminals.

Lab Report
Frequency response was essentially flat up to 
SkHz, beyond which there is a mild O.SdB treble 
lift, well matched between channels and just 
detectable in subjective terms. Channel separ
ation was satisfactory, measuring 7ldB at 20kHz 
tor example, and typically 87dB at 1kHz. The 
interchannel phase difference amounted to a 
maximum of 41° by 20kHz, which is of little



significance. A remarkably small level error
averaging IdB was established at -90dB, indi
cating a high 15.9 bit resolution. This good low 
level performance was not fully matched by the 
high level linearity; distortion levels were higher 
than usual, averaging -75dB instead of the 
more normal -85 to -95dB, albeit still a 
decently low level. The downband product of 
the 20kHz, OdB level was an average enough 
-76dB, but the two-tone, 19/20kHz 1:1 inter
modulation measurements were uninspiring — 
the difference tone was 66dB down for the OdB 
level, improving to -74dB at a !OdB lower test 
level.

A standard l.9V output level was obtained, 
sourced from a I kohm impedance, and de
emphasis equalisation was accurate. Track access 
time was an average 6.5 seconds, and error 
correction was very good — the 900^m gap and 
the 800^m dot errors were passed without 
hesitation. Signal-to-noise ratios were very good, 
but the suppression of ultrasonic spuriae was 
unimpressive; through economies of design, the 
upband signals were rejected by less than 40dB.

Sound Quality
The Fisher scored rather above average on the 
listening tests. The bass was well differentiated 
with only a mild 'softness' in dynamic impact. 
The midrange had a pleasing tonal balance, 
with quite good stereo depth and ambience. A 
touch of muddle was evident on high level 
passages, but this was generally unobtrusive. The 
treble was a little less liked, with a hint of 'grain' 
and related imprecision. Overall this player 
sounded lively and dynamic, and was capable 
of holding the listeners' attention.

Conclusion
The ADM22 easily rates recommendation on 
grounds of sound quality, and offered a generally 
good measured performance as well. However, 
the poor ultrasonic filtering could be a drawback 
with some recorders, and Fisher seem to have 
omitted some of the features commonly en
countered among the opposition for the price. 
Coming close to a Best Buy rating, these factors 
keep it in the 'recommended' category.

Test Results
20Hz I kHz 20kllz

Channel balance  0.08JB 0.08dB O.O&IB 

Stereo separation -85.4dB -89.9dB-7J.OdB 

Channel phase Jifference  0o JO 41° 

Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB ___  -73.ZdB 77.5dB-75.9<lB

Total harmonic distortion, -lOdB _  — -7J.2dB —

Tomi harmonic distortion, -60dB _  — -42.8dB —

Tomi harmonic distortion, -80dB _  — -25.ldB —

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB-66.4JB 

lntermoduhnion, 19kHz/20kHz, - lOdB -74.0dB 

Frequency response, left channel+0.03dB, -0.SOdB

Frequency response, right channel +0.03dB, -0.SO<lB

Signal-w-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted . -95JB

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM. IkHz ref ..._____________ -92dB

Output level, OdB. left/right J.9V

Output impedance I kohms

De-emphasis __ _____ .__________ _______________________correct

Track access time 6.5 sees

Error correction capability  >900pm gap, >800$-im dot

Mechanical noise fairly low 

Spuriae up to lOOkHz . __ . ____________ -38.IdB

Resolution at -90dB left +0.06dB, right - I .37dB 

Headphone socket no

Dimensions (w X d X h) J5.5x35x8cm 

Estimated typical purchase price_________________________ £249

RANGE 1 5 dBV STATUS: PAUSED
AiMAG FISHER 22-!eDBll'I RMSU0

START: 0 Hz 
Xr: 0 Hz

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.

STOP: 100 000 Hz
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FISHER AD 822/823
Fisher Sales (UK) Fisher House, 113 Bushey Mill Lane, Watford, Herts W02 4XN. 

TEL: (0923) 31974

T
he Fisher AD 822 and AD 823 
models are alternative sized versions 
of the ADM 22 which is reviewed 
in full. Whereas the ADM 22 is a 
33.Scm midi-sized model, the AD 

822 is 40cm and the '823 43cm wide. All three 
offer very similar facilities and arrangements, 
lacking either headphone outlets or remote 
control. Pricing is a quite competitive £250, and 
discounts may be available.

The review picture is complicated by a very 
recent press announcement to the effect that 
a complete new range of players will be launched 
soon. This will comprise models ADM 24, AD 
922 and AD 924, a sequence mildly reminis
cent of our current review set. Pricing for these 
new machines is estimated to be rather lower, 
however, at £199. Furthermore, a fall specifica- 
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tion AD 815 machine including remote control 
will also be available, at £249; programming for 
up to 99 tracks has been quoted for this luxury 
version.

These announcements to some extent under
mine the competitiveness of the existing review 
models, which are based on Yamaha technology 
and use that company's 16 bit linear twice over
sampled conversion system, with a time shared 
DAC and combination of digital and analogue 
filtering. The fixed level output via RCA socket 
is the 2V CD standard.

With front drawer-loading, the facilities 
include fast track skip, audible music cueing, 
programming and the rest. The modest LED dis
plays are time-shared between track numbers or 
timings, elapsed or remaining. The controls are 
logical and easy to use, but the build quality of



the machine is rather lightweight, with a budget 
production feel.

Sound Quality
All these players were auditioned, and in testa
ment to the designers their numeric scores 
proved to be very consistent; in fact I doubt that 
the average user would be able to tell them 
apart.

The '822 and the '823 provided a good stan
dard of sound quality, strongly reminiscent of 
the Yamaha CDXJ and Fisher's previous 
Yamaha-based player. Scoring a little above 
average, the sound had a relaxed quality, lack
ing the hard 'forward' midrange noted with first 
generation models. The treble sounded a trifle 
‘diffuse’, lacking the precise focus of more costly 
models, but was pleasant enough in practice.

The bass did not draw attention to itself, but 
conversely was not as tight or as extended as 
other machines. Stereo focusing was pretty good, 
and the players also managed to convey a fair 
impression of depth and associated ambience. 
Overall they were considered easy on the ears.

Conclusion
As they stand the Fisher models can be recom
mended on the basis of their good value, and 
if discounted could aspire to Best Buy status. 
However, the new range may alter matters. We 
have not yet had samples, and do not know 
what decoder technology is involved. If based 
on the system used at present, the new models 
are also likely to do well in review. But if the 
design technology is radically different, any 
rating will have to await full review appraisal.

PROBABLY THE BEST WAY TO BUILD YOUR CD COLLECTION
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No Obligations 
All purchases post free
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of two or more discs from our Club Catalogue.
To claim your £5 voucher, and join the Compact Disc Club, 
please write, telephone or send the form to:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ,
Pte ase enrol ^n ki the Compact Diec Ctub, ^M'td eend me my £5 VOUCHER.

Catato^M Required: CLASSICAL 0 NON CLASSICAL 0 BOTH 0 |

limited to U.K. 
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COMPACT

mu»

2 Radial w>pmg motion cleans the 
entire disc «n around 15 seconds

s % For maximum error-free reproduction of compact
< discs all mokers are agreed upon the need for careful

. handling and cleanliness. And that means cleaning the
disc radially, at 90° to the direction of play. where any 

scratch or mark will be ignored by the laser. With Compact 
Cleanica this delicate task is accomplished in around 15 seconds 

■■ ’ by a precision mechanism which gradually turns the disc as radial
'wiping action' is evenly applied.

The Compact Cleanica AT6030is a non-abrasive semi-automatic system 
and comes complete with spare cleansing pad, soft tissue and special fluid 

¿¡¿¡¡r to remove those really stubborn particles. For the ultimate luxury, model 
AT6040 offers fully automatic battery operation.

Ivo matter how careful you are dust and dirt are ever present, even more so when 
discs are transported or used with in-car hi-fi. To ensure yours is the cleanest compact 
collection around, simply take them for a regular spin with the ingenious 
Compact Cleanica. It's also a perfect partner to our Compact Disc Player, AT CD-10.

®
CDCLEANICA audio-technica s®g&

COMEACT DISC TECHNOLOGY AT LEADING HI-FI STORES, EAM AND AVID MEMBER ODEALERS.

West Wood and 
Mason Oxford Ltd

Yamaha CDX3 Yamaha CD400
Denon DCD1000 Denon DCD1100 

Denon DCD1500
Marantz C045Marantz C065

Denon 1500
On demonstration by appointment.

We stock the following products from 
A&R, Creek, Celestion, Denon, Dual, 

Dean, Heybrock, Kef, Linn, Logic, Nairn, 
Quad, Rea, Rotel, Spendor, Systemdek, 
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Sennheiser-, Epos.

46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD. 
Tel: (0855) 247783 
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CERIC WILEY
CASTLEFORD
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Agents for all leading 
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Hi-Fi equipment and Cd Players

THE SMALL SHOP 
with the 
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at the 

BEST PRICES

85 BEANCROFT ROAD 
CASTLEFORD 

Tel: 553066/556774
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GOODMANS GCD500
Goodmans Ltd, 2 Marples Way, KiNGSCROFf Centre, Havant, Hants P09 lJS. 

TEL: (0705) 486344

T
his is Goodmans' first CD player, 
the company being better known 
for a long established line of loud
speakers. It is imported from the Far 
East, and we received two versions, 

the second representing performance improve
ments, particularly with regard to error correc
tion. This was borne out on test, but this second 
sample also showed poorer distortion than the 
first; so far we have not received a third sample.

This budget model, available at the £200 level 
or less, shows some evidence of cost cutting. For 
example, parts of the cabinet are of wood 
composition rather than the usual precision 
mouldings or metalwork. It is a compact front 
loader with the usual facilities, though the 
absence of a remote control or headphone 
socket is not unexceptional at the price. Repeat 
facilities include programmed A to B, single 
track, and entire disc. Random programming up 
to a maximum of 16 tracks is available. Audible 
music search and the usual track-skip button are 
provided, and the display can show track 
numbers or times. No phono sockets are fitted, 
instead a short length of audio cable is 
permanently attached, equipped with colour- 
coded phono plugs.
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The first sample was subjected to full test and 
audition. This was a two-times oversampling 
design based on Yamaha technology and using 
a time-shared DIA convertor. Digital filtering 
plus quite good analogue post-filtering is 
included despite the low price.

Lab Report
Frequency response was reasonably uniform, 
falling off at high frequencies, a relatively 
innocuous -ldB, l9kHz. The lower range was 
particularly flat, with well maintained channel 
balance. Good channel separation of around 
-98dB was obtained at mid and low fre
quencies, reducing to -73dB at 20kHz. The 
interchannel phase difference was higher than 
usual for the type, but not excessively so. 
Distortion levels were most respectable, typically 
-90dB, and better than average at 20kHz full 
modulation.

Moreover this performance was maintained 
at low signal levels. Taking into account the 
moderate step error at -90dB modulation, 
resolution was estimated at a good 15 .6 bits. It 
is understandable that we were disappointed 
with the second model, with its supposedly 
superior chassis. At full level, 20kHz, the 



distortion products were 30dB poorer, and 
intermodulation products measured in the mid 
-60dBs. (The first sample had given -8ldB 
intermodulation at the OdB test level, and 
-90dB at the !OdB lower level.)

Both models showed a premature rolloff at 
extreme high frequencies, but the second was 
the poorer, some 3.SdB down at the 20kHz 
point. Both track access times and mechanical 
noise were moderate. Electrical noise levels were 
low — average for CD players, but very low in 
comparison with other audio components — 
and spurious ultrasonics were handled pretty 
well, suppressed by typically 80dB. A standard 
output of2.0V was produced, from a higher than 
usual 1.9kohm impedance.

Error correction of the original sample was 
satisfactory, passing the 700^m gap and the 
SOO^m dot levels. The second sample was very 
good in this..respect, clearing the full 900^m 
1800^ errors, but suffered from the aforemen
tioned effects. The GCD500 was phase 
inverting.

Sound Quality
This discussion relates to the original sample, 
which scored below average for sound quality. 
It is common enough to find below average 
players with unpleasant sonic effects, but the 
500 proved favourably free from subjective 
distortion or hardness. However, it was let down 
by a 'soft’ bass, which seemed to lack detail and 
power, as well as a treble in which 'life’ and 
‘sparkle’ were both depressed. The sound was 
not very transparent. Depth and ambience 
information were clearly reduced, while the 
midrange sounded ‘congested’.

Stereo focus was about average, but the sound 
appeared lacking in dynamics, and did not 

manage to retain the attention of the listeners.

Conclusion
Goodmans have every intention of matching 
the good standards set by their loudspeakers, but 
if branded electronics such as this CD player 
are to succeed in review, they will need to take 
as much care over specification and selection. 
As it stands the '500 remains something of an 
unknown quantity, judging by what we received 
for test, so no recommendation is possible.

Test Results
20Hz I kHz ZOkHz

Channel balance ................. 0.25dB 0.24dB 0.46dll

Stereo separation -97.7JB -97.6dB -71.JdB

Channel phase difference  0° }° 54°

Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB____ -88.8JB -89.ZdB 81.8JB*

Total harmonic distortion, -lOdB — -82.7dB

Towl harmonic distortion, -60dB -49.7dll —

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB — -26.9dB

lntermo<lulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB ____________ _-81.0JB

lntermodulation, 19kHz/20kl-lz, -lOdB -90.0dB

Frequency response, left channel +O.O111B, -2.68JB 

Frequency response, right channel +O.OldB, -2.90dR 

Signal-w-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted _ _______ —94dB

Signal-to-noise, CCJR/ARM, I kHz ref -89dB

Output level, OdB, lefr/right 2.05V

Output impedance I .9kohms

De-emphasis correct

Track access time _____________________ ___________ _  _5.0seo 

Error correction capability >700pm gap, >500pm dhn^ 

Mechanical noise moderate

Spuriae up to \OOkHz-80.4<lB 

Resolution at -90dB____________ __lefr + 2.90dB, right +2.80dB

Headphone socket no

Dimensions (wxjxh)35x3lx8.5cm 

Esrimare<l rypirnl purchase price£200 

*Second sample, -52.7d8. :j:Sernnd sample, >900pm Kap, >BOOpm dur

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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JVCXL20B
Jvc (Uk) Ltd, 12 Priestley, Eldonwall Trading Estate, StaplesCorner, London nwz 7 AF. 

Tel 01-450 3282

T
wo new JVC machines are tested 
this year: the midi-sized XL20B, 
and the full-width XLV400B. Quite 
a price jump separates the two, but 
the '400 does includeremote control. JVC have dabbled with a range 

of decoding systems in the past, from 16 bit 
linear to 14 bit oversampled; this year both 
players are 16 bit oversampled, though little 
mention is made of this feature.

Finished in the usual satin black, the drawer
loading XL 208 is a fairly basic model, lacking 
a headphone socket for example. Indexing is 
provided, as is random access programming for 
up to 15 tracks. Other features include the usual 
audible music cueing and fast track-skip modes, 
and the multifunction display can show overall 
play times, time remaining, plus track and index 
numbers. Repeat is available for the whole disc 
or the programmed section, and synchro-start 
recordings can be made when the rear panel 
socket is connected to the appropriate terminal 
on a cassette dee k.

Technically this player uses 16 bit linear con
version, with double oversampling and a com
bination of digital and analogue filtering. The 
DIA converter is time-shared between the two 

channels to reduce costs - an entirely 
permissible practice which can give very good 
results.

Lab Report
The '20B was fitted with a good quality 
convertor which showed a low level of error at 
-90dB modulation, averaging + 2dB and low 
harmonic distortion at the -80dB modulation 
level. These results indicate a fine 15.7 bit 
resolution. Non-inverting, a good impulse re
sponse was demonstrated, giving an essentially 
linear phase characteristic over most of the 
audio range. Conversely the ultrasonic filtering 
was weaker than usual: the 88kHz component 
was present at -70dB, but this is in fact low 
enough to cause no problems.

Frequency response was very flat up to SkHz, 
above which a mild ripple occurred, measuring 
0.3dB down at !OkHz, and tipping up slightly 
before the 'brickwall' filter effect just beyond 
20kHz. Channel balance was extremely good, 
and decent separation figures were also recorded. 
The interchannel phase difference was typical 
of the type, reaching a harmless 37° by 20kHz.

Interestingly, all of the high level results for 
distortion were similar. All the following con
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ditions gave typically good -84dB distortion 
products: 20Hz OdB, lkHz OdB, 20kHz OdB, 
19/ZOkHz OdB and 19/ZOkHz, -lOdB. Good dis
tortion results were also maintained at lower 
signal levels.

The output level was a little above standard 
at 2.2V (+ldB) — this is enough to swing the 
balance of opinion on an A/B test, so watch 
out! The output impedance was a moderate 650 
ohms, uncritical of loading. De-emphasis was 
correct, and the machine transport also gave low 
levels of mechanical noise. Track access times 
were short, very good levels of error protection 
were noted, and no clipping was evident in the 
peak white noise test signal.

Sound Quality 
Considered most satisfactory in absolute terms, 
this JVC player scored a little below the average 
standard set during this issue. It sounded quite 
clear and lively, with reasonable stereo depth, 
but stereo images were not fully focused and 
some vague 'phasiness' was noted during our 
tests, particularly in the treble, which was quite 
pleasant despite added grain and edge. The mid 
sounded a touch 'thin' and 'forward', while the 
bass could have benefitted from greater depth 
and power.

A typical good class CD sound was produced, 
but this is unexceptional at the price.

Conclusion
This oversampled player did much better than 

previous JVC machines, and as such represents 
a considerable improvement. The lab perform
ance was respectable in all areas, and the sound 
was presentable too, but competition is now very 
tough, and the '208 does not offer sufficient 
value for recommendation.

Test Results
20Hz lkHz 25kHz

Channel balance _____________  „ 0.20dB O.ZOdB 0.25dB

Stereo separation ,_______ ___ -89.4dB -89.3dB-80.3dB

Channel phase difference 0° 2° 37°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB ___  -84.6JB -83.4dB-85.&IB

Total harmonic distortion, - JOdB _  — -83.JJB

Tomi harmonic distortion, -60dB _  — -47.6IB

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB _  — -29.JdB —

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB-83.6dB 

Intermodulation, !9kHz/20kllz, -!OdB ,  -86.ldB

Frequency response, left channel+0.02dB, -\.14<lB 

Frequency response, right channel + 0.02dB, -1.0BdB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted __ ____ —____ -lOOdB 

Signal-ro-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref-94dB 

Oucpuc level, OdB, lefclright_______________ 2.2V

Output impedance 650ohms

De-emphasis___________________________________________correct

Track access time 3.0secs

Error correction capability . .>900^m gap, >BOO^m dot

Mechanical noise very low

Spuriae up co lOOkHz -50.SdB

Resolucion ac -90dB left l.90dB, right +2.25dB

Headphone socket________________________________________ no

Dimensions (wxdxh) 34x30x8cm 

Esrimared rypical purchase price_________________________ £279

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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JVCXLV400B
JYC (UK) Ltd, 12 Priestley Way ELdonwall Trading estate, Staples Corner,

London NW2. Tel: 01-450 3282

T
his remote control full width CD 
player sells for around £370 and in
cludes a good range of facilities, in
cluding a front panel headphone 
socket with level control. The other 

front panel features are similar to the XL V20B, 
but the '400 has some multi-function buttons 
to aid operation. The flourescent display has 
been extended and can show overall timings, 
track timings or remaining time; track and index 
numbers are displayed separately, while a bar 
graph lists all the available tracks up to 20 and 
indicates which have been programmed. Pro
gramming can be random or in order.

Tne player has the usual controls for audible 
music cueing and fast track skip. Repeat func
tions may be selected for A to B sections, for 
programmed tracks and for the whole disc. A 
synchro socket on the rear panel provides auto
start with an appropriately interfacing cassette 
recorder.

Track entry on the machine is by means of 
successive key presses when using the machine, 
but the remote control has a ten digit numeric 
keyboard which quickly speeds up the program
ming. All the necessary functions except head- 
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phone level are present on the useful RM-V400 
handset.

Technically, several large scale integrated cir
cuits simplify the construction, and the laser 
transport is a mass produced assembly of pre
cision lightweight moulded plastics. A single 16 
bit linear convenor is time-shared between the 
channels, and a double oversampling method 
is used, combining multipole linear phase digital 
filtering before the decoder, and some lower 
order analogue filtering after conversion.

Lab Report
One might have expected a close correspond
ance with the figures for the XL 208, but in fact 
this proved not the case. Channel balance was 
very good, and the frequency response does show 
a family resemblance; in this case the extreme 
treble was completely contained, while the pre- 
ceeding dip reached 0.4dB. At 20kHz output 
was 0.8dB down, but this is not significant.

Channel separation reached a very fine IOOdB 
in the midbund, dccuying to 74dB at 20kHz. 
The usual maximum of 42° was noted for inter
channel phase difference. Total ham10nic distor
tion averaged -90dB (0.003%) in the midrange,



and was held to a very good -87dB at 20kHz. 
Likewise, the high frequency intermodulation 
figures were excellent at -85dB full level and 
-82dB at the -lOdB test level. However, har
monic distortion results were impaired at the 
lower signal levels, and only -22dB was pro
duced at -80dB modulation, lkHz. Level error 
at -90dB averaged 4.3dB, indicating an esti
mated 15.4 bit resolution.

Output level was on the high side, at 2.2V 
from a 650ohm source, and the de-emphasis 
correction was in order. Track access time was 
average, and mechanical noise was held to fairly 
low levels. Absolutely no problems were en
countered with the error correction, and the 
white noise test signal was handled without 
complaint. The non-inverting output was 
almost linear phase, but the rejection of the 
spurious response was -68dB at 88kHz, weaker 
than average.

Sound Quality
Whatever the measured differences, the two 
JVC players scored similarly in the listening 
tests. The '400 offered a fairly lively almost 
'typical CD digital sound'. Firm and crisp, it 
failed to beat the average ranking. The mid was 
somewhat lightweight, a touch 'thin' and 'for
ward', with a loss of fine depth resolution. Depth 
effects were not fully brought out, and ambience 
was also subdued. The treble showed a hint of 
'grain' and 'edge'; while the bass was quite sharp, 
the impression of extension and weight was mis
sing. Focus was about average.

Conclusion
Although basically very satisfactory — JVC have 
equipped this player well for the money, and 
much of the technical performance is to a good 
standard — the sound quality is however unex
ceptional, and does not justify a recommenda
tion at this price level.

Test Results
ZOHz lkHz ZOkHz

Channel balance 

Stereo separation ...... ..... .................

Channel phase difference

Total harmonic distortion, OdB __

Total harmonic distortion, -lOdB

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB

Intermodulation, l9kHz/ZOkHz, OdB

0.04dB 0.04dB 0.04dB

-95.ldB* -lOO.ZdB-74.OdB 
30 42°

-93.0dB -90.8dB-86.7dB

- -81.7dB -

-45.SdB -

- -21.SdB

____ _________ -94.SdB

Intermodulation, !9kHz/ZOkHz, -lOdB__ ______ .„-83.ZdB

Frequency response, left channel + 0.02dB, -0.79dB 

Frequency response, right channel +0.02dB, -0.79d8 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighred-97dB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref . ..____ ____ -9ZdB

Output level, OdB, left/right . ___ 2.ZV

Output impedance __ __________ __ . __ 650ohms

De-emphasis   correct

Track access time ______ .....________6.0secs

Error correction capability >900^m gap, >BOO^m dot 

Mechanical noise ________ . . . __ fairly low

Spuriae up to lOOkHz-47.6 

Resolution at -90dB .. ____________ left -4.30dB, right -4.39dB

Headphone socket yes (variable output) 

Dimensions (wxdxh) .43.5x30x8cm 

Estimated typical purchase price £369 

*Left channel, -88./dB

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l 9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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MARANTZCD45
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, 

Harmondsworth, Middx UB7 OLW. TEL: 01-897 6633

W
hile the long awaited 16 bit 
machines are not yet avail
able, Marantz have been 
making continuous headway 
in the budget market with 

their CD45 - a loose equivalent to the Philips 
CD150 but made in Japan and with many 
different components and case details. A price 
around £220 holds at present, but I have also 
seen this model discounted occasionally.

While it works fine as a manually operated, 
stand alone player, there are also certain system 
remote control capabilities. Though the deck 
itself is not remote controlled, when linked by 
a connector to a matching digital tuner, the pair 
become remote controlled. Moreover, when 
used in the Marantz audio system with a 
matching amplifier, the sources are linked up 
by a system labelled 'easy bus', which provides 
some 'system intelligence', and will 
automatically transfer the amplifier input 
selector to the CD position when the CD player 
is started.

This is a midi-sized player, nicely finished and 
provided wtth an up-to-date set ot teatures. Ut 
two display indicators, one shows track numbers 
up to 99, the other time, 'elapsed' or 'remaining'. 
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The audible music cue buttons have three 
sequential search speeds and are confusingly 
labelled 'index plus' and 'index minus'. No direct 
index point access is provided, though these 
points can be found by monitoring the elapsed 
time display.

Random order programming allows up to 20 
selections to be entered into the memory. 
Repeat mode is also possible for the whole disc, 
or for a programmed section. Normal RCA 
phono sockets provide the standard ZV CD 
output level.

Following the established Philips system, the 
player achieves virtually 16 bit resolution by 
means of a four-times oversampling system with 
digital filtering. Double 14 bit D/A convertors 
guarantee a close phase match between the 
channels, while a gentle analogue filter at the 
final stage preserves the good transient 
characteristics which reflect the phase linearity.

Lab Report
We have seen this frequency response so often, 
it hardly seems worth discussing it again! Classic 
14 bit Philips, the response is essentially flat, 
and the minor ripples at the high frequency end 
are generally considered pretty harmless; the



latest 16 bit Philips decks will avoid even these 
minor effecs. Channel balance was fine, coupled 
with perfect phase correspondence between the 
two channels. Channel separation figures were 
excellent, stable at around llOdB, and total 
harmonic distortion was comfortably low, 
meeting the 0.004% claim at lkHz, OdB. 
Downband distortion from the 20kHz, OdB 
signal was a low 0.005%, and good results were 
also obtained for the two high frequency 
intermodulation measurements. Harmonic 
distortion remained in good order at lower signal 
levels, though some evidence of hum 
modulation in the DAC was noted at -60dB, 
and this explains the final resolution figure of 
15.4 bits.

The output was virtually to standard from a 
low 200ohm source impedance, track access was 
fairly rapid at 4.5 seconds, and the mechanical 
noise levels were very low. Very good error 
correction was demonstrated - better, in this 
instance, than our sample of the Philips CDJ50. 
Signal-to-noise ratios were excellent, as usual.

Sound Quality
Scoring rather above average, the CD45 has 
done very well in its price category. Overall 
performance was tidy and coherent, the bass 
firm and articulate, the midrange 'open with 
very good presentation of detail in the forward 
soundstage. Ambience and depth were good, 
and the stereo image showed solid stable focus. 
The treble was tidy, ‘sweeter’ than usual, and 
well balanced. The mid was also rated well on 
vocals despite a slight tonal 'thinning'. 
Transients were commendably clean.

Conclusion
This well made and finished player was easy to 
operate and performed well in the laboratory. 
In combination with other Marantz com
ponents, various levels of interfacing can be 
arranged, including remote control. The sound 
quality was fine, rather beyond that expected 
in its price category, so ensuring a Best Buy 
rating.

Test Results

Channel balance

Stereo separation

Channel phase difference ______ 

Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB — 

Tomi harmonic distortion, -lOdB 

Tomi harmonic distortion, -60dB 

Tora\ harmonic distortion, -80dB

2OHz Ikllz 2OkHz

0.30JB 0.30dB O.lOJB

-109.0dB -I12.0JB-106.4JB

0° 0° 0°

-91.ldB -87.0dB -86.JJB

- -84.SdB

- -41.3JB

- -22.0dB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB-84.SJB

Iniecmodulation. 19kHz/20kHz. -JOdB ---------------------- -81.9dB

Frequency response, left channel+0.06JB, -0.43dB

Frequency response, right channel +0.05d8, -0.44JB 

Signal-ro-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted-106dB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIRIARM, I kHz ref  _____ ...   - 108JB

Output level, OJB. lcfrlright. Z.12VIZ.05V

Output impedance 200ohms

De-emphasis__ ._______________________________________ correct

Track access time_________________ _________„4.5 sccs

Error correction capability gap, >SOOpm dot

Mechanical noise _ ......... ........... —— . very low

Spuriae up to I OOkHz -72.3dB

Resolution at -90dB_ ..^^...^.Jcft -3.65dB, right -4.36dB

Headphone socket no

Dimensions (wxdxh) 32x30x8.5cm

Estimated typical purchase price

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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MERIDIAN MCD
Boothroyd Stuart Ltd, 13 Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE 18 7EJ. 

Tel (0480) 57339

T
his was originally Meridian's 
second-generation improve-
ment/rebuild of the Philips CDlOO 
player. The Philips machine is now 
supplied to Meridian in its revised 

IOI form, with an improved transport as well 
as certain other changes, which have in turn 
necessitated a further cycle of modifications 
from Meridian in their own version, including 
a disc stabliser.

The MCD is finished in Meridian's grey 
Nextel livery. The numerous internal modifica
tions include new output filtering and driver cir
cuitry. The output is now direct coupled. The 
filters improve the supression of out of band 
spuriae while extensive power supply modifica
tions improve the isolation between stages. 
Oscillator jitter, error control, servo response 
and other aspects have all received attention 
in the pursuit of better and more consistently 
good sound quality.

For these alterations, Meridian add £100 to 
the price of the Philips machine. For the same 
figure, Meridian will modify an existing CDlOO, 
CDIOI or Marantz CD63. Recapping, the basic 
machine is a compact top loader, a Philips 
original design, and has a sensibly sloped angled 
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control panel with a minimum of unnecessary 
facilities. Up to 15 tracks may be programmed 
in ascending order, with repeat mode available, 
as is pause, forward and back cueing (non 
audible) as well as fast track skip. No headphone 
socket is fitted.

Lab Report
Though heavily based on the production Philips 
machine, it was interesting to explore the 
MCD's performance to see what changes could 
be interpreted via measurement.

We could not verify the manufacturer's claim 
for improved error correction since it was already 
at the test limit, exceeding the 900pm gap and 
800pm dot sector.

No obvious change was evident from the 
20Hz to 20kHz frequency response bar a minute 
extra rolloff at 20kHz. Channel balance re
mained excellent, with the interchannel phase 
difference the usual 0°. Channel separation was 
very good if not quite to Marantz '638 standard. 
Mild compression was evident at peak level, 
shown by the slightly poorer than usual distor
tton at tull level. Despite this, the 20kHz down
band noise products were very good at -92dB. 
Upband products were also better than usual;



for example, better than -68dB.
The 24kHz intermodulation upper compon

ent of the 19/20kHz at the — lOdB level was also 
quite well controlled, at —54dB. Neither inter
modulation result was particularly good, this 
perhaps a surprising result. At — lOdB the '63B 
measured 8dB better. Output level was standard 
at 2.06V, from a low 12.5ohm output imped
ance, suited to longish cables and to a control 
potentiometer as low as 2kohm. The de-empha
sis was fine, while track access was somewhat 
improved to a modest 10 seconds. Mechanical 
noise was also very low, and rather better than 
the original MCD. In fact, —109dB was seen 
without pre-emphasis, CCIR ARM (lkHz) 
weighted.

Sound Quality
Slightly improved over the previous MCD, the 
sound was certainly better than the original 
Philips. Compared with the earlier MCD the 
latest version has lost some of that slightly 'laid 
back, softened quality and now sounds both 
crisper and firmer. It continues to offer good 
depth perspectives, with a revealing unravelling 
of depth layering. It sounded more musical than 
the Philips original, with less coloration and a 
more neutral character, tonally speaking. Stereo 
focus was quite sharp and the bass definition 
improved, although a slightly 'careless’ quality 
was noted in the high treble.

Conclusion/Update
Meridian have maintained sonic headway,, help
ing to counter balance the rather basic facili

ties offered at the price. The sound quality was 
originally sufficient to ensure recommendation, 
though the increasing price pressure from the 
improving competition has resulted in down
grading to a 'worth considering’ rating for 1986.

Test Results

Channel balance __=^^_— . -__ .

201lz

0.04dB

IkHz

0.04d8

ZOkHz

0 04d8

Stereo separation -lOldB -99d8 -77dB

Channel phase difference__________ 0° 0° 0°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____ -94dB -90d8 -92JB

Tomi harmonic distortion, - IOdB __ — -82JB —

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB __ — -45dB —

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB __ — -26dB —

lnte<modulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB . __ ______ -85d8

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - lOdB -74d8

Frequency response, left channel +0.6<lB, -0.6dB 

Frequency response, right channel +OdB, -0.6dB

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted -10&18

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref -109dB

Output level, OdB, left/right 2.065V/2.057V 

Output impedance 12.Sohms

De-emphasis . _____ . correct

Track access time .................. .. . . lOsecs

Error correction capability>900pm gap, >780pm doi 

Mechanical noise ____  . very low

Spuriae up to lOOkHz ... ___________________________- IOOdB*

Resolution at -90dB ............ ....... . +2 JdB

Headphone socket__ . . no

Dimensions (wxdxh) ...._____ 32x24x7cm

Estimated typical purchase price________  £425

*above 45kHz, no signal, -1 /0dB; with signal, -68dB 

REASSESSED

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of I9k and 20kHz tones. 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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MERIDIAN PRO MCD
Boothroyd Stuart Ltd, 13 Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE18 7EJ. 

Tel: (0480) 57339

M
eridian have long been 
associated with digital audio, 
and indeed, they were the first 
to demonstrate a conceptual 
speaker prototype which incor

porated amplifiers and the final D/A convenor 
in the speaker itself. Their early use of a Philips 
CD player led to research on its improvement 
and culminated in the extensive Meridian 
rebuild of the Philips top-loading player models 
CD-JOO and 'JOI, in the form of the well 
accepted MCD player.

Demands for a still better performance led to 
further research which culminated in the release 
of the Pro MCD. Here a second section has been 
added below the main player, and this has 
allowed a proper expansion of circuit boards and 
power supply to make the designer’s life easier 
and hence facilitate further improvements.

The price is high for a basic non-remote- 
controlled player, but then all the effort has gone 
into the performance; the only other available 
machines that can lay claim to improved sound 
quality cost up to three times as much! The Pro 
also incorporates some additional features. For 
example, an 'absolute phase' switch is provided 
on the front panel, allowing correction to CD 
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recordings where this proves worthwhile in a 
given system — a small point but important for 
some users. The machine also shows whether 
or not the disc being played employs pre
emphasis. Japanese pressings tend to have this 
while many European ones do not. Some critics 
claim to note a general difference in sound 
quality with pre-emphasised discs, but a fair 
examination of the facts suggests that there is 
little correlation between the two. For those who 
would like to have an idea of disc error rates, 
a weak flashing LED indicator (it requires 
dimmed lights to be visible) shows this aspect, 
while another light will flash to show whether 
a major error has occurred that requires 
interpolation.

Meridian pioneered research into vibrations 
in the disc itself, and have marketed an add-on 
rubber damping mat as an accessory. In the case 
of the Pro,this is a permanent feature. It hangs 
from the centring clamp, visible as the loading 
tray is raised.

Display and controls are derived from the 
Philips original; up to 15 tracks can he 
programmed and displayed but there is no 
numeric read-out. Thus neither track timings 
nor indexing are available. Entry of track 



numbers beyond 15 (a rare occurence) requires 
repeated button pressing, while mentally 
counting. The overall programme may be set to 
repeat while the cueing does not provide the 
audible output or 'music cueing' which feature 
in almost all up to date machines.

Inside, one discovers that the original Philips 
mechanism is extremely well-built, using a solid 
diecast metal chassis, plus precision optical head 
— later designs from Philips and Japanese 
competitors are built almost entirely of plastic. 
The heavy servo head slows track access and 
some of the recent decks are very rapid in this 
respect providing track access in one tenth of 
the time. It is up to the individual purchaser 
to rate the importance of these various facilities.

By using a second chassis fitted below the 
original, Meridian have been able to separate 
the analogue circuits from the digital, and 
provide the dual 1540 14 bit digital convertors 
as well as their associated analogue circuitry 
with separate higher performance power 
supplies. Following digital filtering, selected 
5534 integrated circuit op amps are used to 
complete the slow rolloff analogue filtering and 
finally provide the phase-invert option. In con
trast to the majority of players the Meridian uses 
a de servo system and is direct coupled at the 
output, so dispensing with the usual output 
capacitors. These can be a weak point in many 
inexpensive decks.

Other design details include special attention 
paid to reducing jitter on the master crystal 

oscillator, and adjustments made to the laser 
servo and tracking systems, to minimise error 
rates.

Continued over the page

Test Results
20Hz Ikllz ZOkHz 

Channel hal ance Odil O.OldB O. IdB 

Stereo separation _  ___ -!08dR -105JR -80JB

Channel phase difference _ Qo Qo 1°

Toral harmonic distortion, OdB______ 96.7JB 91dB -85.6dB 

Total hanonc distortion, -HUB________ ______ -82.3dB

Total htnnomc distortion, — filB______ _______ -44JB —

Tota\ hannonic distortion, -80JB______ _______ -2 3.5dB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kllz, OdB ...._ _ _____________-85dB

Intermodulation, 19kl h/zdi/h, -IOJB  -77JB

Frequency response, left channel+O.ldB, — I.2JB 

Frequency response, right channel+ O.IJB, -1.IJB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted -101JB

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM. lk!lz rd — 95JB

Output level, OdB, lefr/riglH 2.04V/2.04V

Output impedance 12 ohms

De-emphasis ._____ _ - ___ ___correct

Track access time . 14 secs

Error correction capability >900prn gap, >BOOpm dot

Mechanical noise_____________________________ .   very low

Spuriae up lO \OOkHz , ................. . ............................-1 IOJB

Resolution at —90dB . . +2.5dB

Headphone socket no

Dimensions (wxdxh) ________  ____ _ _____ ,._32x24x 16cm

Estimated typical purchase price £675 

REASSESSED

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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MERIDIAN PRO MCD
Continued from previous page

Lab Report
The frequency response followed the Philips 
pattern, as might be anticipated from the use 
of the four-times oversampling technology. A 
very slight additional loss was evident above 
15kHz, but it would be hard to say whether this 
would be audible in practice. Minor response 
ripples were characteristic of the digital filtering 
employed. In contrast to the cheaper MCD 
player, the Pro is typically non-inverting.

Interestingly, the general order of test results 
were no better than for the MCD itself. The 
results were good, though not in the top class. 
For example, on the 19/20kHz intermodulation 
at -lOdB level, results as good as -90dB have 
been achieved, while the Pro MCD measured 
-77dB; still a fine result in amplifier terms.

Output was to the 2V standard from a very 
low source impedance of 12ohms. Noise levels 
were very good, while error correction was to 
the highest standards. Even some damaged discs 
played better than usual. Our sample displayed 
a good linearity and the step error at -90dB 
was held to 2.SdB average, indicating a reso
lution of 15 3/4 bit, very close to the 16 bit 
standard.

Sound Quality
Anyone paying the price of the Pro player has 
a right to expect something special in terms of 
sound quality, and in this respect, the Pro MCD 
certainly delivers. Extended auditioning in a 
high performance system showed that many 
aspects of the sound produced by good middle 
rank players could be improved upon, much as 
a superior amplifier can improve on the 
performance of a budget model.

Fundamentally, the Pro MCD possessed a 
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well-balanced, musically neutral sound, 
essentially free from the 'glare' and 'hardness’ 
present in the upper and midrange of many 
moderately-priced players. In addition, traces of 
the edge grain and even 'fizz' often audible in 
the treble register were absent with the 
Meridian. In the bass, the sound was firm, with 
good dynamic attack and well defined 
extension.

If compared with an early player the Pro might 
be judged mellow, but I do not think that this 
is really the case, though it is true that the 
frequency response was measurably if slightly on 
the rich side. However, it is in terms of its stereo 
imaging that the good tonal balance scores and 
the player excels in correct!y delineating the 
natural perspective and depth layering in 
complex orchestral works. Above all, it was easy 
to listen to. Compared with the finest references, 
its only failings, and it must be stressed that 
these are minor, concern a lack of ultimate 
transparency, and associated far space depth, 
coupled with a mild loss of dynamic impact and 
excitement. As those reference machines cost 
so much more than the Pro, the Meridian can 
be seen to have performed very well on the 
listening test.

Conclusion
Given the present state of the art, Meridian's 
designer Bob Stuart has shown that the so-called 
14 bit system has great strengths (when four 
times oversampled) and may be developed to an 
audiophile standard. Unless you can spare £1500 
or more there is no better sounding player 
availahlr in thr I JK, and thp Pm MCD can he 
recommended with confidence. Primarily for 
music lovers, it may not satisfy those who also 
value versatile facilities and remote control.
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MISSION DAD7000R
Mission Electronics Ltd, Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambridge PE18 6ED. 

Tel: (0480) 57477

L
ike Meridian, Mission have been 
researching improvements to a Philips 
CD player, but chose the later 104 
model as the basis for their rebuilding. 
In fact, the two British companies 

have different views of CD priorities but in our 
judgement neither can claim superiority until 
the CD medium has fully matured; at present 
the system seems to benefit from a wide range 
of relatively minor adjustments.

Mission’s modifications include improvements 
to the DIA convenor circuitry, power supplies 
and the output filtering. However, Mission are 
still fitting the low grade output cable present 
on the original 104, this known to degrade the 
sound quality rating (in our tests, by around V 
a mark out of ten) when compared with eood 
cable; Mission have said this cable was to be 
deleted, but clearly have not yet got round to 
it. Ratings for this review relate to the machine 
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as supplied, but when fitted with decent cable, 
linear crystal or van den Hui, its position 
improves to near the top.

Lab Report
Mission have tailored the response a little and 
on my test lOkohm loading, a slight rolloff was 
evident at both frequency extremes, but small 
enough to be difficult to criticise. Total 
harmonic distortion was low, close to the limit 
for the Philips system, with a very good —93dB 
result for the in-band noise products of a 20kHz 
OdB tone. Midband distortion approached 
0.0015% at full level, and this together with the 
level error at -90dB, suggested a good 15Vz bit 
resolution.

This result confirms rh;it the Philip" 14 bit 
convertors approach 16 bit in the oversampled 
mode. However, the higher frequency 
intermodulation results were just average,



though still pretty good. A spectogram taken 
at the -lOdB test level showed the cleaner 
down band performance and better filtering of 
the Mission version compared with the CD104; 
in particular it is worth noting that the spuriae 
in the 60-70kHz band were suppressed by 77dB.

The fixed output level was close to standard, 
sourced from a 308 ohm impedance and rising 
to 2.2K at lOOHz.

Sound Quality
As supplied the 7000R gave fine results on the 
listening tests. In tonal balance it was a trifle 
lightweight, if slightly thinned in the upper mid 
range, but not seriously so. Its strong quality was 
a lively dynamic nature with clear exciting 
transients reproduced without grain or blurr. 
Stereo focus was precise with a good resolution 
of depth if with a mildly narrowed sound stage. 
Articulate detail was preserved throughout the 
frequency range, and the treble quality was well 
above average.

Conclusion
Given the fine sound quality and the pricing, 
the Mission 7000R can be warmly 
recommended. With the use of a good cable, 
achieved by discarding the one presently 
attached in the factory, still better results are 
possible. Flying phono sockets could be fitted 

to the existing cable cut short, or even better 
still, a service technician might fit a new cable 
to the appropriate connections inside.

Test Results
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz

Channel balance ___________ „________ O.OldB

Stereo separation —87dB

Channel phase difference 0° 

Total harmonic distortion, OdB -97dB

O.OZdB O.OZdB

-89dB -69dB

0° 0.5°

-98dB -93JB

Total harmonic distortion, — JOdB ______ ____ -83<lB

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB ______ ____ — 43<lB

Tota\ harmonic distortion, —80dB ______ ____  — 20.SdB

Interrnodubtion, \9kHz/20kHz, OdB ______ . — 87dB

Intermodulation, l 9kHz/20kHz, — lOdB . —78JB

Frequency response, left channel ________  .. _ +O.OSdB, —0.SdB

Frequency response, right channel ____________ +O.USdB, —0.S<lB

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted ...____________ ;.— 106<lB

Signal-to-noise, CCJR/ARM, 1kHz ref —104JB

Output level. O<lB, left/right 2.07V/2.07V

Output impedance________________________________„_308 ohms

De-emphasis__________ ._____ . . ____________________correct

Track access time 4.5 sees

Error correction capability____________ >900pm gap, >BOOpm dm

Mechanical noise ________________________________________ low

Spuriae up to lOOkHz-71dB 

Resolution at -90dB+3.3dB

Headphone socket no

Dimensions (wxdxh) 32x30x9cm

Estimated typical purchase price__   1450

REASSESSED

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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MITSUBISHI DP107
Mitsubishi Electric (UK) Ltd, Otterspool Way, Watford, Herts WD2 8LD. 

Tel: (0923) 34618

T
his player has recently been reduced 
in price, and now offers a nicely 
competitive package for a typical 
£200. A cursory examination shows 
the machine actually comes from 

the Yamaha OEM stable, and is one of the CO
XI generation. Since these players were highly 
regarded a year ago when they cost well over 
£300, the outlook for the 107 is promising. 
Mitsubishi have chosen to say nothing about 
the oversampling system employed, which is in 
fact the Yamaha two-times process, though they 
do confirm the digital filtering coupled with 
third-order active analogue filtering after DIA 
conversion. The deck uses a 16 bit linear 
converter, time-shared between the two 
channels.

Despite its modest price, the machine 
includes a headphone socket with its own level 
control. The large LED display comprises four 
numerals and can alternately display track 
numbers, times, or index points. Index access 
involves engaging 'stop', and then using the 
auclihle miisir rne buttons labelled Search' to 
dial the index points, assuming that these are 
coded into the disc in question. The display also 
shows 'elapsed' and total time. When cueing, 
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first pressure gives fine slow search for 3 seconds, 
while prolonged pressure engages the faster 
search speed. Other features include fast track
skip, programming for up to nine tracks, and 
repeat, operating on the programmed section or 
the whole disc. In addition, the DPI07 can be 
automatically switched into play mode using an 
external timer.

Lab Report
We have become accustomed to a substantially 
good performance from the '^X series chassis 
and this Mitsubishi version proved no exception, 
except in terms of the selection of the DIA 
convertor which was not of the highest 
resolution category.

The level error was around 6dB at -90dB, and 
the harmonic products measured at -60dB 
modulation !kHz were 22dB down compared 
with the 26-28dB that is typically available, and 
both these factors indicate resolution closer to 
the 15 than 16 bits. Nevertheless it has not yet 
proved possible to associate sound quality 
differences with bit-resuluLium u( I'.i and over, 
so this point is rather academic at present.

The player showed excellent channel balance, 
and the frequency response was most uniform



below SkHz; at high frequencies the response 
lifted to +0.5dB at 16kHz before falling to 
-l.SdB nominally at the exact 20kHz measured 
frequency. These are larger than the usual 
deviations, but will not materially affect the 
sound quality. At full modulation level the total 
harmonic distortion including noise averaged 
-83dB, or 0.07%; this value held even at 
20kHz, while the high frequency two-tone 
intermodulation results were also very 
satisfactory.

A slightly low output level was recorded, 
measuring 1.9V from a higher than average 
Ikohm source impedance, so A/B comparisons 
using low input impedance pre- or power 
amplifiers would produce a further loss in level. 
For instance, several amplifiers have a 
10-20kohm input; with the '107 the attendant 
IdB level loss would upset any A/B comparison 
against a lower output impedance player of 
standard output.

Track access times were fast, and mechanical 
noise was nearly inaudible. Gap errors were 
handled very competently, but the machine was 
less happy with surface dots; it just exceeded the 
SOO^m limit here, while in practice behaving 
well with the test discs. Economies in the output 
filtering gave a good phase-correct impulse 
response but with appropriately reduced 
ultrasonic rejection at around 45dB.

Sound Quality
The '107 performed well on the listening tests, 
and proved to be a front rank performer in its 
price category. Though slightly on the 'bright' 
side of a perfect tonal balance, the sound was 
persuasive, with a strong well-defined sound 
stage, fine focus, and very good detail. Quite 
good depth and ambience effects were heard, 

though this was not as striking as the obvious 
clarity in the frontal image plane. The bass was 
firm and articulate, and the treble also achieved 
a good standard.

Conclusion
This player is well equipped for the money,, and 
includes a worthwhile headphone socket. It 
worked well, was easy to use, and delivered an 
impressive standard of sound quality.. Clearly the 
'107 rates inclusion in the Best Buy category..

Test Results
ZOHz IkHz ZOkHz

Channel balance _________________ 0.07dB 0 07dB 0.I8dB

Stereo separation_________________ -78.ldB -90.6dB-- 76.8dB

Channel phase difference ___________ 10 30 45°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____ -84.6dB -83.6dB-- 83.IJB

Total harmonic distortion, -lOdB _  - -79.5dB —

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB _  — -40.9dB —

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB _  — -21.BdB

Intermodulation, 19kHzlZOkHz. OdB_______ ________ __ — 83 .4dB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/ZOkHz. -!OdB -87.0dB 

Frequency response, left channel . . +0.07JB, -1.6\dB

Frequency response, right channel +0.07dB, -1.BSJB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-Z0kHz unweighted   -87JB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref . -90dB

Output level, OdB, left/right _ .___  1.9V

Output impedance   Jkohms 

Oe-emphasis__________________________________________ corrcci

Track access time 3.5 secs

Error correction capability____________ >900pm gap, >SOOpm dot

Mechanical noise_____ .______________________________very low

Spuriae up io JOOkHz______________ .__ .__ ___________-45.3dB

Resolution at -90dB left +6.23dB, right +6.4ldB

Headphone socket ___ _____________ ,_____ yes (variable output)

Dimensions (wxdxh) ,42.5x 30x8cm 

Estimated typical purchase price __ ____ ______ i199 

REASSESSED

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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MITSUBISHI DP409R
Mitsubishi Electric (UK) Ltd, Otterspool Way, Watford, Herts WD2 8LD. 

Tel :(0923) 34618

W
e were lucky to receive this 
newly-launched machine at 
the last possible moment for 
inclusion in this issue. 
Offering autochanger or 

'multi-play' facilities, it remains competitively 
priced.

Up to five discs may be pre-loaded into a fairly 
bulky housing, rather like a large video-cassette. 
Once loaded, this housing is posted into the 
appropriate slot on the front of the machine, 
and programming can begin. Given a 50 minute 
typical disc play time, a total of over four hours 
music can be put in the deck and repeated 
continuously if necessary — useful for many 
commercial premises. Any track on any disc can 
be programmed in any order, and you can do 
this via the comprehensive remote control if you 
wish. It is necessary to learn the difference 
between selecting a particular disc and then the 
track on that disc, but once mastered, the 
programming presented no problems. The 
remote control has more limited facilities than 
tlw m«in machine panel, and bch 6pcciul 
cueing as well as display features; in this respect 
the Pioneer multi-play equivalent is both more 
logical and more comprehensive.
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Single discs can also be played, but the 
automatic drawer feature of most machines is 
absent. Aside from the autochanger the '409 
has all the usual features including a multi
function display, and audible music cueing at 
two rates. No headphone socket is provided, 
though. The audio output is via the usual phono 
sockets, in this case at a higher than usual level 
of 2.3V from a 1.6kohm output impedance, this 
also higher than usual.

Technically, this is a 16 bit linear deck, non
oversampled, with a time-shared convenor and 
the conventional 'brickwall' output filtering. A 
diverse selection of integrated chips are used, 
including those from Sony for error correction, 
Hitachi for the control system and Sanyo for 
the convenor.

Lab Report
On frequency response the '409 showed very 
good channel matching with a slight treble lift 
and still slighter bass loss. Both effects were 
negligible. Good separation results were 
achieved with the 20kl Iz figute Jiffet iug a little 
between the two channels, but averaging 82dB 
nonetheless. With the time-shared convenor 
there was the usual small time delay between 



channels, resulting in the typical 90° difference 
by 20kHz.

An interesting contrast can be seen between 
the suppression of the down-band distortion 
product of 20kHz, which was weak at -64dB, 
and the high frequency intermodulation results, 
both of which were very good. At better than 
90dB down for the two test levels, the 
Mitsubishi did well here. A good linearity was 
maintained over the lower frequency ranges and 
modulation levels, which, taken with the 
moderate step error at -90dB, suggested a good 
JS:Y4 bit resolution.

The impulse response was in phase, with the 
usual overshoot and prolonged ringing. Spuriae 
were quite well rejected while the signal to noise 
ratios were to a satisfactory standard. Track 
access was on the slow side, but the error 
correction was very good and coupled with fine 
shock resistance. The higher-than-standard 
output level could confuse the listener in 'A/B' 
comparison tests, and this should be noted when 
listening to demonstrations.

From a spectrum analysis taken at !kHz, 
-60dB, the output showed that spurious digital 
signals were well rejected and in fact the 
measured distortion of -52dB was virtually on 
the noise floor.

Sound Quality
On audition the '409 held up well, giving an 
above average sound quality. Basically tidy, first 
impressions were of a lively sound, lacking the 
old fashioned mid range hardness. Indeed the 
sound bordered on 'sweet' though with a slight 
imprecision in the treble. In the bass some mild 
upper-range emphasis was noted, but it was 
thought tuneful, with good definition. The mid 
was easy and 'uncompressed' while the treble 

seemed a touch vague, although this did not 
upset the sound stage. Quite good stereo depth 
and focus were obtained, with acceptably lively 
dynamics.

Conclusion
This is a well balanced all rounder with a good 
lab performance allied to an above average 
sound. Given its remote control and five disc 
autochange facility it represents good value, and 
is recommended despite some operational 
awkwardness.

Test Results
101—iz I kHz ZOktlz

Channel balance  O.lldB O.JZdB 0.25JB

Stereo separation  -82.6dB -93.4dB-81.7dB

Channel phase difference 0o 50 90°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____ -86.7dB -85.9dB-63.7dB

Torn] harmonic distortion, -\OdB __ — -86.SdB —

Total harmonic disconinn, -60dB __ — -51.5dB —

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB __ -25.SdB —

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB-90.9dB 

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kl-lz, - IOdB -92.4dB

Frequency response, left channel +0.08dB, -0.43dB 

Frequency response, right channel +0.08dB, -0.J7dB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted-94JB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref-88dB 

Output level, OdB, left/right________________.... 2.3V

Output impedance_______ __________________________ l .6kohms 

De-emphasis correct

Track access time____ __ ___ __ _________ ,____________ IZ.Osecs

Error correction capability>900pm gap, >800pm dot

Mechanical noise very low 

Spuriae up to 100kHz___ __________________________ ,„.-80.5dB

Resolution at -90dB left -2.lldB, right -3.25dB

Headphone socket_____________________________________ no
Dimensions (wxdxh)42x35x J0.5cm 

Estimated typical purchase price _ ________________________£299

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response.
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NEC509E
NEC Home Electronics, 164-166 Drummond Street London NWl 3HR 

Tel 01-388 6100

T
hough not very well known in the 
UK audio field, NEC were in fact 
pioneers in CD, and their first 
machine was internationally rated. 
We are now in a particular CD mar

keting phase where a given manufacturer can 
fill a gap in its range with a machine sourced 
from another maker. In the case of the CD509E, 
the deck is derived from the established Yamaha 
‘CD-X' series. However, NEC are a major 
semi-conductor company and so far as audio is 
concerned have chosen to specialise in the laser 
heads and some of the control processors needed 
for CD players — these components are used 
in the '509E, so it does carry some original NEC 
parts.

A basic drawer loader, the '509E lacks remote 
control but does provide a headphone socket 
with a level control. A clear red LED display 
shows the usual information on track timings, 
number of tracks and remaining times, while 
access to indexed discs is possible, and the use
ful audible music cueing function is set to run 
at two speeds, the second high speed attained 
after the search button is held down for a period. 
Up to 15 tracks can be user-programmed, while 
both programmed A-B' repeat and normal-mode 

repeat are possible.
On the technical side, NEC describe the deck 

as a conventional 16 bit linear machine, thus 
omitting to take promotional advantage of its 
oversampled design. Whatever the reason for 
this, the deck is in fact a twice-oversampled 
model to the current Yamaha format, with a 
combination of digital and analogue filtering. 
The loosely-worded specification indicates a 
modest 0.007% distortion at !kHz and a 
5Hz-20kHz frequency range, this quoted without 
amplitude limits.

Lab Report
General conformity to the Yamaha models' per
formance was apparent, while NEC appear to 
have tailored certain aspects of the design, per
haps to reinforce a 'house sound: This is clearly 
evident in the frequency response which showed 
a drift in the direction of a richer tonal quality. 
Below 300Hz there was a mild shelf lift, while 
the oft-encountered rise in the high treble was 
completely avoided.

Interchannel phase shift increased with 
frequency to a moderate level of 40° at 20kHz, 
this being the result expected from twice over
sampling and a time shared DIA convenor. In 
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the context of other models tested, the channel 
separation figures were below average but were 
still sufficiently good for this to be of no im
portance.

The impulse response showed the typical 
Yamaha result, generally tidy, absolute phase cor
rect and clear of extended or asymmetric 
ringing. Unusually, NEC have set a 
lower-than-standard 1.54V output level, which 
would result in misleading results on compara
tive listening tests against other players if the 
volume settings were not properly equalised.

Resolution was estimated at a very good 15 
3/4 bit, with the 90dB step error just 2.SdB high. 
Slight compression was seen at full level, though 
the OdB, !kHz distortion result was considered 
to be very good at -82dB, or better than 0.01%. 
Spuriae were well rejected, though the upband 
result for the 20kHz full level signal was poorer 
than average at -26dB. The transport was quiet 
and gave pretty rapid access, with very good 
error correction.

Sound Quality
While some resemblance to current Yamaha 
series could be heard, the '509E managed to 
offer its own flavour, one which the listeners 
liked. Notably above average, it sounded sweeter 
and more relaxed than usual. Bass was fairly 
good, the treble unobtrusive and the stereo 
images were portrayed with a pleasing depth as 
well as pretty good focus. In some respects the 
'509E could be regarded as an economical 
counterpart to the Meridian MCD.

Conclusion
This machine is well priced and performed very 
well on lab test. It offered all the usual facili
ties with slick, reliable controls. The sound may 
not be as immediate as some, but it was pleasant 
and relaxed, and may well appeal to many pur
chasers. Taken overall the deck can be strongly 
recommended.

Test Results
ZOHz IkHz 10kHz

Channel balance = 0.14dB 0.14dB O.OldB

Stereo separation-80.7dB -81.7dB-62.IJB 

Channel phase difference ..._  /" .i' 40°

Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB ____ -82.SdB -81.2dB-83.8dB

Torn\ harmonic distortion, - lOdB __  — -80.9dB

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB __  — -40.0dB —

Tomi harmonic distortion. -80dB __  — -27.SdB -

lntermodulation. 19kHz/20kHz. OdB . — — -79.0JB

Intermodulation, 19kHzlZOkHz, - IOJB -83.ZdB

Frequency response, left channel ._ +O.J9dB, -0.89dB

Frequency response, right channel + 0.40dB, -0.75dB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unwcighrcd -98dB

Signal-to-noise. CCIRIARM, !kHz ref-9ZJB 

Output level, OdB, lefr/righc . „______________ l .54V

Ourpur impedance__________________________________ 300ohms

De-emphasis________ ______  . correcr

Track access time_______________ ______ „ 5.Ssecs

Error correction capability >900pm gap, >SOOpm dot 

Mechanical noise ________________________________moderate

Spuriae up to I OOkHz .............. ... - l02dB

Resolution at -90dB left +Z.Z5dB, right +Z.90dB

Headphone socket yes (variable output)

Dimensions (w x d x h)  43 x 33 x 9.5 cm

Estimated typical purchase price __  __ . ________ i 249

RANGE! -47 dBV STATUS! PAUSED 
Ai MAG NEC 509E-10DBIM RMS!10

START! 0 Hz BU: 375 Hz STOP» 100 000 Hz
Xr» 0 Hz Yr! 0.00 dB 

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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PHILIPS CD150Philips Electrical Ltd, City House, 420-430 London Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 3QR. Tel: 01-689 2166

T
his new-generation Philips machine 
comes with a remarkable £200 price 
tag, and yet employs a newly de
veloped and powerful set of inte
grated circuits offering 16 bit resolu

tion via the Philips 14 bit four times over
sampled scheme, noted for its good sound 
quality.

With the CD150, Philips have decided to join 
the Japanese in offering a slim, midi-sized 
machine with a fast front loading mechanism 
and the now familiar array of push buttons. 
Audible music cueing is also provided at two 
speeds, with track skip and comprehensive track 
programming. The basic deck is described as 
‘ remote ready' and the infra-red hand control 
can be added at any time, at an extra cost of 
£40 or so. Another rear panel facility connects 
to the matching Philips midi system providing 
a centralised system remote facility.

Like the Far Eastern competition, the '150 
also has a fluorescent display, rather larger than 
the pea sized version fitted to the earlier Philips 
machines. Track numbers and timings may be 
displayed, with tracks entered tor programming 
via successive key entries, and the data is 
acquired quickly. The audio output is at stan

dard level from the usual nickel plated phono 
sockets. At best, the Philips owner can make 
his own choice of interconnect.

As regards its construction, the '150 feels 
rather lightweight, with extensive use of plastic 
mouldings. Conversely, its construction is quite 
accurate. The number of printed circuits has also 
been reduced, and a new laser head has been 
fitted. This and the new central circuitry are 
jointly responsible for the decent track access 
speed shown, an improvement on previous 
Philips models. Power consumption has also 
been reduced sufficiently to allow the inclusion 
of the version of this player in the '555 trans
portable. A special low-consumption mechan
ism has already been designed for the CD10 
personal player; I have seen samples of this 
miniature design, but none were available in 
time for review, and it is not known whether 
the production CDIO will use oversampling.

Lab Report
Despite lower prices and a new chip set, the full 
Philips CD player performance has been broadly 
maintained in this budget model. The fine fre
quency response shown here will be familiar to 
regular readers, its characteristic mild high fre
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quency ripples generally felt to be subjectively 
harmless. Limits of ±0.2dB sufficed for the 
whole range while excellent results were also ob
tained for channel separation; for example, 
108dB was quite typical. With the use of dual 
DIA convertors, interchannel phase shift was 
essentially zero.

On harmonic distortion at full level it 
measured very well, this including the in-band 
products of 20kHz, at an excellent -88dB. 
Good linearity was shown at lower signal levels, 
though by -60dB there was evidence of wide
band hum modulation — probably mild supply 
ripple on the DIA convertor lines. In conse
quence the distortion at -80dB was a little 
higher than average with a -90dB level error 
of around + SdB. The practical resolution was 
estimated to be 15 V4 bit. Fine results were 
obtained for inter-modulation distortion at both 
test levels. With a standard 2V output, its source 
impedance was low at 200 ohms. Track access 
times were fairly rapid, mechanical noise was 
quite low and no problems were encountered 
with respect to error correction. The usual 
exemplary signal to noise ratios were obtained.

Sound Quality
Scoring above average, and thus doing very well 
at the price, the CDJ50 rewarded us with a fine 
standard of bass precision and power. Mid defini
tion was very good though tonally speaking the 
mid was a touch lean and thin, presented a little 
forward in the stereo image. The latter was well 
focused and stable with respectable depth and 
above average transparency. The treble also 
attained a good standard.

Conclusion
Philips have brought their classic CD sound 
down to a bar-gain price level, and despite its 
'plastic' feel, the CDJ50 was one of our favourite 
budget players, easily acquiring 'Best Buy' status.

(Note: At the time of writing, discounted CD104 
and Marantz CD54 ^machines are still available and 
offer a similar sonic standard.)

Test Results
20!lz 1kHz 20kHz

Channel balance
Stereo separation., „__ _____ __
Channel phase difference _____  
Total harmonic distortion, OdB_  
Total harmonic distortion, -IOdB 
Tomi harmonic distortion, -60dB
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB
lntcrmolulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB

O.OZdB 0.02dB O.OldR
-- 108.6dB -Ill.8dB-108.2dB

0" oo 1o
-89.SJB -90.4dB -87.5dB

-81.6dB
- -42.CdB

-2 1.9dB
-85.8dB
-88.0dBIntermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -IOJB

Frequency response, left channel __ _ _ , +0.04dB, -0.SOJB
Frequency response, right channel +0.04dB, -0.42dB 
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted-98JR 
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM. !kHz ref .___________ -1 ISdB
Output level, OdB, left/right_________________________ 2.0V
Output impedance 200ohms
De-cmphasis correct
Track access rime _______ _ _ _ __ . 4.Ssccs

Error correction capability>800pm gap, >800pm Jor 
Mechanical noise „„.very low 
Spuriae up to 100kHz___________________ ._______-72.S<lB
Resolution at -90dB  left +4.0dB, right +4.89dB 
Headphone socket no
Dimensions (w X d X h)_____ _ ___ _____ „12 X 10 X 8.5 cm 
Estimated typical purchase price _____________________ £200

RANGE! -5 dBV STATUS) PAUSED
A>NAG_________ PHILIPS 158-18DBIN_______ RMS:18_________

-18 ’ •
dBEU . .

ie

START: 8 Hz BU: 375 Hz STOP) 188 888 Hz
Xr: 8 Hz Yr: 8.88 dB

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz. and (right) frequency response.
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PHILIPS CD104B
Philips Electrical Ltd, City House, 420-430 London Road, Croydon, SurreyCR9 3QR 

Tel: 01-689 2166

P
hilips' early top-loading player was 
substantially built on a large die 
casting, and the '104 is distinguished 
by the same quality of construction. 
The transport and laser system are 

also founded on precision castings, these isolated 
from the outside by a rubber decoupling system. 

The decoding system is original to Philips, 
and consists of four times oversampling, 
operating with dual 14 bit digital to analogue 
convertors and a mixture of high slope digital 
filtering plus low slope analogue output filtering. 
Many other manufacturers have adopted or 
adapted this system, which so far has given a 
competitive edge to reproduced sound quality.

Operation is relatively simple and 
straightforward, with low mechanical noise 
levels.

Lab Report
Channel separation exploited the dual 
convertors to the full, while interchannel phase 
difference was virtually zero.

With reducing level, the midband distortion 
increased correctly, reaching -22.6dB at a 
-80dB recorded level. For a -90dB level the 

gain error was mild at 3.4dB and the overall 
resolution was close to 15 V? bit, showing the 
improvement afforded by oversampling.

The high frequency two tone 19/20kHz 
intermodulation results rated about average 
taking, for example, the spectrum analysis at 
— lOdB test level. Here, downband clutter could 
be seen below 5kHz, while the 24kHz 
component was around — 53dB. The higher 
frequency components were not well rejected, 
and similar signals appeared on lower frequency 
signal tones as well, a feature typical of the 
Philips system.

Frequency response met +O, —0.35dB limits 
from 20Hz to 20kHz, both channels, and the 
ripple is regarded as inaudible.

Track access from a cold start was slow, but 
once in play mode it skipped to the 15th test 
track in just 2.5 seconds. As usual with Philips 
machines the error correction was excellent.

Sound Quality 
folluwiug Lite Philips tradition for good CD 
sound, the '104 scored rather above average, in 
spite of the generally improving sound quality 
of the new generation of players. The sound was 
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lively and clear with good focus, convincing 
transients, and a fair presentation of stereo 
depth. Stage width was fine, while the mid was 
slightly forward and nasal in tonal quality. The 
bass was pretty good, and the treble basically 
tidy and well defined.

Conclusion
Though now keenly priced, the Philips 
nonetheless faces strong competition from the 
Japanese machines — but this aside, the '104 
merits a Best Buy rating.

Test Results
20Hz !kHz 20kHz 

Channel balance ___ ._______ _______ <0.2dB <0.2dB <0.2dB

Stereo separation — 1 ZBdB — l23dB -9&18 

Channel phase difference  0o Qo Qo 
Total hamionic distortion, OdB ______>-94dB > — 94dB > — 86dB

Total hannonic distortion, - IOdB______  ______ —82.4dB

Total hannonic distonion, —^MB______  ______ —40.6dB —

Tomi harmonic distortion, —£80dB______  ______ —22.6dB —

Intecmodulation, I9kHz/ZOkHz, OdB -------- —89dB

Intermodulation, 19kHzl20kHz, — IOdB _-------------------------— 79dB
Frequency response, left channel ____________ :__ +OdB, -OJSdB

Frequency response, right channel  —------------- + OdB, —0.35dB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-ZOkHz unweighted____.----------—l06dB

Signal-tonoise, CCIRIARM, IkHz ref______________ _—106dB

Output level, OdB, letr/r.«ht Z.055VIZ.074V

Ourpur impedance__________ .------ ------------ ---------------- 33 ohms

De-emphasis .___________ _  ________ ____________ ——correct

Track access time V sees (2 sees from play) 

Error correction capability>900pm gap, >BOOpm dot 

Mechanical noise ________________________ ________________low
Spuriae up to lOOkHz_____________________________ .— text

Resolution at —90dB +3.4dB 

Headphone socket no

Dimensions (wxdxh)J2x30x9cm 
Estimated rypical purchase price -------------------------------------- £200

REASSESSED

Slits iiiiimUP Experience Loving Introduction To Elite Hi-Fi

We stock the following products from:
Alphason Logic

A.K.G. Myst
A.D.C. Monster
Audio Nakamichi

Technica Philips
Beard Sugden
Castle Waker

Cambridge Q.E.D.
Celestion Rote 1

Croft Rogers
Elite Teak

Townshend ThatsTape
Heybrook Yamaha

Call in and see us at
178 Kings Road, Harrogate HG1 5JG

Tel: 0423 521831

Pau Giccn Hi-rt Ud
Kensington Showrooms, 
London Road, Bath, Avon

Hi-Fi Consultant for Bath 
&the West

The widest and best selection of Best 
Buy compact disc players in the 

West. Backed up by a full range of 
ancillary equipment and 

loudspeakers, with keen prices. 
A large selection of CD records

Choose from Philips, Sony, Marantz, 
Denon, Akai, Mission, Technics and 

many more.
We have 2 single speaker dem 
rooms (by appointment please). 

Customers car park.
We are Bath's only specialist dealer 

and are the compact disc centre 
tor Bath.

TEL: 0225 316197
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THE BEST BUYS IN BIRMINGHAM
MISSION CD PLAYING SYSTEM

DAD 7000R + CYRUS 1 + 7011 = £679
AkaCOM515....................£199.90
Akai CD A30.....................£229.90
Aka CD A70.....................£299.90
Aka COM 88................... £399.90
Aka CD A7........................£399.90
Cambridge CD1........... £1,500.00
Denon 1000.....................£259.95
Denon DCD 1100.............£319.95

Denon DCD 1500............ .£439.95
Marantz 45..........................£229.00
MeridianMCD...................£399.00
Meridian MCD PRO.........£675.00
Mission 7000R.................. £449_00
Philips 150..........................£199.90
Philips 350..........................£249.90
Philips 1048.......................£229.90

TeacPD22..........................£349.00
TechnlcsSLPJI............... £279.95
TechnlcsSLPJ11............ £229.95
TechnicsSLP 100............ £259.95
TechnicsSLP 300......... £2919.95
TechnicsSLP 500 ......... £359.00
LAmaha COX 3..................£249.50
LAmaha CD 400................ £269.95
LAmaha CD 3....................£319.00

Selected compact disc players from:
AR, Audiolab, Aiwa, Celestion, Dual, Exposure Electronics, Gale, Heybrook, KEF, Linx, Mission, 

Mordaunt-Short, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Pink Triangle, Quad, Rogers, Ratel, Tannoy, 
Technics, Wharfedale, Yamaha.LA" ALTERNATIVE AUDIO LTD

93/95 HOBS MOAT ROAD, SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS 892 SJL 
TEL: SALES 021 742 0254; SERVICE 021 742 0248

OPEN HOURS: Tuesday to Saturday 10am to 6pm CREDITTERMS AVAILABLE (credit brokers)

158 OMBERSLEY ROAD, 
WORCESTER WR3 7HA 

Tel: 0905 58046
BY APPOINTMENT PLEASE

Stockists of fine equipment from 
A&R CAMBRIDGE, AIWA, ABSOLUTE 
SOUNDS, ROTEL, NAIM AUDIO, LINN 

PRODUCTS, REGA RESEARCH, 
YAMAHA, DENON, KEF, CELESTION, 
NYTECH, HEYBROOK, MORDAUNT- 
SHORT, TAN NOY, MONITOR AUDIO, 
SPENDOR, NAKAMICHI, CREEK, 
SUPEX, AKROYD, R.A.T.A., J.P.W.

OPEN 9.30am-5.30pm 
Full service facilities. 

Part Exchange. Delivery & Installation. 
Credit facilities - full details on request
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PHILIPS CD 350
Philips Electrical Ltd, City House, 420-430 London Road, Croydon, SurreyCR9 3QR.

TEL: 01-689 2166

B
ased on the CDJ50, the '350 is a 
more expensive machine with some 
additional features, including a fixed 
output headphone socket and re
mote control. The latter is usually 

supplied as an extra accessory, and the player 
needs either a small module fitter or to be wired 
to a matching audio system.

Approaching full width size, the '350 uses the 
popular front drawer-load method with a fast
acting lightweight mechanism. Up to 20 tracks 
may be programmed, and the machine also dis
plays and gives access to the index points on 
appropriate discs. The multiple function LED 
display can show track timings, 'remaining' and 
'elapsed' times, as well as track numbers. Other 
features include audible music cueing, fast track 
skip, and repeat.

Given a basic lab check, the CD350 was 
found to conform closely to CDJ50 perform
ance, but with error correction marginally better 
still. The remote control was not available for 
test, but the main controls appeared to work 
well, with logical operating sequences. The 

machine was then given a full audition.

Sound Quality
The CD350 was felt to improve on the '150, 
to a small but perceptible degree. Characteristics 
included clean well-defined transients, and a 
solid well-founded bass with both extension and 
tunefulness.

The stereo presentation was a touch forward, 
with some mild 'thinning' and 'hardening' of 
midrange tonal balance, but this was quite mild 
and did not upset the good sound stage impres
sion. The '350 showed a good standard of stereo 
focus, with quite good depth and ambience. 
Slightly untidy, the treble showed good detail 
but with a hint of 'edge' and 'grain'.

Conclusion
This player clearly reaches a standard which 
merits Best Buy rating, with a very good lab per
formance and an above average sound quality. 
Higher priced Philips machines will be 16 bit, 
4 times oversampled, and promise a markedly 
improved performance.
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PHILIPS CD304
Philips Electrical Ltd, City House, 420-430 London Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 3QR.

Tel 01-689 2166

B
ased on the CD/04, but with extra 
facilities, the CD304 will eventually 
be superseded by the new CD650 
model, but for the time being is still 
available. It was first reviewed in 

1985 along with the similar model '204, which 
offered comprehensive features but without the 
remote control option.

The '304's front panel embodies a large 
fluorescent tube display which can show several 
items of information. A linear scale shows 
programmed track numbers in order, with 
windows to indicate which mode has been 
selected. It also shows the total number of 
tracks, track timings and overall programme 
times. Full control is also available via the infra
red hand-held unit, though index facilities are 
not provided, nor is a numeric keypad. Conver
sely a front panel headphone socket is present 
complete with its own level control, and the 
main audio output is provided on phono jacks, 
the level set by another volume potentiometer.

A large satin black unit, the '304 design is 
well fimshed and well built, with diecastings 
used for important chassis sections. Overall, it 
was surprisingly heavy.

As with the other Philips players, the decoder 
86

runs at four times the normal sampling 
frequency, placing unwanted alias signals and 
noise higher in the frequency range where they 
are more easily filtered. The dominant filtering 
is carried out by a 96 pole digital chip, which 
gives the player that familiar slight ripple in the 
high frequency amplitude response.

Lab Report
The player conformed to the general frequency 
response of the Philips CD group, with closely 
defined +0.1, -0.25dB amplitude limits over 
the full 20Hz to 20kHz audio range, and the 
characteristic mild high frequency ripple. 
Channel balance was excellent, within 0.15dB 
overall. On channel separation it performed very 
well, while the interchannel phase displacement 
was zero as usual.

Total harmonic distortion approached 
-lOOdB, 0.0013%, and in conjunction with the 
low + 2.5dB level error at the -90dB modula
tion section suggested 15 V bit linearity. The 
downband noise products of a 20kHz fondamen
tal were of average degree at -83dB. Likewise 
the intermodulation results were good in the 
absolute sense but did not match the best in 
the issue. At the -lOdB modulation level the



high frequency two tone intermodulation was 
79dB down though some other components 
were also present. In the spectogram these can 
be seen below 4kHz at — 74dB, with other 
upband components present at —52dB.

In the absence of modulation, the Philips 
spurious rejection seems good, but in the 
presence of modulation, upband signals appear 
which are not rejected and are no better than 
S0-60dB down.

Output level was the usual 2 V from a 600ohm 
impedance. De-emphasis was fine and access to 
the test track 15 was moderate at 7.5 seconds. 
Low levels of mechanical noise were present.

Concerning error correction, the '304 was 
fully on target easily meeting the 900pm gap 
error and the SOOpm surface dot error bands. 
Signal to noise ratios were exemplary, rather 
greater than the practical bit linearity would 
provide in a conventional system.

Sound Quality
Undoubtedly good as Philips CD players go, it 
was surprising to find the '304 unit was 
marginally less satisfying subjectively than the 
basic '104, though it must be stressed that the 
difference was very slight. As regards tonal 
balance, the '104 was a touch sweeter and easier 
on the ear; nonetheless the overall quality was 
good, with clean bass and treble extremes, and 
notably clear transients, coupled with good 
stereo focus and fairly good stereo depth.

Conclusion
Compared with the '104, you do pay for the 

extra facilities of the '304, and depending on 
how important these extras are, the value for 
money rating in absolute terms is not as good 
as the '104. The marking places it on the 
borderline and in my view, it just qualifies for 
the recommended category.

Test Results
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz

Channel balance ...______ _____  . 0.1SdB O.lSdB O.lSdB

Stereo separation  -1lOdB -lOSdB -96dB

Channel phase difference 0° 0" 0"

Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____ >-98d8 -98dB -SJdB

Total harmonic distortion, -!OdB __ — -SJdB —

Toral harmonic distortion, -60dB __ — -42dB

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB __ — -24dB —

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB --88dB

Intermodulation, l9kHz/20kHz, -lOdB  79dB 

Frequency response, left channel. ... +0. IdB, -O.ZSdB

Frequency response, right channel , .____ __  +O.ldB. -0.ZSdB

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted -l06dB

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref . . ...... . - lOSdB

Output level, OdB, left/right ___________________________ 2.01V

Output impedance 600ohms

De-emphasis .______________________ ..... correct

Track access time 7.5 sees

Error correction capability . >900f.im gap, >800pm dot

Mechanical noise low

Spuriae up to 1OOkHz _______ __________ ,-lOOdB*

Resolution at -90dB+2.SdB 

Headphone socket ___ yes (variable output)

Dimensions (wxdxh) 42x30x9cm 

Estimated typical purchase price ______ . £329

*With signal present, -50 to -60dB 

REASSESSED

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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PHILIPS CD555 SOUND MACHINE
Philips Electrical Ltd, City House, 420-430 London Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 3QR.

TEL: 01-689 2166

T
his entirely new product from 
Philips is likely to be the first of 
many, and in fact competitors have 
already started to appear. Described 
by the manufacturers as a 'Trans

portableCD 'Sound Machine, it is based on 
a main ‘midi-style’ housing equipped with a 
robust carrying handle. A pair of quite reason
able two way speakers are fitted, with a decent 
length of spare cable. The speakers can be left 
clipped to the main cabinet, or detached and 
separated to allow for optimum siting for stereo. 
The complete package sells for £399. Nominally 
to 'hi-fi' standards, the main unit combines a 
four-band stereo tuner with whip aerial, an auto
reverse cassette deck, a stereo amplifier with 
record deck inputs and standard outputs, plus 
a five band graphic equaliser. Sensible band 
centres of 63Hz, 250Hz, l.6kHz, 4kHz and 
16kHz allow for a quite effective adjustment of 
the overall tonal balance. Good sound levels can 
be achieved into the 4 ohm speakers, with a 
power rating of around 20W per channel, pro
gramme. I luwever, the reason for the CD555's 
inclusion in this issue is of course its built-in 
CD player — a vertical, door-loading version of 
the CD/50. In terms of its contribution to the 

package, the CD section is in effect priced at 
around £140.

The machine can be plugged into the mains 
or used on external 12V de supplies — car, cara
van or cruiser. Another £50 buys a rechargeable 
battery pack, which clips onto the rear panel. 
Overall power consumption is reduced in this 
mode, and the output falls to SW (4 ohms) per 
channel extending the battery life to an aver
age of four hours.

Considering the many facilities, the compact 
front panel was thought to be well designed, and 
after some practice the '555 proved easy to 
operate. The CD section has a large backlit 
LCD display and offers all the usual functions 
including fact track access, audible music cueing 
and the rest. Recordings can be made easily from 
either CD or tuner, while the CD section also 
has a standard line output for connection to any 
hi-fi system. Tested via this connection, the CD 
player proved to be to the standard Philips pat
tern, namely 14 bit with four times oversampl
ing, to provide almost full 16 bit resolution.

Lab Report
While nominally based on a CD/50, the CD 
section in the '555 has very different power
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supply arrangements and internal wiring, and 
as a result, the CD performance should also 
show differences.

Frequency response was in the Philips family 
mould; a slight additional treble cut was 
observed, though this was so mild as to be negli
gible, if the truth be told. Channel separation 
was good in the midband, but was barely satis
factory at the band edges, falling to 54dB at 
20Hz and just 49dB at 20kHz. Again, in con
text, this will be inconsequential. The level 
error and distortion results suggested good 
linearity with an overall resolution of around 
15V2 bits, which is rather better than the 
majority of recordings.

Error correction tests proved interesting, in 
that a good performance was initially obtained 
— 600^m gaps and 800^m dots were corrected 
— but as it warmed up, the performance 
deteriorated to just adequate, accommodating 
only the 400^m gap and 600^m dot error. Signal 
to noise ratios were satisfactory but far inferior 
to the CDJ50. The output level was lower than 
average at I.SY, while the output impedance was 
rather high at 3.7kohms.

As regards the high frequency intermodula
tion it proved inferior to the CDJ50 by some 
8dB, though the -80dB result could be regarded 
as more than satisfactory, nonetheless.

Sound Quality
Using CD line outputs to the test hi-fi system, 
the difference in sound quality between the 
CD150 and the '555 was surprisingly great and 
in fact the ’555 was rated poorer than average. 
The bass was disappointingly boomy, lacking in 
definition and dynamics, while the treble ex
hibited some grain and 'edge’. Some of the life 
and detail was also missing from the mid register, 

with a consequent loss of depth and ambience.

Conclusion
The CD player section of the '555 exhibits a 
competent audio quality, but has been assessed 
out of context. In terms of the entire package 
the CD is the best quality source, and the whole 
integrates very well. Non-enthusiasts liked the 
machine and its concept — you can carry it 
around the house enjoying the performance of 
a presentable midi-system. Value for money is 
pretty good, and it is well worth considering.

Test Results
201-h lkl-lz 20kl k

Channel balance 0.1 IdB 0.12dB 0.09JB

Stereo separation  — 14.IJB -71.2JB-48.7dB 

Channel phase difference , ____ — 1° 1° 1°

Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB ___  -73.4dB -84.3dB-84.2JB

Total harmonic distortion, -lOdB _  — -81.2JB —

Total harmonic distortion, -60JB _  - -41.JdB —

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB _  — -2J.2JB —

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB ......-80.9JB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/ZOkl-lz, — !OdB -7J .6dB 

Frequency response, left channel+0.23dB, —0.61JB 

Frequency response, right channel + 0.24dB, —0.60JB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted . -80JB

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref -86dB

Output level, OdB, left/right  l .45 V

Output impedance 3.7kohms 

De-emphasis correct

Track access time 4.5sccs

Error correction capability>400pm gap, >600pm dot 

Mechanical noise very low

Spuriae up to lOOkHz_______________„_________________ -dB

Resolution at —90d8 .____________ left +3.44d8, right +2.53JB

Headphone socket yes

Dimensions (w x d x h)32x20x22cm 

Estimated typical purchase price £399

RANG(: -9 dBV SHHUS1 PAUSED
Hi MhG_________ PHILIPS 555-10DBIH__________ RMSi 19_________

-106 _____________ I________________________________________________ __________
START: 0 Hz BUi 375 Hz STOP« 100 000 Hz
Xr: 0 Hz Vrl 0.00 dB

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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PIONEER PDM6
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, Field Way, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 8U2. 

Tel: 01-575 5757

T
his new machine’s claim to fame is 
its sophisticated autochanger 
mechanism, using pre-loaded maga
zines which contain up to six discs. 
These magazines are about as 

compact as it is possible to imagine and 
additional ones are available so you can build 
up a library. For example, it would be possible 
for the purchaser to file all the work of an artist 
in one magazine and label up the favourite 
tracks in the preferred order, thus ensuring an 
individual compilation. Typically a five hour 
playing time is possible and may be auto
matically repeated. Commercial background 
music applications immediately spring to mind 
and as such it must represent one of the most 
economical and reliable long playing music 
sources available. For the classical enthusiast, 
an evening's entertainment may be loaded up 
or the two discs of a longer work played in 
sequence, without having to leave your seat.

In other respects, this player is also well 
equipped, coming with a variable level 
headphone socket and a comprehensive remote 
control handset. Sensibly this offers two 
numeric keyboards to avoid confusion — there 
is one for the six discs and a separate decade 
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array for track entry. A larger-than-usual 
fluorescent display makes remote control 
programming easier at reasonable distances. Up 
to 32 tracks may be programmed in any order, 
from any disc. Tracks may also be added to the 
programme as they are played, while pauses can 
also be inserted. The machine will also play all 
tracks in random order, the so-called 'Shuffle' 
play feature as seen on some Sony machines.

Other facilities include two speed music 
search, fast track skip and repeat, but no access 
to index points is possible. The display shows 
disc and track numbers independently and will 
also show elapsed and remaining times, while 
on the rear panel a subcode output is provided 
as well as the usual audio phono sockets. A spare 
single play magazine is also provided as part of 
the package.

In technical terms, this is a conventional 
design with a single time-shared 16 bit DIA 
convertor with normal 'brickwall' filtering. The 
fashionable oversampling systems are not 
employed.

Lah Repuht
A high uniform frequency response was 
measured, ruler flat for both channels over most



of the range with a very mild ±0.2dB ripple at 
the highest frequencies. Channel balance was 
very good whilst the low and mid frequency 
results for separation were excellent, reducing 
to a good figure of 78dB by 20kHz. The usual 
inter channel time delay was present resulting 
in a phase shift of 85° between channels at 
20kHz, which is only of real consequence if 
mono operation is envisaged.

Very good results were also obtained for total 
harmonic distortion, which was down to 
0.002% at !kHz, OdB modulation. The 
downband figure of -80dB at 20kHz was also 
promising, and was allied to fine results for the 
two tone high frequency intermodulation tests 
— at -lOdB an amazing 0.002% was scored. 
The output level was close to the 2V standard 
from a Ikohm source impedance and de
emphasis was fine. Track access was moderately 
fast given the complexities of the autochanger 
and mechanical noise levels were very low. The 
excellent error correction performance was 
largely unaffected by reasonable levels of shock 
and vibration.

Electrically, the signal to noise ratios were very 
good and close to the theoretical limits.

Sound Quality
Scoring about average for sound quality,, taking 
into account the current rising standard in CD 
performance, this model is actually better than 
earlier second generation machines. It sounded 
precise and well controlled but with a slightly 
'forward' midrange. The bass was felt to lack full 
extension but was articulate and well defined, 
while the treble maintained a basically good 
standard — a little coarsened but not un
pleasantly so. Stereo focusing was fine, but the 

images were not very deep or spacious, and 
dynamics were somewhat muted.

Conclusion
The lab performance was very good, while the 
sound quality was close to the average score, but 
good nonetheless. The autochanger function 
and the controls were well executed and the 
overall package worked fine; on balance it is 
hard not to recommend this model, if the 
features appeal to you.

Test Results
20Hz I kHz ZOkHz

Channel balance _ _ 0.33dB 0.32dB 0.24dB

Stereo separation-II 9.9dB -103.SdB-78.0dB 

Channel phase difference 0° 5° 85°

Torn\ harmonic distortion, OdB _ -87.ldB -92.9dB-79.4dB

Total harmonic distortion, — IOJB - -88.6dB —

Toral harmonic distortion, -60dB — -46.0dB —

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB — -23.3dB —

Intermodulation, !9kHz/20kHz, OdB_____ .____________-88.7dB

Intermodulation, !9kHz/20kHz, — !OdB _ .____ ____ ^.-91.4dB 

Frequency response, lefr channel+OdB, -0.64dB 

Frequency response, right channel+ OdB, -0.73dB 

Signal-ro-noise, 20Hz-ZOkHz unweighted -99dB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref-94dB 

Output level, OdB, left/right 2.IV 

Outpur impedance , ,_ __ ____  __ ____ _______  l kohms

De-emphasis correct

Track access time .__________________________________ 8.Ssecs

Error correction capabiliry>900^m gap, >BOO^m dot 

Mechanical noise_________________ ___ ____ ______ . .. very low

Spuriae up to I OOkHz — I02.SdB 

Resolution at -90dB left -4.0BdB, right -3.84dB

Headphone socket_________________ . yes (variable ourpuc)

Dimensions (wxdxh) _________________________ 42x33x9.Scm

Estimated typical purchase price £350

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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PROTON830RVentura Leisure Ltd, Ventura House, The Broadway, Old Amersham, Bucks.
Tel (0240) 34602

A
new generation CD player, the 
830R is part of a new Proton 30 
series. Proton is a marketing 
organisation which commissions 
fairly upmarket products from 

various Far Eastern sources. Their head office 
is in Compton, California. The 830 is a well 
equipped machine with a remote control and 
a headphone socket complete with volume 
adjustment. A normal width drawer-loader, the 
usual range of controls and facilities are all 
present, with random or sequential track 
programming for up to 30 selections. The cueing 
operation has three levels of operation: on first 
and continued pressure two rates of audible 
music search are provided, and fine step 
adjustment in one second intervals is also 
possible. Repeat modes cover the whole disc or 
the programmed selection. The four digit display 
can show track numbers, total time or remaining 
time, plus index points.

The brochure claims this is an advanced 
technology design, with an excellent noise level 
of -lOOOdB! (a misprint, of course!). In fact 
lUOdB was achieved, using a tour-times 
oversampled system with dual D/A convertors. 
Proton avoid saying how many bits, but in 
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practice, the decoding system is the standard 
Philips 14 bit type. A single beam laser head 
is claimed to give low reading errors. The digital 
filter operates at 176.4kHz, with low order Bessel 
filtering applied after conversion. In fact, Proton 
need not have underplayed the bit issue, since 
the Philips type oversampling technique 
provides a resolution virtually at a 16 bit level 
from the 14 bit convertors used.

Lab Report
The frequency response was perfectly flat to 
!kHz, above which the characteristic Philips 
amplitude ripples can be seen, typically harmless 
at +O, -0.25dB. The nominal 20kHz point was 
within O.SdB of the !kHz reference level. 
Channel separation results were good, though 
they did not meet the standards possible with 
this set of integrated circuits: the 76dB achieved 
at 20kHz was rather less than the 106dB 
attained by the same system in the Marantz 
CD45.

Channel balances were excellent, at better 
than O.ldB on the reference disc, and the 
channels were also time-aligned with no 
differential phase. The full level harmonic 
distortion results were fine at low and mid



frequencies, meeting the 0.003% specification 
claim. At 20kHz the down band noise products 
were well suppressed, by at least 86dB, and good 
distortion levels were also obtained at lower 
signal levels except near the noise floor. Here 
a hash of hum harmonics were dispersed across 
the spectrum analysis, showing poor power 
supply quality at the DACs. At -80dB 
modulation the 1kHz distortion measured 22dB 
down, which is poorer than average. A low step 
error was established at -90dB, so despite the 
hum an effective resolution of 15.6 to 15.7 bits 
was indicated.

Good enough results were obtained for the 
high frequency intermodulation tones, though 
again these were poorer than average. Con
versely the machine sailed through the signal- 
to-noise ratio tests, delivering a virtually 
consistent -108dB via all test conditions, with 
and without pre-emphasis. Error correction was 
first class, comfortably meeting the 900^m gap 
and the 800^m dot tests and also showing a 
respectable immunity to vibration and shock. 
Spurious signals were rejected fairly well, by 
some 50-70dB depending on the signal 
modulation level. The 830R delivered a standard 
output of 2.05 volts from a low 200ohms source 
impedance. Mechanical noise levels were fine, 
and no electrical clipping could be seen on the 
peak level white noise signal.

Sound Quality
Scoring about average, the 830R did not quite 
make the basic Philips grade for sound quality. 
First impressions were of a 'sweet', 'natural' sound 
with quite spacious ambient sound images, but 
after further listening it was felt that the stereo 
lacked the ultimate focus, and that the treble 
positioning was not as clear as usual. The bass 

was good in a general sense, but could have 
shown more subjective extension and power. 
Finally the upper mid had a hint of a nasal, 
almost 'metallic’ coloration, altering the timbre 
of sounds in the lower treble.

Conclusion
This player certainly meets a basically good stan
dard, and when the facilities like remote con
trol are taken into consideration with the mod
est price level the 830R clearly qualifies for Best 
Buy rating. Prior audition is, however, advisable.

Test Results
10Hz I kHz 10kHz

Channel balance..__...................  0.09dB 0.09JB 0.08dB

Stereo separation ______.. -94.0JB -100.9d8-76.5dB

Channel phase difference  0o 0o 0o
Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB_____  -9l.OdB -89.3dB-85.9dB

Total harmonic distortion, -IOdB -81.7dB —

Total harmonic diswrrion, -60dB — -41.SJB —

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB — -22.2dB

Intermodulation, I9kHz/20kHz. OJB______ ________________-83.4JB

Intermodulation,!9kHz/20kHz, -IOJB -73. IJB 

Frequency response, left channel +O.OSdB, -0.43dB 

Frequency response, right channel +O.OSdB, -0.42dB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kllz unweighted .....______________ -109dB

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref ... ..... -107dB

Output level, OdB, left/right__________________ . __ .................. _2.0SV

Output impedance______________________________________________ 200ohms

De-emphasis correct
Track access time ................................... 4 CVo

Error correction capabiliry . . .........>900pm gap, >800pm dot

Mechanical noise . ...___________________________________ moderately low

Spuriae up to 100kHz .... _     ________.-72.3dB

Resolution at -90dB______ _____________ left -3.82dB, right -3.27dB

Headphone socket .__________________________yes (variable output)

Dimensions (wxdxh) ___________________ .___ _____________ 42x31x9cm

Estimated typical purchase price_____________________________ _ __£219

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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'CHOICE' RECOMMENDED 
ANDI) BEST BUYS COME 

WITH FREE CARRIAGE AND
A 2¥EAR GUARANDTEE

FROM BARTLETTS
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
Marantz......................................O
Meridian....................................O
Mission......................................O
DENON....................................O
Yamaha......................  O
Philips 
NAO 
Luxman
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TURNTABLES 
Acoustic Research AEB101 .... D 
Aristan RD420......................... O
Dual CS505/2...........................O
DualCS505/2 Delux............... O
Linn...... ..................................... 0
Logic..........................................0
Mission Cambridge 775 ..........0
NAD5120.................................□
QEDR232 ............................... O
Revolver.................................... O
Rotte) RP850..............................O
Thorens 321 .............................. D
Thorens 318 ..............................□

PICK UP ARMS
AudioTechnica AT1120 .. ..O
Aduio Technica ATlHOO........... O
Linn hock...................................0
Linn LVXPlus..........................O
Mission 774LC........................0
Mission TnSM........................0

CARTRIDGES 
A&RC77. ..............................O
A&RP77...................................0
Aska...........  □
AudioTecynica AD1E.............□
AudioTechnica ATSJE........... O

AudioTecynica ATllOE............0
AudioTechnicaAD3ML.........□
Coral MC88E............................0
Denon 103................................. 0
Goldring G920 JGC..................0
Goldring G910 JGC................. O
Goldring Epic............................D
Karma.........................................□
Linn K9......................................0
Mission 773HC........................ O
Nagaoka MP1O..........................O
Ortofon OM1O............................O
Ortofon OM20..........................O
Ortofon MCJO Super................O
Shure MP2E.............................. O
Shure MLJ40HE....................... □

AMPLIFIERS 
ARP" .......................... 0
Audiolab.................................... 0
Cambridge A75/C75................. 0
Exposure...................................0
Hailer DHll0/DH220.............. 0
Harman KardonPM645 .........D
IncaTech....... - ...................... O
Linn LKl/LK2.......................... 0
Mission Cyrus 1 .......... D
MissionCyrus2....................... O
NAD3020B .............................O
NAD3120................................. O

QEDA240 ................................ O
Rotel RA820 ............................. O
Rotel RAAlrn...............................O
Rotel RA820BX.........................O
Sondex S230 ............................. O
Yamaha A320 ............................O
DENONPMA707.....................O

SPEAKERS
A&RArcam I......................... O
B&WDMJOO ..........................O
B&WDMllO........... ...............O
BBC LS35A......... ..................... O
Cclcstion DL4 ......... O
Cclcstion DL6 . ....................... O
Celestion DL8.......................... O
Celestion SL6S/SL60........... O
Diesis......................................... O
KEF 104.2..................................O
Linn............................................ O
Marantz LD20....... ...................D
Mission70Mk2........................O
Mission 770 Freedom...............0
Monitor Audio...........................D
Mordaunt Short MS20.............O
Quad ESL63 .............................O
Rogers LS2...................... O
RogersLS6................................O
Rogers LS7.......... ..................... O
Rolel RL850...............................O

Spendor Prelude.......................0
Tanney Mercury....................... O
Tannoy Venus ........................... 0
Wharfedale 506........................ O
Wharfedale 508.........................O
Wharfedale 708.........................0
Wharfedale Diamond...............0
Yamaha NSIOO. .......................0

TUNERS 
DenonTU710........................... 0
Harman Kardon TU610.......... D
Hitachi FT5500........................ O
QuadFM4..................................O

CASSETTE DECKS 
AiwdADR450.......................... □
Aiwa ADR550 .......................... O
AiwaADR990..........................0
Denon DRM22 ........................ □
Denon DRM33HX...................0
Denon DRM44.........................□
Harman Kardon CD491........... 0
Marantz SDJ52..........................0
Nakamichi BX1OOE.................. □
Nakamichi BXl25 ....................0
Nakamichi BX1S0 ....................0
Nakamichi BX300 ...................0
Nakamichi ZX9 .......................0
Nakamichi Dragon...................□
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ImagettkFi
Hi-Fi Choice is renowned for iaving

an unbiased point of view on a great 

range or products from different 

manufacturers. We at Image Hi-Fi 

hold the same standards as this

magazine. We audition equipment 

extensively so that we know when we

recommend our equipment that it is 

the best for you.

MISSION DAD7000 R 
"Recommended" 

All other Mission electronics and 
speakers on demonstration. 

Please ring for an appointment.

b/id/i 8 St Annes Rd, Headingly, Leeds LS6 3NX 
Tel: 0532 789374

B/D/L

£319.95 INCVAT&DELIVERY

Philips CD1048 
CD Player 

(or Philips CD150 or 
Mitsubishi DRO?)

Ratel RA820 
Amplifier 

(or Rotel 820BX add £30)
Shelton 

Loudspeaker

244-256 Station Road, Addlestone, Surrey 
Tel: Weybridge (0932) 54522/3/5/5, 51753, 43769

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
We are open Sunday 9-6. Also open all Bank Holidays 9-6. 

Open late night Friday till 8pm
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REVOXB225
FW.0. Bauch Ltd 49 Theobald street, borehamwooo, herts WD6 4RZ. 

TEL: 01-953 0091

R
evox are noted for their superbly 
engineered and finished up-market 
equipment, with their range of 
matched, compatible, remote- 
controlled audio components 

proving to be of enduring quality.
With the 8225 CD player, Revox have not 

attempted to compete in the 'mass market'. 
Instead they have developed a player which is 
fully featured, complete with a fine remote 
control, all of which interfaces correctly with 
the accompanying audio line. While this player 
is based on the Philips design, the end product 
bears virtually no resemblance to the original.

A drawer loader, the door panel comprises a 
discreet LCD display showing the number of 
tracks, the programmed tracks in order, index 
notation and the full range of timings. Full 
repeat, including arbitrary 'A-B' repeat, is 
possible, and a clear numeric keyboard allows 
rapid entry of the desired tracks for 
programming. Direct track access is offered, but 
no audible music cueing. The remote handset 
also controls the volume, including that of the 
headphone outlet. A calibration tone is 
provided to aid setting record level on the 
matching tape recorder. A 'direct' fixed-level 
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output is also available.
Internally, the machine is beautifully laid out 

with an excellent quality of construction, easy 
to service. Internal wiring is held to an absolute 
minimum. As with the Philips machine on 
which it is based, separate 14 bit digital to 
analogue convertors are used, with four times 
oversampling, resolution improvement via noise 
shaping and finally low slope analogue output 
filters. The output is essentially linear phase.

Lab Report
In general terms the lab results closely paralleled 
those for other generically similar Philips-based 
designs, but some interesting differences did 
emerge. Channel separation was undoubtedly 
very good, in the mid nineties, but did not 
match the still better figures for the Philips 104. 
Full level harmonic distortion was slightly poorer 
and this trend was continued with decreasing 
modulation levels. For example, at -80dB, the 
distortion at !kHz was just 16dB down. The 
level error at -90dB was poorer than usual at 
+ SdB, this together with the distortion level 
indicating a resolution around !') bit.

In contrast, the high frequency
intermodulation results were very good, these



to some degree reflecting the high quality output 
circuits. A difference tone level of -lOOdB was 
achieved at fall modulation and a similarly good 
-93dB at the lower level. The spectrum analysis 
confirmed the clean nature of the audible band, 
while the higher frequency spuriae remained 
at the usual -50 to -55dB level. Revox have 
not chosen to add any further filtering 
here.

Channel balance was very accurate, within 
a fraction of a dB, and it showed the close phase 
match between channels found on all machines 
which do not 'time-share' a single DIA 
convenor.

Output level was on target at 2V from a 
440ohm output impedance. The second output 
is adjustable from 2V downwards, from a 
350ohms impedance.

Revox have designed a rapid transport, with 
test access achieved in a short five seconds. 
Mechanical noise was pleasantly low, with 
excellent error correction. Fine signal to noise 
ratios were achieved, again if not quite to the 
excellent Philips standards, and overall, no 
problems were encountered in meeting Revox's 
tight specification.

Sound Quality
Primarily auditioned via the fixed-output 
sockets, the Revox scored above average in the 
listening tests. All the basic CD qualities were 
present — clean bass, explicit treble, well 
defined transients and well focused stereo 
images. Depth presentation was pretty good. As 
auditioning proceeded, the listeners became 
aware of a softened 'blandness' where some of 
the life and interest of the programme seemed 
to be diluted. This factor was more obvious via 
the variable output.

Conclusion
Essentially a good CD player, with superb build, 
engineering, finish and facilities, its market 
strength essentially rests on its compatibility 
with the rest of the established Revox range of 
audio components. However, taken alone it is 
not outstanding and its comparatively high price 
means that in real terms it offers relatively poor 
value; furthermore, in sound quality terms, the 
basic Philips '104 unfortunately has the edge.

Test Results
20Hz IkHz 20kHz

Channd balance . 0.04dB 0.03dB 0.03dB

Stereo separation -lOdB -95dB-- 92.5dB

Channel phase difference__________ <0.5° <0.5° <0.5°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____ -93dB -94dB -86dB

Total harmonic distortion, - lOdB __ — -79dB —

Total harmonic disrortion, -60dB __ — -38dB —

Tora\ harmonic distortion, -80dB __ — -16dB —

lnrermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB — IOOdB 

lncermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, — tOdB -93dB

Frequency response, left channel + O.OSdB, -0.25dB

Frequency response, right channel + 0.0SdB, —0.25dB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted-\04dB 

Signal-10-noisc, CCIRIARM, !kHz ref -IOO<lB

Output level, OdB, lefr/right Z.06V

Outpur impedance 350uhms

De-emphasis ____ . _ correct

Track access time ......   5.0secs

Error correcrion capability .. >900pm gap, >BOOpm dot

Mechanical noise low

Spuriae up to lOOkHz  —86dB*

Resolution at -90dB  +5.0dB*

Headphone socket yes (variable output)

Dimensions (wxdxh} .  45x 33xI lcrn

Estimated typical purchase price o'fol

*No signal; with signal present, -52dB 
REASSESSED

Beesz-.mSfA 5 dBV whP*USED

START! 0 Hz BUI 375 Hz STOPi 100 000 Hz
Xrl-1000 Hz Yri-15.75 dB

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of \9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SANSUI PCVlOOSansui (UK) Ltd, Unit lOA, Lyon Industrial ESTATE, Rockware Avenue, Greenford, Middlesex.TeL:O1-575 1133

S
coring a 'Best Buy' in the last edition, 
Sansui's PC-VlOO has proved to be a 
highly successful model, offering good 
sound quality at a reasonable price. 
Like the earlier PC-V300, it is in fact 

built to Sansui's specification by Yamaha, using 
that company's twice-oversampled 16 bit DIA 
conversion system. Sansui have now launched 
a new generation model, the PC-V.750, reviewed 
for the first time in this issue, which is to a 
completely different design. However, the PC- 
VlOO is still currently available and so is re
assessed for this issue.

The high production volume chassis allows 
various 'frills' to be added as desired for different 
models but in the case of the '100, these have 
been kept to a minimum. This basic machine 
has a red LED display showing all the required 
information but only one bit at a time. Thus 
track numbers, elapsed time, total time and 
track time are shown according to the mode 
selected by depression of the display key. Tracks 
can be programmed but not indexed, and no 
he adphnne ‘nrkf>t nr rf>mntf> rnntml foriliry ;, 
provided. Good track selection and cueing 
facilities are present, with audible music in 
search mode.

Inside, the player is well constructed, using 
a single 16 bit Burr Brown DIA with two times 
oversampling and digital filtering. The layout 
is nicely accessible, easy for servicing with a high 
level of circuit integration displayed, using 
custom Yamaha integrated chips.

Lab Report
Output level was just slightly below the nominal 
standard reading and averaged 1.9V. A higher 
than usual output impedance was noted, of 
Ikohm. A basically uniform frequency response 
was obtained, flat from 50Hz to 5kHz, and with 
a mild lift at higher frequencies, around O.SdB. 
Channel balance was fine at 0.18dB or better.

Measured for channel separation the results 
were good but unexceptional, at 92dB lkHz, for 
example, reducing to 83dB at 20kHz. Inter
channel phase differences were as usual for a 
twice-oversampling design — less than I 0 at 
lkHz, increasing to a modest 38° by 20kHz.

Turning to the total harmonic distortion at 
full linearity, at lkHz a reasonable -87dB was 
rprnrclP.d’ whilP. nr tn -101clR j, rn"ihlP. The 
-84dB downband noise at 20kHz is considered 
quite reasonable.

Good results were achieved at lower signal 
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levels, indicating 15 bit resolution, while at 
-90dB the 7dB of level error was a little high. 
The machine demonstrated a good high 
frequency performance with respect to two tone 
intermodulation. For the full level, 19/ZOkHz 
tones the difference product fell to -103dB; in 
theory the -lOdB result should have been 
-93dB, but in fact it was a little degraded to 
-86dB. The matching spectogram showed a 
clean downband result but the 24kHz rejection 
was weak at just 24dB. Upper range components 
were also visible, so the output filtering is not 
that strong. Under normal signal conditions, a 
reasonable -72dB of suppression is typical.

Track access times were rapid with four 
seconds required to reach the test track JS. 
Mechanical noise levels were low, while the 
electrical signal to noise ratios were a little 
poorer than average at -90.5dB, CCIR ARM 
(!kHz), without pre-emphasis. Error correction 
capability was fairly good though not up with 
the best examples.

Sound Quality 
Aligning with other twice oversampled models, 
this player gave good results on test, rather above 
average. While a touch of grain and imprecision 
was noted in the treble, the general tonal quality 
was pleasantly musical and showed good clarity, 
detail and stereo depth. Stereo focus was fine 
while the bass was slightly softened.

Conclusion
This player offers a good sound quality for the 

money, together with a competent transport 
claiming fast access times. But while the PC- 
VJOO represented outstanding value last year, in 
the light of newer, cheaper models — including 
Sansui's own '750 — it no longer stands out 
quite as clearly from the competition.

Test Results
20Hz I kHz 20kllz

Channel balance__________ ___ 0.15dB 0.18dB 0.05dB

Stereo separation__________ ______ — 93dB -92dB -8JdB

Channel phase difference__________ o• o.s• 38°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____ -90JB —87dB -84dB

Total harmonic distortion, — IOJB __ — -SldB —

Total harmonic distortion, —60dB __ -JldB —

Total harmonic distortion, —80dB __ — -ZldB —

Intermodulation, 19kllz/Z0kllz, OdB -lOldB 

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -lOdB  - 86dB

Frequency response, left channel+ 0.lldB. O.l&lB 

Fre4ucncy response, right channel +O.55dB, —0.1&IB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20klI: unweighted —97dB

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref _ ___________ ,.-90.5dB

Output level, OJB, lefr/right I .90V/1J87V

Output impedance 1 kohms

De-emphasis_______________________ . correct

Track access rime ....... 4.0secs

Error correction capahility>800pm gap, >500^m dui 

Mechanical noise low

Spuriae up to 100kHz— 72d8 

Resolution at —90dB _  ____ _ _ + 7dB

! h-adph.11’e socker ro

Dimensions (wxdxh) ________________  . .   34x29x9cm

Estimated typical purchase price U4?

REASSESSED

RANG(i -51 dJV STATUS: PAUS£D 
A^"AG SA"SUl/"\961N-16DI PMS128

■ 11.1 "1 ■
'BY

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SANSUI PCA’750)Sansui (UK) Ltd, Unit lOA, Lyon Industrial Estate, RockwareAvenue, Greenford, Middlesex. Tel: 01-57 5 1133

I
nitially introduced at a lower price than 
the earlier PC-VlOO machine, the '750 is 
now actually more expensive since the 
price of the '100 has dropped to around 
£240. However no-one could really argue 

about this differential, since the '750 does 
possess a margin of sonic superiority.

Neither machine is actually made by Sansui 
themselves, though details of the specification 
and construction are unique to this company, 
endowing the decks with an individual 
performance. The PC-V750 actually originates 
at the Toshiba factory and is a close relative of 
that manufacturer's V-11 series. Although the V-11 
is not reviewed here, its sonic rating in my own 
tests suggested that Sansui are selling a superior 
machine.

Finished in the usual satin black, the '750 is 
a drawer loader, and has the normal controls and 
facilities, but lacks a headphone outlet or remote 
control. The fluorescent display is a 
multifunction type, showing track numbers, 
elapsed time and remaining time. Control 
buttons cover repeat programming, fast track 
skip, two speed audible music cueing and pause.

Technically, this player is a 16 bit linear 
machine, non-oversampled, with a time shared 

convertor followed by normal 'brickwall' 
analogue filtering. Most machines use a quartz 
crystal oscillator to reference the recovered 
sampling rate while this design employs an 
ordinary LC oscillator; in theory this is less 
stable and less accurate, and certainly the 
absolute speed was slightly out (by a negligible 
degree) but no other pitch stability problems 
were encountered. A third generation design, 
the '750 is constructed with a low chip count, 
access for servicing is easy and it should prove 
pretty reliable.

Lab Report
Our first sample worked well enough but 
exhibited a puzzling fault which you can see in 
the frequency response graph. The output fell 
like a stone above llkHz even to -12dB by 
20kHz. Both channels were identical. We 
obtained a second sample which gave the 
correct response (dotted trace), virtually flat to 
20kHz. The fault was symptomatic of a 
misaligned oscillator; if running fast, the disc 
reference tones would replay at a higher 
frequency and, eventually, meet the brickwall 
filter.

Channel balance was fine, and generally good 
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separation results were obtained, with 97dB at 
low frequencies, reducing to 68dB at 20kHz. As 
expected, the small time delay between 
channels resulted in increasing phase shift, 
reaching a maximum of 80° or so by 20kHz.

Distortion levels at full modulation were very 
good at low and mid frequencies, reducing to 
an average of -65dB at 20kHz. On the faulty 
sample, the measured intermodulation result was 
just satisfactory but on a normal sample the 
results were very good.

Output level was close to standard at 2.IV 
from an output impedance of 1.2kohm, this 
higher than usual. A fine low level linearity was 
shown with low distortion at -80dB 
modulation, and a minor level error at -90dB. 
A resolution of 15% bits was shown by these 
results. Track access was rapid while the 
mechanical noise was low. A fine error 
correction performance was attained, and both 
the 900^m gap and the 800^m dot levels were 
handled confidently. Spurious signals were 
satisfactorily rejected, and competent signal to 
noise ratios were established, with and without 
de-emphasis. The de-emphasis equalisation was 
fine.

Sound Quality
Scoring above average, the ’750 gave a good 
account of itself during the auditioning. 
Possessing a lively, dynamic nature, the sound 
stage was well represented, with good focus and 
a good measure of depth and ambience.

The bass was well controlled with both 
extension and impact. The treble was above 
average if occasionally sounding a little coarse. 
In the midband, the '750 showed quite good 

detail but also sounded a touch thinned and 
light. Vocals were not quite 'full' enough.

Conclusion
Such is the pace of CD machine development, 
that six months ago this would have rated as 
a Best Buy player, and while it remains a strong 
performer, delivering a substantially good sound, 
it must now be demoted in the light of the 
competition to a firm 'recommended' level.

Test Results
ZOl-h I kHz ZOkHz

Channel balance O.IOdB O.IOdB 0.4ldB

Stereo separation _...... ,......  -96.9dB — 89.7JB — 67.3<lB

Channel phase difference 0° 5° 76°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____ -89.9dB -88.JdB -68dB

Total harmonic disrorrion, — IOdB __ — -9JJB

Tomi harmonic distortion, —60dB __ -13.JJB

Total harmonic distort ion, -SO<lB __ — -J9.7dB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB   — 93.B<1B

lntermcxlularion, 19kHz/20kHz, —IO<lB . _ ... —90.SJB 

Frequency response, left channel  + 0lB, — l.59dB

Frequency response, right channel+ 0lB, — I .49dB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unwciglucd s — 92JB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, I kHz ref —88JB

Output level, OdB, left/right _____ ._______________2.JV

Output impedance l .2kohms

De-emphasis_____________________ ____________________correct

Track access rime 4.0secs 

Error correction capabiliry>900pm gap, >800pm dor 

Mechanical noise _ ___________________________ fairly low

Spuriae up to 100kHz__ .____  _ __ _ _ —86.7dB

Resolution at —90dB left +1.91, right +2.06dB 

Headphone socket________________________________________ no

Dimensions (wxdxh)43x3\x8cm 

Estimated typical purchase price__________ ___ £299

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones. 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SANYOCP667
Sanyo Marubeni (UK) Ltd, Sanyo House, Otterspool Way, Watford, Herts. 

Tel: (0923) 46363

T
his full width player uses the ubiqui- 
tious drawer load system and falls 
in the middle price sector. However, 
the features are fairly spartan: 
neither headphone socket nor 

remote control is included — nor any other form 
of remote actuation, for example via an inter
face to the matching audio system. Previous 
Sanyo players have drawn from Yamaha over
sampling techniques, and in fact Sanyo’s related 
Fisher operation sells players built by Yamaha 
to their specifications. Surprisingly these new 
players are not from that series and are 16 bit 
linear models without oversampling.

The display for this machine has two sections, 
one for tracks and indexes, the other for tim
ings, both elapsed’ and ‘remaining’. A switch 
engages the index mode, and points are acces
sed using the search buttons. Other features in
clude audible music cueing, fast track skip, and 
quick entry: up/down count buttons speed the 
programming of up to 16 tracks in random order.

The machine will also allow the same track 
Lu puL iii dgdiii anJ again widtiii the program
med sequence. The repeat function operates 
over the whole disc of the programmed sequence 
only.

Technically, this is a 16 bit machine, with a 
time-shared DIA convertor followed by analogue 
‘brickwall’ filtering to block alias and other 
spurious signals above 20kHz. The player is a 
third generation design, making extensive use 
of large scale integrated circuits and featuring 
much simplified construction compared with 
earlier players. Output was a standard 2V from 
RCA phono sockets, and the deck was con
sidered to be both easy and straightforward to 
use.

Lab Report
An almost perfect response was measured up to 
lOkHz, beyond which a small rolloff occurred. 
The 20kHzpoints were -0.9dB and -l.2dB for 
the left and right hand channels respectively, 
while channel balance was held to within 
0.27dB at 1kHz. Very good channel separation 
was observed at this and lower frequencies, but 
it had typically fallen from lOOdB to a still satis
factory 68.2dB by 20kHz. The time delay 
present between the channels as a result of the 
shareJ converror gave a maximum phase shift 
of 81.7° by 20kHz.

Total harmonic distortion was very low at low 
frequencies, reaching -96.6dB at 20Hz, an 
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amazing 0.0015%. Some deterioration was 
observed at lkHz, and a degree of distortion im
balance was also noted between channels. A 
respectable -82dB was established for down
band products by 20kHz, and equally decent 
results were obtained on the two-tone high fre
quency intermodulation tests. At reducing signal 
modulation levels, the performance showed well 
ordered consistency, with a good result for step 
error at -90dB, indicating a resolution of some 
15.7 bits.

Track access times were fast, but the error cor
rection was not up to scratch. The machine was 
very happy on gap errors up to 900pm, but could 
not cope with dots or surface blemishes greater 
than 300pm. Quite small specks of dust could 
give trouble here. Signal-to-noise ratios were 
average at -90dB (CCIR ARM weighted, !kHz 
reference, without de-emphasis), which is still 
very good by normal amplifier standards, even 
though these are usually measured to the !HF 
0.5V reference level, 12dB lower than the 2V 
CD output. The 667 in fact produced l.9V from 
a lkohm source, which is slightly below average. 
The rejection of spuriae was more than satis
factory,, it did pass the simulated fingerprint error 
test, and showed no clipping on the white noise 
peak level signal.

Sound Quality
On one semi-damaged record, some clicks were 
heard. But otherwise good results were obtained 
— in fact significantly above average if taken 
overall. Midrange sounds were reproduced with 
a natural balance, portrayed with fine perspec
tives and a good measure of depth and space. 
The bass was a little 'softened', while the treble 
was inconspicuous; in the CD context, this is 

a good result. Central images could have been 
more sharply focused with more detail, but in 
truth there was little to criticise.

Conclusion
The 667 makes no particular claims for excep
tional value, and our sample was marred by 
poorer than average performance on the error 
dot test. Nevertheless it sounded good, and can 
be recommended provided that the error test 
result was not typical.

Test Results
20Hz IkHz ZOkHz

Channel balance _______ _ 0.25dB 0.27dB 0.58dB

Stereo separation.. -lOidB -105.0dB-68.ZdB

Channel phase difference  0' 5° 87'

Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB____ -96.6dB -89.SdB-81.7dB

Tornl harmonic distortion, -IOdB -89.SdB —

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB — -36.SdB —

Toral harmonic distortion, -80dB — - t 7.2dB

Intcrmodularion, !9kHz/20kHz, OdB , _____________ -87.?dB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -IOdB -83.6dB 

Frequency response, left channel +0.07dB, -0.87dB 

Frequency response, right channel +0.lOdB, - l. l9dB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted-96dB 

Signal-to-noise. CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref______ . _________ -90dB

Output level, OdB, left/right _______ ____ _______ ________ l.9V

Output impedance I kohms

De-emphasis _______________ ._____ ____ __ _____ correct

Track access time _____________________________ 2.0secs

Error correction capability>900pm gap, >JOOpm dot 

Mechanical noise low

Spuriae up to lOOkHz ...____________ ___________ _____ —68.?dB

Resolution at -90dB left +3.25dB, right + l.8OdB

Headphone socket  no 

Dimensions (wxdxh) , ... _________ . ________ 42x28x7cm

Estimated typical purchase price _ ______ _____ 1.299

RAHG(I -5 dBV STATUSI PAUSED
AIMA', SANYO 667-10DB1M RHSI10

Xr: 0 Hz Yrs 0.00 dB

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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ATLabs
159 Chase Side 

Enfield 
Middlesex EN2 OPW 

01-3673132
The DAO 7000R - to date the 

finest C. D. player made. 
With infra-red remote 

control at £449.95.
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The incomparable 
CYRUS ONE amplifier. 
Unbeatable at £139.95.

ATLabs
442-444 Cranbrook Rd. 

Gants Hil I/ford 
Essex IG2 6LL 

01-518 0915

AudioT
190 West End Lane 

London 
NW61SQ 

01 794 7848

Even the leastexpensive 
speaker in the range, the 
modest 70 MK II, at £99.95 
sets standards other 
manufactures fail to match 
at double the pr.ice.

See r.he I □ □ rangR At"; r.hP. Lonoon COnTROLCEnTRES 

phone for an appointment at the centre nearest you.
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SANYOCP500Sanyo Marubeni (UK) Ltd, Sanyo House, 8 GreycaineRoad, Watford, Herts. Tel: (0923) 46363

T
he CP 500 is a companion model 
to the Sanyo CP 667 which has 
been reviewed in full in this issue. 
The '500 was fully auditioned, and 
a brief technical check showed 

clear correspondance between the two 
machines. At around £300, these players are of 
above average price for their type. The '667 is 
a full width machine, while the '500 is midi
sized, intended for universal use or to comple
ment the WIO and W36 audio systems.

The drawer-loading '500 lacks a headphone 
socket or remote control. The blue-green fluores
cent display has rather small numerals, but this 
allows room for separate display areas for track 
number, index points, and timings, both track 
and elapsed. Up to 16 tracks can be pro
grammed, in normal or random order.

Technically this is a conventional machine 
with 16 bit linear sampling and time shared DIA 
converter, followed by the usual 'brickwall' filter
ing; this contrasts with the current Fisher 
models, which are oversampling types. On lab 
tests the CP 500 showed a very similar perform

ance to the '667, including resolution and 
response accuracy.

Sound Quality
The CP 500 sound quality was noticeably above 
average, almost reaching the 'good' class. In fact 
it rivalled many of the basic oversampling 
machines, providing a natural well-balanced 
sound, with quite realistic perspectives and a 
fair measure of depth discrimination. The bass 
showed a trace of 'softness', and missed out on 
the full measure of power and dynamic impact. 
However, I am sure this mild weakness would 
be virtually undetectable in a typical matching 
system. Stereo images were nicely focused, and 
the treble was relatively unobtrusive.

Conclusion
While the pricing is at the upper range for a 
budget player of this type, and specification, the 
sound quality goes a long way towards redres
sing the balance. The value offered is realistic, 
so like the '667 the '500 merits recom
mendation.
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SHARPDX610
Sharp Electronics, Thorp Road, Manchester M10 9BE. 

Tel: (061) 205 2333

S
harp stayed out of the CD business 
until expanding sales made it worth
while setting up the production of 
their own high value machines. The 
DX-610 and its brother the DX-110 

sell at the competitive £200 price level, and 
have been extensively advertised.

A fashionable front loader, the deck conforms 
to a basic specification, for example lacking 
remote control or access to those rarely-used 
index points — indeed few discs are indexed 
anyway, although the facility can be useful for 
music students. A headphone socket is provided, 
with a fixed volume level, and some 
experimentation might be required to find the 
optimum choice of headphone to produce a 
suitable loudness level.

The back-lit liquid crystal display gives track 
and timing information while additional 
features include fast track skip, plus two speed 
audible music cue and review. Programming 
facilities are not provided, though. Output is 
nominally to the 2V standard via RCA phono 
sockets.

Inside, the player made use of many large scale 
integrated circuits to reduce the component 
count and simplify the construction. Tech

nically1, it is a 16 bit linear machine, twice 
oversampled, with a time shared DIA convertor. 
Some measured digital filtering is present, 
followed by shallow-slope analogue filtering to 
complete the suppression of spurious signals in 
the ultrasonic frequency range. This 
combination should result in an improved pulse 
response, as compared with the standard high 
slope brickwall filters. A smoother high end 
response is also likely, though the ultimate sound 
quality could not be predicted from this 
information alone.

Lab Report
The impulse response was of a superior kind, 
with moderate overshoot and well controlled 
ringing. Conversely1, the machine was found to 
be phase inverting; generally1, this will be of little 
consequence. Although some listeners are 
conscious of absolute phase, a knowledge of the 
phase of the accompanying system and of the 
particular recording would be essential to exploit 
this.

Very good channel matching was seen and the 
two response traces could be virtually laid one 
on the other. The response is mildly downtilted 
with increasing frequency though the effect is 
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slight. Specifically, above 6kHz the output fell 
to -0.6dB at 20kHz, but for most listeners this 
would pass unnoticed. The peak often noted at 
extremely high frequencies was entirely absent 
here. No p roblems could be associated with the 
separation results although these were poorer 
than average, measuring around 85dB midband. 
As is typical of the type, the interchannel phase 
difference was held to a maximum of 40° at 
20kHz.

While the price may be budget, its resolution 
is not, and this machine was virtually to the 
16 bit standard of the CD specification. The 
level error at -90dB was less than IdB, while 
the midband distortion at full level approached 
0.003%, or -90dB. The more searching 20kHz 
distortion measurement still scored a fine 
-83dB for the in-band component, though the 
theoretically inaudible 24kHz beat component 
was only 24dB down.

A very good response to the high frequency 
intermodulation test was seen, with -90dB of 
distortion at the -lOdB reference level. Gen
erally good spurious rejection was observed. The 
output was marginally higher than standard, at 
2.ISV, with a higher than average source 
impedance. Track access speeds were fine while 
the machine shows a slight preference on error 
correction for surface dots as opposed to infor
mation layer gaps. The last two gap levels 
produced ‘ticking' but taken overall the error 
correction was OK. Signal to noise ratios were 
satisfactory.

Sound Quality
Scoring below average for this issue, the '610 
still delivered quite a pleasant sound with 
softened dynamics and a loss of attack. Image 
focus was unimpressive with. vague positioning 

of high frequencies. Some lack of air and sparkle 
was apparent while the bass could have been 
more tuneful. Subjectively, the treble was quite 
smooth but depth and ambience were 
constricted.

Conclusion
Generally satisfactory, this player avoided some 
of the ’edge’ and 'hardness' associated with the 
sound of some of the other budget players. Al
though a bit below average on sonic grounds, 
it offers fair value, and is worth considering.

Test Results
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz

Channel balance  0.20dB 0.16dB O.Z9dB

Stereo separation-81.4dB -84.7dB-63.7dB 

Channel phase difference---------------- |o 3° 41°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB   -86.JdB -88.7dB-82.6dB 

Total harmonic distortion, - lOdB — — -85.9dB

Total harmonic disrorrion, -60dB__ — -42.0dB —

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB — — -22.9dB —

Inrermodularion, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB_______ .----------------- -85.ldB

Intermodulation, I9kHz/ZOkHz, - 1OJB---------------90.9dB

Frequency response, lefr channel ------------ + O. J 9dB, - \ .56dB

Frequency response, right channel+OdB, -1.42dB 

Signal-co-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted ,. .-S&lB

Signal-to-noise, CClR/ARM, !kHz ref .-86JB 

Output level, OdB, left/right ____________ . . 2.ISV

Outpul impedance--------------------------------------------------- l.6kohms

De-emphasis .  -------------- ._______ _________________correct

Track access time  =----------  _--------------------4.Ssecs

Error correction capability------------------- >700pm gap, >SOOpm dot

Mechanical noise____ ___ ___  , ..... very low

Spuriae up to !OOkHz left -95.4dB, right -100.3dB 

Resolution at -90dB. left +0.66dB, right +0.72dB

Headphone socket yes

Dimensions (wxdxh) __----------------------------- -------- 43x31x8cm

Estimated typical purchase price_____________________ £199

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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1986 SIRllS
FEBRUARY SEPTEMBER

AMPLII RIRS& TUNERS hest in \ (.t idi

At the heart of any system is the amplifier, and 
its performance is critical. But only a combination 
of carefully-controlled listening and lab tests can 
give the true picture of amp performance, and in 
some cases prove that the best low-cost amplifiers 
can sound better than many at several times the 
price.

---------------------- APRIL-----------------------

Hi-Fi Choice give a 'Recommended' rating to 
models which perform well - and the coveted 
'Best Buy' accolade to those found to be out
standing value for money. Amplifiers, CD, 
speakers, cassette and record decks - all are 
fully covered in this bumper volume with 
around 200 complete reviews.

OCTOBER

Tiii: COLLECTION CASSETTE DECKS & T \PES

'State of the art' means the best we can do with 
available technology. This special large format 
edition covers hi-fi equipment which aims at true 
excellence - with no expense spared. As well as 
the truly esoteric, this guide covers the very 
best that is to be found at (fairly) reasonable 
prices.

The best cassette decks can give recordings 
almost indistinguishable from the original. Hi
Fi Choice will help any cassette deck buyer 
through the jungle of noise reduction systems, 
fancy facilities and flashing lights, to find the 
right deck whatever the budget. Virtually all 
hi-fi tapes are tested too.

JUNE- NOVEMBER

comp \ct DISC pla\ ims Cl> eV MIDI S\ SUAIS

Digital audio has come of age, with a wide 
range of players to choose from and even 
some mini-size portables. We've tested every 
player under consistent conditions to give a 
true picture of the often perplexing differences 
between models. Programming facilities, 
features and software are also covered.

Specially for the buyer who wants an all-in-one 
system. Presented in a strictly non-technical 
way, this special edition tests and compares 
a huge range of one-brand 'midi' or compact 
systems, with the emphasis on Compact 
Disc options. Consistent test methods make 
for fair comparison and clear advice.

AUGUST DECEMBER

LOI DSPL \h.l:BS TURNTABLES ¿¿CARTRIDGES

Progress brings better-value speakers every 
year. Hi-Fi Choice puts the important new 
models through its unique 'blind' listening 
comparisons to find out which really do 
represent a step torward. Combined with lull 
lab analysis, they provide a comprehensive 
guide to speaker sound quality.

Searching comparison tests across the whole 
range of turntables and cartridges sort the 
myths from reality to discover which models 
and combinations really sound best - and 
tind some low-cost 'Best Buys' that out
perform many exotically-priced models. Plus 
guidance on matching and setting-up.
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SONYCDP35
Sony UK Ltd, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PF. 

Tel: Staines 61688

T
his is Sony's least costly player to 
date, entering the competitive lists 
at £200 — a far cry from the £2,000 
asked for the flagship 702/552 
combination! The CDP35 is a 

midi-sized drawer-loading machine whose 
lineage derives from the original Sony CDPIOJ 
best seller, which cost £500 not so very long 
ago (1983). Like the '!OJ, the '35 is a 16 bit 
linear machine with a single Sony DIA 
convertor time-shared between the left and right 
audio channels, and this is followed by high- 
slope analogue 'brickwall' filtering. In point of 
fact, the !OJ had remote control and offered 
various luxury features including a headphone 
socket, but there was no programming facility 
at that time.

The CDP35 does include programming, for 
up to 16 tracks. The large display can 
simultaneously show track numbers, tracks in 
memory, and timings — both 'elapsed' and 
'remaining. Fast track-skip and audible music
cue buttons are provided, and individual tracks 
or track sets may be repeated.

Internally the 'j) has a simplified 
construction, with new generation miniature 
integrated chips: the bulk of the player 
JIO

electronics, digital processing and signal are all 
present on a single printed circuit board. A new 
mass-production transport with effective anti
vibration suspension is used.

No remote control or headphone facilities are 
provided, but this player does have Sony's 
peculiar 'shuffle play' system, allowing the user 
to pre-programme the tracks in random order 
— different every time you use the facility. 1 
suppose this might add interest for those who 
don't have many discs yet, but it is clearly pretty 
useless for the classical music buff!

Lab Report
The impulse response was absolute phase, non
inverting, and demonstrated the overshoot and 
attendant ringing typical of the 'brickwall' filter 
employed. The frequency response was uniform 
enough, though with mild shifts — a hint of 
bass lift, and a trace of ripple at high frequencies. 
The normal 20kHz points measured 0.38dB 
down, a small loss indeed.

Channel balance was excellent, and results 
for channel separation were also respectable, still 
better than 80dB at 20kHz. The small time 
delay between channels gave rise to the usual 
interchannel phase shift amounting to 82 ° by



20kHz, which is only really of consequence for 
mono operation when some loss will be 
experienced.

Low and mid frequency total harmonic 
distortion averaged -90dB (0.003%), with 0.1% 
at 20kHz, though some difference in readings 
between channels was noted at both lkHz and 
20kHz. Good results were obtained at lower 
modulation levels; for example, -48dB at the 
-60dB level, while the step error at -90dB was 
typically +4dB. At -80dB the distortion was 
dominated by digital noise at around - 24dB, 
indicating a good resolution of 15.5 bits.

Track access was rapid, and the machine 
demonstrated very good error correction abilities 
coupled with fine resistance to shock and vibra
tion. Signal-to-noise ratios were about average 
for CD — very good in practice — and spurious 
signals above 20kHz were well rejected, by some 
lOOdB or more. The output level was slightly 
high at 2.1 Volts, but was fed from a rather high 
1.6kohms source impedance — in A/B compari
sons watch out unless the input impedance of 
the test amplifier is 50kohms or more!

Sound Quality
Scoring a little below average, this is a fine result 
for the price. Vocal lines sounded a touch 
'hollow' and 'enclosed', and while the treble did 
not intrude, there was a hint of ‘zingy’ emphasis 
on sibilant sounds. The sound was solid and 
powerful through the bass and midrange — 
something of a Sony hallmark — and the 
general level of clarity and detail was fine. 
However, depth and ambience effects were 
subdued, and the stereo presentation seemed 
‘closer’ than usual.

The upper mid was a touch ‘thinner’ than our 
expectations for tonal neutrality.

Conclusion
On auditioning a second production sample of 
the '35, a small improvement in sound quality 
was noted, sufficient to tip the balance in favour 
of recommendation.

Test Results
20Hz I kHz 20kHz

Channel balance 0.06dB 0.04dB 0.02dB

Stereo separation _ ...... . -101.7dB -94.ZdB -84.0dB*

Channel phase difference 0° 5° 82°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB _ -88.8dB -89.ldB-77.SdB*

Total harmonic distortion, -JOdB — -87.6dB

Toral harmonic distortion, -60dB — -48.6dB

Tomi harmonic distortion, -80dB — -23.BdB —

Inrermodularion, 19kHi/20kl-lz, OdB -91.SdB§

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -IOdB ..................... -91.7 dB§

Frequency response, left channel _ . +0.16dB, -0.37dB

Frequency response, right channel +O. I 7dB, -0.38dB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighrcd-96dB

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref --90dB

Outpur level, OdB, lcft/righr_______ _______ _______________ Z.IV

Output impedance l .6kohms

De-emphasis ...  correct

Track access time _______________ . ____ _ ___________Z.5 sees

Error correction capability ._______ >900pm gap, >BOOpm dot

Mechanical noise . very low

Spuriae up to 100kHz ____ . -J02.3dB

Resolution at -90dB........ ........ ............ left +4.03dB, right +3.53dB

Headphone socket■ 

Dimensions (wxdxh) 35.5 x28 x7.5cm 

Estimated typical purchase price __________ _ _____ ___  Jl200

*Left channel -97.3d8, -94.2dB, -81.4dB. *Left channel -88.SdB, 

-96.9dB, -83.7dB. §Left channel -77.7dB, -88.SdB.

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SONY DISCMAN
Sony UK Ltd, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PE 

Tel: Staines 61688

S
ony have coined the word Oiscman 
(or, if you prefer, 'Discperson’!) for 
their CD equivalent of the 'Walkman 
cassette player. The original 050 
personal CD player was a great 

success, though it is now superceded by the 
Oiscman reviewed here. Meanwhile, Technics 
had researched their own micro CD design, the 
SL-XP7 (also reviewed in this issue), smaller than 
the 050 — but the new Oiscman is even smaller 
than this, ever. when equipped with its ultra
thin power pack. Ready to move, the Oiscman 
occupies roughly the same space as four stacked 
CD cases. The player alone is only 2.5cm high, 
and 13cm square.

While the old 050 operated off a six pack of 
heavy 'C' cell alkalines giving a six to eight hour 
life, the 'Mkll'offers two options, namely the 
slim rechargeable power 'slab’ supplied with the 
machine or alternatively an optional slightly 
larger clip-on casing taking eight iAA alkalines 
at £3-£4 a set — the small carry case is not big 
enough to take these cells, which give a four 
hour maximum playing time at 80-90p an hour. 
With power consumption reduced to 2.6W in 
the new model, the older larger battery case 
option would have made sense at is would have 
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given a decent 12 hour life and a lower running 
cost. However, the rechargeable lead acid pack 
will provide a typical 4-5 hours, and can be re
charged about 200 times. While it is very small, 
the rechargeable pack makes the player quite 
heavy, the combination weighing some 1.2 kilos.

For hi-fi use, an adaptor cord provides mains 
connection and charging, while a stereo output 
cable fitted with phono plugs links the 
miniature line socket to a hi-fi amplifier or 
anything else. Using a clear LCD panel, the 
Discman shows its versatile operating modes, 
including programming in random order up to 
16 tracks, shuffle play, A-B’ repeat, remaining 
time, skip, and audible music search. All these 
are accessed by just a few buttons on the tiny 
front panel.

Inside, the player uses low consumption chips, 
16 bit linear, with a time shared D/A and 
'brickwall’ output filtering.

Lab Report
For frequency response measurements, players 
are loaded with lOkohm, which in this casse gave 
rise to a mild IdB loss at 20Hz; but in use, with 
normal 20-50kohm loading, this would pass 
unnoticed. A slight loss of high treble output



was also apparent, with a cut of 0.8dB from 
6kHz to 20kHz, slightly sweetening the tonal 
quality. Channel separation was good for the 
type and full level compression held to a very 
low level allowing a OdB, 1kHz distortion result 
of 0.007%. Even at -90dB, the step error held 
to 2.5dB, and taking into account the good 
distortion figure at 80dB, this suggests a 
surprising 1534 bit resolution. The performance 
was understandably worse at 20kHz, with 
suppression of the in-band beat product 
unimpressive at -54dB, but turning to the high 
frequency intermodulation figures, there can be 
no argument over the fine -93dB result for the 
-lOdB level.

It gave a sensible l.4V output from a 440 ohm 
source, and proved to be mechanically quiet 
with rapid track access and fine error correction. 
Subjected to shock it muted, memorised the 
track position and restarted after a short pause. 
The filtering was very good, though the signal 
to noise ratio results were not quite as good as 
for the best fall sized machines. The headphone 
socket performance was very similar to the above 
line output data.

Sound Quality
More pleasant than earlier, first generation 
machines, on absolute sound quality terms the 
Oiscman rated rather below average. The sound 
was slightly soft with some loss of bass 
definition, power and extension. The treble was 
a touch hazy and lacked air as well as precision. 
However, the mid showed quite good detail and 
some impression of perspective and depth. It 
focused fairly well and was generally unfatiguing. 
If your headphone sensitivity is suitable, the best 
headphone sound is obtained from the fixed line 
socket, though the loss in quality when using 

the variable headphone socket is not that great.

Conclusion
As a mains machine the Discman did not score 
high enough for a recommendation. However, 
when its size and portability are accounted for, 
it remains a great achievement. Personally, I 
liked the design and feel it represents the finest 
source of portable audio at the price. It also gave 
a worthwhile performance in a full audio system 
and as such is well worth considering if its 
special features appeal.

Test Results
ZOHz IkHz ZOkHz

Channel balance OdB 0.07dfl 0.62dB

Srmo separation.................................... _ -107.2dB -9).7dB-54.&IB

Channel phase Jiffcrcncc 3° 4° 87°

Toral harmonic Jistonion, OdB____ -83.SdB -82.4JB-52.8JB

Tocal harmonic Jiswrtion, -lOdB — -82.ZJB —

Total harmonic Jiswrtion, -60dB — -45.4<lB —

Toral harmonic distortion, -80dB — -27.9JB —

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, O<lB-89.0<lB 

Intermodulation, \9kHz/20kl-lz. - lOdB -93.OdB

Frequency response, left channel + O<lB, -I.49dB 

Frequency response, riglu channel . _ ,+ OdB, -2.01JB

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unwcighicd -88JB

Signal-ro-noise. CCIR/ARM. !kHz ref-86dB 

Output level, OdB, left/right J .5V

Output impedance . _. 440ohms

De-emphasis ____________  . _. correct

Trnck access time . . 3.5secs

Error correciion capability >8O0pm gap, >800pm dot

Mechanical noise low

Spuriac up to IOOkHz -96dB

Resolution at -90dB left +2.36dB, right +2.51dB

Headphone socket ___ .__-__________________ yes (variable output)

Dimensions (wxdxh) . ___12.5x13.5x4.5cm

Esiimated typical purchase price    _.................................-.£259

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SONY CD^P102/103
Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PE 

Tel: Staines 61688

A
more compact version of the 
'302, the '102 is the replacement 
for the long-established CDPIOI, 
and is itself being replaced by the 

'103 as we go to press. The 
original test results for the '102 have been re
tained for the 1986 edition, though listening 
tests have been carried out on a '103 sample, 
and the results have been incorporated in the 
text. This model is provided with a good infra 
red remote control, which includes the numeric 
keyboard that is missing from the machine itself. 
This adds index location but does not offer 
random track programming; I am uncertain how 
much importance to attach to the omission of 
this function since I cannot recall actually ever 
using it myself except for testing!

A fluorescent digital display shows track totals 
and track played, as well as index numbers and 
timings, while via an auxiliary button elapsed 
and remaining time may also be displayed. Re
peat 'all' and A-B’ functions are included. The 
usual precise Sony transport controls are located 
on a touch pad array, with a positive snap artinn 
feel.

This is a drawer loading machine and the 
finish is the usual satin grey-black. No head- 
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phone socket is provided, while the rear panel 
output is via fixed level nickel plated phonos. 
Additional connectors are provided for remote 
control via a matching stack system, and for a 
subcode data output. A spare switched AC 
outlet is also present.

The high speed optical transport is fitted 
together with the ‘unilinear’ converter. This is 
a twice oversampled circuit with low ripple 96th 
order digital filtering followed by a time shared 
16 bit digital to analogue convenor plus LC 
analogue filtering.

Lab Report
Frequency responses were extremely flat, devoid 
of emphasis or ripple. Channel balance was held 
to a very close tolerance, while channel separa
tion measured well over the whole range, reach
ing a high llOdB at low frequencies; 91dB was 
still achieved at 20kHz. Interchannel phase dif
ference was mild at a maximum of 37° 20kHz, 
amounting to 5^S or so, well below audible 
thresholds.

Noise and distortion were very low. Even at 
20kHz full level, downband noise was a remark
able 0.0015%, with 0.001% at !kHz. Good 
linearity results were maintained at -80dB. The 



low distortion obtained at reducing modulation 
levels, together with the error at -90dB, indi
cated a resolution of a little better than 15 V2 
bits, a good result.

For 19/20kHz intermodulation tones the 
results were particularly good at -lOOdB and 
-91dB for the two test levels of OdB and -lOdB. 
The old 'JOI recorded -90dB for the peak level 
in the 1984 edition. The spectrum analysis for 
the -lOdB intermodulation was beautifully 
clear in the audible range, while the higher 
order components were satisfactorily rejected at 
-63dB.

Output was conveniently close to the standard 
2V from a moderate source impedance of 
430ohms. Little deviation from the prescribed 
de-emphasis characteristic was observed, and 
track access times were almost too quick to 
sensibly assess - estimated at 1.8 seconds. In 
fact on skipping to adjacent tracks, the deck is 
almost instantaneous.

A top-flight error correction ability was 
measured and mechanical noise levels were 
mild. Signal to noise ratios were well up to stan
dard, eg: -92.SdB CCIR ARM (lkHz) no em
phasis.

Sound Quality
Sony have achieved a logical progression of 
quality versus price. The '102 falls below the 
'302 and yet it comfortably achieves a good stan
dard. In addition to the almost taken-for-granted 
'CD qualities', the '102 offered better sound than 
the '101 by virtue of its sweeter mid and a more 
transparent and detailed top end.

Compared with the best, there was some 
overall softening of definition in the bass and 
mid register, with a touch of 'glass' also apparent 
in the treble. The auditioned sample of the 'I 03 

showed a significant improvement in sound 
quality over its predecessors, fully maintaining 
the competitiveness of this model.

Conclusion/Update
Good value at £400 inclusive of remote con
trol, the '102 is a solid performer whose con
tinued competitiveness has been assured by the 
recent upgrading to the '103 model. Not quite 
Best Buy material, it has nonetheless done well 
enough to secure a firm recommendation.

Test Results
20Hz IkHz 20kHz

Channel balance _______ ___ 0.!6dB 0.16dB O.OSdB

Stereo separation ________________ -iiodB -92dB -91dB

Channel phase difference__________ oo 1° J7°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____ -lOOdB -lOOdB -96dB

Total harmonic disioniun, -IOdB __ -88dB —

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB __ — -52dB —

Tota\ harmonic distortion, -80dB __ — -24dB —

Inrermodularion, l9kHz/20kHz, OdB-lOOdB 

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -!OdB-91dB 

Frequency response, left channel ________  _ . +OdB, -O<lB

Frequency response, right channel . .____+0. l 5dB, -OdB

Signal-to-noise, 20H2-20kHz unweighicd -99.SdB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM. !kHz ref-92.SdB

Output level. OdB. left/right 1.934V/1.975V

Ourpur impedance 43tohms

De-emphasis correct

Track access time_______________ ._________________ 2.4secs

Error correciion capabiliry>900pm gap, >SOOpm doc 

Mechanical noise_________________________ . . . . .very low

Spuriae up to lOOkHz__ __________ _____ ___ .__ .____ -lOZdB

Resolution at -90dB + l .S&IB 

Hcadphone socket________________________________________ no

Dimensions (wxdxh)33.5x33.5x8cm 

Estimated typical purchase price £400 

REASSESSED

RANGE! -3 dBV STATUS! PAUSED
AI NAG_SONYAPiegAAIM-iePB__________ RHSieS_________  

■ 18.11 : : “ 
dlY

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SONY CDP303ES
Sony UK Ltd, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PF. 

Tel: Staines 61688

T
his machine's predecessor, the 
CDP302, scored a hit last year, and 
despite a relatively high price of 
£500, the '303 also looks set to do 
well. In fact this new upmarket, 

drawer-loading machine draws heavily on its 
predecessor. It features a remote control with 
many facilities, including a ten-key numeric 
programming array. A front panel headphone 
socket with level controls is also provided, and 
the main fixed 2V output is delivered from gold- 
plated RCA phono sockets.

The large, clear display has sufficient sections 
not to require sharing modes, and can show 
track numbers, index points, programming, 
elapsed, remaining, and track timings, plus some 
mode indications. Pioneered by Sony, the 
operating controls include a well-judged audible 
music search at several successive speeds, plus 
fast track skip and index accessing. Repeat may 
be programmed for A to B, for the whole disc, 
or for programmed sections. Rear panel facilities 
include a subcode socket for CD graphics, a 
remote terminal for linking to other Sony audio 
sysLerns, pius a timet facility fur au:omarlc start 
once the machine is powered up externally, for 
example by a time switch.
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From Sony's second generation, the '303 uses 
their 'Ultralinear' system, where a selected 16 
bit D/A convertor runs at double the sampling 
rate in conjunction with enhanced digital filters. 
The conversion is time-shared but with a 
reduced interchannel delay. Some analogue 
filtering follows to clear the output of remaining 
high frequency signals above audibility. These 
output filters are discrete inductor/capacitor 
types designed to preserve much of the good 
phase and transient response typical of the 
digitally-filtered system. The high speed 
transport is designed for fast access and good 
vibration immunity.

Lab Report
In a sense proving the quality of the test record, 
the '303 delivered a ruler flat response from 
20Hz to 20kHz, the tiny channel differences at 
20kHz measuring +O.l and -0.2dB. Channel 
balance was very good, while channel separation 
also met high standards, for example, a typical 
llOdB at lkHz and 92dB at 20kHz. lnterchannel 
phase difference was small at low and mid 
frequencies, mcreasmg to a moderate 45v by 
20kHz, which is considered harmless.

Very good results were obtained for total 



harmonic distortion, approaching - lOOdB using 
higher resolution test gear. At 20kHz the in
band components were -86.6dB, though this 
was not on a par with last year's '302 result of 
lOOdB. At lower signal levels the results were 
good, but again not as good as before. The 
distortion at -80dB, !kHz, was 20dB down; 
taken with the step error at -90dB of 3-4dB, 
this indicates a IS.6 to IS.7 bit resolution, 
whereas the old '302 was virtually 16 bit. 
However excellent figures of -94dB at fall level 
and -91.6dB at the intermediate modulation 
level were recorded for the two-tone high 
frequency intermodulation test.

The output level was close to standard at 2.IV 
from a 420ohm source. De-emphasis was fine, 
track access very rapid, and very good signal- 
to-noise ratios were recorded, such as -97dB 
(CCIR ARM, !kHz) for the emphasised case. 
Spurious responses were well rejected, at least 
103dB down to IOOkHz, and the error correcting 
ability was extremely good, meeting all test 
standards and showing fine immunity to normal 
shock and vibration.

Sound Quality
The '303 was ranked higher than the '302 on 
audition. Well-focused, it delivered a solid and 
stable sound stage with a good impression of 
depth and space, plus a musical and tonally well 
balanced midrange. The sound was also 
dynamic, with firm extended bass and only the 
slightest loss of precision and attack. The treble 
was very tidy, remained well-focused, and lacked 
just a touch of air and sparkle. Easy to listen 
to, this player was only a step or so below the 
higher price references.

Conclusion
This superbly finished player offers a very good 
lab performance, if not quite as stunning as last 
year's '302. More important, the sound is now 
sweeter and better balanced, making the overall 
ranking very high. Best Buys are ruled out by 
the highish price level, so the '303 must be 
content with a highly recommended 
classification.

Test Results

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OJB ... ______________ -93.9JB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -IO<lB-91.6dB

20Hz IkHz 20kHz

Channel balance 0.14dB 0.14JB 0.17dB

Stereo separation __ -106.0dB ■-107.4dB--94. ldB*

Channel phase difference — 0° 3° 45°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB _ -94.4dB -95.4dB -86.6dB

Tomi harmonic distortion, -lOdB — -89.0dB —

Tora\ harmonic distortion, -60dB — -47.7JB —

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB -20.7JB

Frequency response, left channel +OdB, -0.!0dB

Frequency response, right channel ..._______ .____+ OJB, -0.2 ldB

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted -98dB

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, 1kHz fu-9ZdB

Output level, OdB, left/right 2.1V

Output impedance ________________________________ 420ohms

De-emphasis „__  ___ ____ _ __ correct

Track access time 2.Osccs 

Error correction capabiliry gap, >SOOpm dot

Mechanical noise ______ . . ._____________________ moderate

Spuriae up to I OOkHz .  __________ ____ __ __ „_-103.ldB

Resolution ar -90dB left -4.0dB, right -2.BOdB

Headphone socket ._______________________yes (variable outpul) 

Dimensions (wxdxh)43 X 35 X8.Scm 

Estimated typical purchase price £500 

*M< cannel - 106.0dB, -/I I.\dB, -90.9dB

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SONY CD^P502ES
Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PF.

Tel: Staines 61688

T
his review of the Sony '502 also 
stands for the player section of the 
'552/'702 combination, which is 
really pretty similar in terms of 
facilities. The '502 is a large 

machine finished in satin black and has a head
phone socket with volume adjustment available 
under remote control.

A full 0-20 numeric keyboard is incorporated 
plus decades to 99. The infra-red control is fully 
equipped and matches the front panel. Tracks 
can be accessed directly and programmed in 
random order for single play or the normal con
tinuous mode. Repeat includes total and ‘A-B’ 
programme modes, while the start of tracks is 
automatically cued and index access is also pro
vided. Fast audible music cueing is available, 
almost too fast with this deck, and an oddly ran
domised 'shuttle play is possible.

The large fluorescent display gives full read
out of all selected tracks plus the usual track 
totals, timings, elapsed time and so on. 
Mechanical noise levels are low, and track access 
is particularly quick.

Internally, Sony use a 16 bit D/A convertor 
at a twice oversampled rate plus a 96th order 
digital noise shaping filter. Compromising some

what on the full linear phase response, multi
pole analogue output filtering is employed here.

Lab Report
At first the extremely flat frequency response 
was unbelievable — I thought the recorder pen 
had stuck! It measured +O, -O.ldB from 20Hz 
to 20kHz, and the channel balance was excel
lent. Channel separation was modest, held at 
around 90dB, while a mild interchannel phase 
shift developed with increasing frequency, reach
ing 45° at 20kHz.

Total harmonic distortion was 0.001 % at 
medium frequencies and this excellent result was 
maintained even to 20kHz. The error at 90dB 
modulation, with the overall linearity, indicated 
a resolution virtually at 16 bits.

The remarkable high frequency performance 
was also seen on the two tone intermodulation 
results, which were extraordinary. A -104dB dif
ference tone was established at peak level, which 
held to -97dB at lOdB below peak. The 

matching system analysis confirmed the clean 
output with related spuriae present at -76dB 
or better. Overall the reiection lay at — llUdB.

Output level was on target at 2.03V, both 
fixed and variable, the latter a discrete potentio
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meter with a motorised control. Source imped
ance was 429ohms via the fixed output, and a 
rather weaker 330ohms to 6ohms via 'variable’.

De-emphasis equalisation was correct, while 
the track access times were very rapid - diffi
cult to measure, but esimated at 1.9 seconds. 
No problems were encountered with error cor
rection, and the '502 easily met the full limits 
of the test disc.

Signal to noise ratios were fine; for example, 
-93dB for the non de-emphasis CCIR aRm 
(lkHz) weighted result, the most pessimistic 
figure of the set. On all important aspects, the 
results for the '502 matched or bettered the '701 
it replaces.

Sound Quality
Would the '502 also beat the '701 as regards 
sound quality? The answer is a decisive yes, and 
in the 1985 edition, the '502 ranked second 
only to the '552, although it must be admitted 
that this itself was some way from the full '702 
combination.

The '502 offers an easy relaxed quality which 
made for extended, fatigue free listening. Never
theless transients were reproduced with real 
definition and fine depth was also present in 
the well focused stereo images. The bass was 
pretty firm, with good articulation, while the 
treble was rather clearer than average. The mid
range tonal quality was quite neutral, with a 
pleasing harmonic structure; in particular, its 
strength in stereo depth and treble accuracy 
could hardly pass unnoticed.

Conclusion/Update
The '502 is an expensive player, with a wealth 
of features and functions plus excellent build 

quality. The sound was to a very good standard 
but this was approached by a couple of rather 
less expensive models. In consequence the value 
rating is not particularly high; but in view of 
the high overall standard attained, it would be 
churlish not to recommend it.

A revised version of the '502, the '503, is 
imminent, and our recommendation seems 
likely to continue, though we have not yet had 
access to a sample.

Test Results
20H, !kHz 20kH, 

Channel balance O.ldB O.ldB 0.ldB

Stereo separation -90dB -90dB -89dB

Channel phase difference O' 1.5' 45°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB _  -103dB -98dB -99dB

Total harmonic distortion, -\OdB _  — -87dB

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB _  — -48dB

Towl harmonic distortion, -80dB _  — -24.SdB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB -104dB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -lOdB -97dB

Frequency response, left channel +OdB, —0.ldB

Frequency response, right channel ____  .+OdB, -0. IdB

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted -98dB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, I kHz ref. ______ -93dB

Output level, OdB, left/right _ . __2.03V (also variable)

Output impedance 429ohms (variable 390ohm-lkohm) 

De-emphasis correct

Track access time 1.9secs 

Error correction capability>900pm gap, >800pm dot 

Mechanical noise low

Spuriae up to I OOkHz — 11OdB

Resolution at -90dB _______ . _ _______ +O.SdB

Headphone socket  < - (variable output)

Dimensions (wxdxh) 4 m DDxScm 

Estimated typical purchase price__  .______ £700

REASSESSED

RANGE: -5 dBV STATUS: PAUSED
A:HAG SONY*502** M-10DB RMS:25

START: 8 Hz BU: 375 Hz STOP: 100 000 Hz
Xri 17998 Hz Yrt-15.43 dB

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l9k and 20kHz Cones, 
showing spuriae up to LOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SONY CD•P552/DA•S702
Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PF.

Tel. Staines 61688

S
ony now have an impressive line-up 
of machines, entirely replacing their 
earlier models. The flagship of the 
range is the elaborately engineered 
CD-P552es/DA-S702es combination.The CD-P552es is a complete stand-alone 

player, basically similar to the 502es but with 
a higher performance as well as an additional 
digital data bus output via a single co-axial 
cable. When used in combination, the '552es 
is merely a transport, since full high-quality 
signal demodulation is carried out by the DA- 
S702es digital processor.

The '702 uses an oversampling technique 
with a 96th order digital filter as well as separate 
high speed digital to analogue convertors of a 
new Je5ign. With a gieal emphasis on sounJ 
quality, some performance specifications for this 
decoder are actually poorer than, for example, 
the previous CD-P701es. In other areas, such 
120 

as high frequency linearity, the superiority of the 
new system was obvious.

In use, the '552 is linked to the '702 via a 
single cable, with the '702 automatically 
registering the incoming sampling frequency 
(the '702 will also operate on the 32kHz and 
48kHz standards). All the normal facilities on 
the '552 remain operative, including the 
comprehensive remote control, the latter 
including power operated level, although this 
is only available via the lower quality variable 
level socket on the '552.

Lab Report
Though for the time being the units are not 
available as separate items, the lab testing 
incluJed both the '552 proper anJ the '702. 
The former showed an amazingly flat frequency 
response; almost ruler flat, it was +O.OSdB 
-0.06dB, 20Hz to 20kHz. The '702 showed a



mild treble lift of +0.24dB resulting from its 
need to operate over a range of sampling fre
quencies. Channel balance was excellent for 
both sections at typically better than O.ldB. 
Channel separation was very good on the '552 
but the separate convertors of the '702 allowed 
it to reach lOOdB of separation even at 20kHz. 
Its inter-channel phase shift remained at zero 
degrees while the '552 a mild shift of up to 40° 
at 20kHz was measured. Oownband noise and 
distortion were very good at 20kHz, reaching 
-90dB for all outputs but at lower frequencies 
the '552 had the higher ultimate resolution. It 
achieved 0.001% while the '702 stuck at a 
nonetheless very good 0.0015%. At lower 
modulation levels, the '552 maintained its 
superiority though neither machine was 
exceptional here. The '552 gave a -90dB signal 
error of 4.5dB while the '702 was surprisingly 
poor at +9dB. These figures suggest 15Vz bit 
resolution for the '552 and a poorer 15 bit for 
the '702. This was not a subjective problem as 
the listening results indicated.

Both outputs demonstrated very good figures 
for high frequency inter-modulation, the '702 
again slightly poorer than the '552. The latter's 
spectogram showed the -97dB result at the 
lOdB below peak modulation level. Excellent 
clarity was shown, with spurious components 
excellently rejected, both up and down band of 
the fundamental signals. Ultimate spurious 
rejection was an amazing 120dB for the '552 and 
105dB for the '702.

While both units use two times oversampling, 
their phase response was not quite as linear as

Continued over the page

Test Results
20Hz IkHz 20kHz

Channel balance 0.13dB O.ldB 0.\3dB

Stereo separation-97dB -103dB -89dB 

Channel phase difference 0° 0° 40°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB-96dB -lOldB -90dB 

Total harmonic distortion, - lOdB . -85dB

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB ______ -43JB

Tomi harmonic distortion, -80dB ______ -20JB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB -lOOdB 

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -JOdB ---------------------------97dB

Frequency response, left channel+O.OSdB, -0.06dB 

Frequency response, right channel +0.0SdB, -0.06dB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted -lOOdB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref-94dB 

Output level, OdB, left/riglt ________ 2.00V/2.00V (also variable)

Output impedance 330 ohms (variable up to 5.8 kohms) 

De-emphasis__________________________________________ correct

Track access time ! J secs 

Error correction capability „>900pm gap, >SOOpm dot

Mechanical noise _ ____ _______ ,______________________ very low

Spuriae up to lOOkHz-!20dB 

Resolution at -90dB+ 4.SdB 

Headphone socket m

Oimensirms (wxdxh)-------------------------------- ------ 4Jx35.5x8cm

Estimated typical purchase price _______ ____ _  ______£2000

(Note: test results for CDP552 alone; see texc) 

REASSESSED

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SONY CD-P552/DA-S702
Continued from previous page

the Philips system, which is truly linear phase 
within the audible bandwidth. The Sony does 
however come very close to linear phase, as pulse 
responses testified. All the fixed outputs 
provided a nominal 2V, useful for comparative 
tests, though the '702 could provide up to SY 
via its variable output, possibly helpful in studio 
applications. For the '702 the output impedance 
was low and constant at 104 ohms, while the 
'552 offered 330 ohms on its fixed output, and 
useful variable impedance up to a high 5.8 
kohms via its adjustable output. The latter is 
not really suited to direct power amp 
connection.

The transport was amazingly fast, reaching 
chosen tracks almost as one's finger left the 
button. Mechanical noise was very low. With 
their new range, Sony now comfortably meet 
the error correction targets and these units easily 
covered the worst test error. Signal-to-noise 
ratios were very similar for the two outputs, with 
the '552 having the slight edge. The 92.SdB 
(CCIR ARM lkHz) for the '702 without pre
emphasis was fine nonetheless. The transport 
also proved very resistant to shock, a mark of 
the fine servo design.

Sound Quality
Listening tests were dominated by the '702, via 
its fixed output, although additional tests were 
made on the '552 via its fixed and variable 
outputs as well. In rank order, the '552's variable 
came last, its fixed output came second, but the 
'702 was a handsome first. However, even via 
its worst output the '552 led the field in 1985 
tests. Moving to the fixed output a 0.5 point 
improvement in score was heard, while the '702 
defeated our established 1-10 scale hv scoring 
11! Its performance was so convincing that our 
expectation as to what was possible from CD 
had to be revised.
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The '552 showed a fine level of bass precision 
and extension, and it produced well focused 
stereo images with fine depth. At times it could 
sound a touch larger than life, this coupled with 
rather close perspectives on some programme 
sections. It proved to be lively and open with 
a high resolution of detail as well as a generally 
civilised tonal balance.

Transferring to the '702 the improvement was 
striking, akin to moving from a good transistor 
to a good valve preamplifier. The tonal balance 
was rich and natural sounding, with an 
impression of weight and power. Stereo images 
were sufficiently solid to provide a near tactile 
quality, and depth planes were beautifully 
resolved. The bass was 'quick' and excellently 
articulate, mid transients were deceptively clear 
and the treble was both sweet and subtly 
detailed. Its full qualities were not appreciated 
until it was partnered with a top quality 
amplifier system, namely an Audio Research 
0115 and SP8 11.

Conclusion
This luxury combination was excellently made 
and finished, offering every conceivable feature 
and facility. Error correction was superb, the 
track access almost spontaneous, while the 
transfer response was highly accurate and 
virtually linear phase. Reinforcing these qualities 
the sound quality was outstanding.

Favourably standing comparison with 
similarly-priced top line analogue turntables, the 
CD-P552es!DA-S702es gains a solid 
recommendation — price is no constraint here, 
if the product really delivers the goods, as this 
one so obviously does. After our 1985 tests, the 
future of high-quality CD looked considerably 
more hopeful in the light of this product 
development.
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TEACPD300
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD. 

Tel: (0753) 76911

T
he PD300 was Teac's first 
inexpensive CD player, selling at 
the £300 level, and another 
machine, the PD22 has since been 
introduced, retailing at a similar 

price. There are two other machines in the 
range, namely the PDJJ at £440 and the 
advanced 05000, which is also reviewed here 
and costs around £800.

The '300 is a fall width machine and uses the 
almost universal front drawer loading system. 
Facilities include user track programming for up 
to 15 selections, fast track skip, audible music 
cueing at two speeds, plus access to timing 
points on indexed discs.

On the illuminated display various modes may 
be selected, to indicate remaining play times, 
track numbers and index points. Somewhat 
justifying a price above the budget level, full 
remote control is provided, but no headphone 
socket is included. The case comes finished in 
the usual satin black, and the audio inputs are 
at a standard fixed level, via the usual RCA 
phono wckcts.

Technically, the player is built to a normal 
domestic standard and is of second generation 
design. A number of integrated chips have been 
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sourced from Hitachi and it is also speculated 
that Hitachi may make part or most of this 
particular machine. The DIA convertor operates 
in 16 bit linear mode, without oversampling, 
and this is in fact sourced from Sony. The 
convertor is time-shared between channels and 
is followed by a standard 'brickwall' monolithic 
output filter.

Lab Report
In the past Hitachi decks have shown a 
tendency to peak in output in the high treble, 
and have also shown some channel mismatch 
at high frequencies. Both these effects were 
evident with this Teac though perhaps in an 
effort to disguise the peak, the response was 
deliberately rolled away in this region. In 
consequence the output was !dB down in the 
upper presence range and one channel peaked 
to zero level while the other did not. Despite 
these differences, the channel balance could be 
said to be pretty good, at typically within O.ldB, 
diverging by 1.2dB only from 15kHz to 20kHz.

In general the Jistortion performance was 
about average. In the mid and low frequencies, 
at full modulation level, the distortion measured 
around 0.007%, -83dB, with a modest increase



to — 75dB for in band signals of a 20kHz 
fundamental. The upper beat component at 
24kHz was rejected by only 30dB.

On high frequency intermodulation the per
formance varied somewhat between channels. 
On the left the figures for OdB and - lOdB mod
ulation levels were -73 and -80dB while on 
the right channel -84 and -9ldB was meas
ured, rather better results. At lower signal levels, 
the distortion was poorer than average; for ex
ample -20dB noted at the -80dB modulation 
level for lkHz. The measured step error at 
-90dB was also a middling result, and a 15 bit 
resolution was estimated from these 
measurements.

Crosstalk between channels was also below 
average, though still satisfactory at -65dB, 
20kHz. The crosstalk levels were unbalanced 
between the two channels, left on right differed 
from right on left. The usual time delay existed 
between channels, the phase difference rising 
to 87° at 20kHz. This is regarded as insignificant 
in practice, for normal stereo use.

Output was 2.2V, higher than usual, from a 
400ohm output impedance. Some slew clipping 
was seen on full band white noise. Mechanical 
noise was moderate, while the error correction 
was very good.

Sound Quality
In this issue, the PD300 rated about average. 
Bass was quite presentable but some mildly 
softened emphasis was apparent in the upper 
bass range. The treble was pleasant enough but 
lacked a full resolution of fine detail. Tonally, 
the midrange tended to hardness and was 
presented forward of the image plane. Stereo 

images were quite stable and well focused, but 
depth and ambience effects were only moderate. 
It was fairly lively and dynamic.

Conclusion
Taking a mix of both lab results and the sound 
quality ratings, this must be called an average 
machine at an average price — fair enough but 
not inspiring enough for recommendation.

Test Results
20Hz I kHz lOkHz

Channel balance  O.OIJB 0.07JB l.I7JB 

Stereo separation-89.0JB -93.ZdB-76.0dB 

Channel phase difference 0° 5° 87°

Total harmonic distortion, OJB ____  -79.?JB -88.4JB-75.4dB

Total harmonic distortion, -IOdB __  — -85.BJB —

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB __  — -39.ldB

Tomi harmonic distortion, -80dB __  — -20.ZJB —

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OJB-84.JJB 

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - IOdB -9 I.6dB 

Frequency response, left channel+ OJB, -0.44dB 

Frequency response, right channel +CdB, — l .75dB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighred -94JB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref 89JB

Output level, OdB, lcfrlright 2.2V

Output impedance 400ohms

De-emphasis correct

Track access time 5.0secs

Error correction capability ._______ >900pm gap, >800pm dot

Mechanical noise low

Spuriae up ro lOOkHz 104JB

Resolurion at -90dB_, left +6.42dB, right +5.77dB

Headphone socket no

Dimensions (wxdxh)__________________ ______43.5x28x8cm

Estimated typical purchase price_________________________ Ul9

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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TEACPD22
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 500. 

Tel: (0753) 76911

S
ubmitted for its own separate review, 
and in fact fully tested, the PD22 
turned out to be a close relative of the 
PD300 which is reviewed here in full, 
so the '22 has been given a rather 

briefer appraisal. It is a midi-sized drawer loader, 
where the '300 is full width, and like the '300 
it has a fair range of facilities, but lacks a remote 
control or headphone socket. (A less expensive 
model of different source manufacture is shortly 
to become available at the £230 level; this 
PD230 will include a headphone socket with 
level control.)

The '22 includes all usual facilities, such as 
indexing, a multi-function display with shared 
modes for track numbers, timing, and indexing, 
plus audible music search. Repeat may be set 
in three modes — programmed, track repeat, and 
overall repeat. Random access programming is 
available for up to 15 tracks.

The technology is standard, 16 bit linear, with 
a single time-shared decoder and 'brickwall' 
filter thereafter. Comparing the test results, the 
'22 showed slightly better channel balance but 

somewhat poorer distortion than the '300. Error 
correction on the '22 was also poorer, which 
would not go beyond the 600^m dot error band 
without audible clicking, and gave a poorer 
signal-to-noise ratio — around 5dB worse, and 
poorer than average in this respect.

Sound Quality
The '22 proved to be very similar to the '300 
on audition — in fact on numerical score they 
received the same below average rating. The mid 
seemed 'coarsened' and ‘congested’ masking fine 
detail, while in the bass the full tuneful and 
dynamic qualities of the test programme were 
obscured. The '22 did not produce much depth, 
while moderate tonal 'thinning' and 'hardness' 
in the midband did very little to improve 
matters.

Conclusion
Given the state of today's competition, the 
PD22 was unimpressive, and does not qualify 
for recommendation. Perhaps the new budget 
PD230 will represent a stronger challenge?
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TEAC ZD5000 (03000)
Harman (Audio) UK Lto, Mill Street, Slough, Berks, SL2 5DD. 

Tel. (0753) 76911

T
eac's designers have aimed at taking 
on the best available machines with 
this pair of upmarket models — the 
ZD-3000 costs nearly £700 and the 
luxury ZD-5000 nearly £800. 

While they are nominally of identical construc
tion the '5000 actually has a heavier suspended 
chassis for the laser transport, and remote 
control of the audio output level.

Full feature machines, these large automatic 
drawer loaders both provide a wide range of 
facilities plus a high standard of finish and con
struction. Full remote control is provided, the 
handset including a numeric keyboard facilitat
ing rapid programming. Features include audible 
music cueing, fast track skip, indexing, A-B’ 
repeat plus normal repeat, and random order 
programming for up to 20 tracks. A short pause 
may be inserted between tracks if so desired. The 
clear multi-function display shows the usual data 
and track number, plus index numerals and play
ing time, which may be displayed simultane
ously. The headphone socket has its own level 
control while a timer-play mode is available, 
whereby the machine will start play automati
cally on power up. A subcode terminal is present 
on the rear panel, for future video graphics. The 

audio output is present on two terminals, one 
fixed at 2V and the other variable down to 
55mV.

Technically, the machines are quite advanced. 
They use double DIA convertors of 16 bit resolu
tion, twice oversampled. Digital phase-linear 
filtering is followed by low rate rolloff analogue 
filtering at the final stage, quoted as seventh 
order. A special circuit, apparently a form of 
dither, has been applied to the convertors in 
order to increase their resolution. A high speed 
transport system is fitted and great care has been 
taken over vibration isolation, particularly so 
in the case of the '5000 version, which is the 
main subject of this review. Our test model was 
a UOY sample, with an auto-transformer.

Lab Report
High linearity and a good resolution was 
claimed for this player, and was verified on test. 
The results showed very careful design, with 
superbly low distortion throughout and a full 
16 bit resolution. At low and mid frequencies 
the distortion at full level measured around 
0.001 % and was still only 0.003% at 20kHz. 
Teac have also succeeded in suppressing the 
associated 24kHz beat component to -86dB. 
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The rejection of the spurious signals both in and 
out of the audio band was extremely good. The 
distortion performance was maintained at all 
levels and the intermodulation results were also 
exemplary; for example, -96dB at the - lOdB 
level, which is almost impossible to credit! The 
impulse response, non-inverted, showed a well 
behaved, essentially linear phase characteristic. 
lnterchannel phase shift held to a maximum of 
40° by 20kHz, while channel balance was 
superb and the frequency response was superbly 
flat, barely deviating from the zero line.

Track access was very fast at 1.5 seconds, and 
mechanical noise rated as very low. Error cor
rection was first rate as judged by the test discs, 
and a good shock resistance was shown. The 
signal to noise ratios were very good, reaching 
l03dB unweighted, with emphasis. A standard 
2.lV output was obtained, from a modest 420 
ohm impedance. The variable output showed 
a non-uniform output impedance up to a maxi
mum of 5 kohms.

Sound Quality
Scoring above average, the ZD-5000 was liked 
for its fine definition on transients. Edges in 
musical sounds were 'believable', while the focus 
was stable and strong. Depth and ambience were 
quite good, offset by some forwardness in the 
stereo presentation. The mid sounded a little 
bright with mild 'hardness', and the treble could 
also have been sweeter. However, the bass was 
firm and the overall character was lively.

Conclusion
Both these related machines offer superb techni
cal performances with a near textbook standard 

of laboratory measured performance. The sound 
is good too, and was felt to be very precise but 
not quite as rewarding as the lab results might 
have suggested.

These are good machines but their sonic 
rating is not impressive enough for any recom
mendation, though they remain worthy of 
serious consideration..

Test Results
ZOHz IkHz ZOkl-lz

Channel balance 0.02dB 0.03dB 0.04<lB

Stereo separation -79.JdB -79.5dB- 75.7dB*

Channel phase difference . . O' 3° 40°

Total harmonic disrortion, OJB __ -I00.7dB -98.?JB -90.0JB

Tomi harmonic distortion, -\OdB — -90.6JB —

Tora\ harmonic Jistorrion, -60dB — -5 i.7<lB —

Toral harmonic distortion, -80dB — -25.0<lB —

Intermodularion, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB __ __ . __________ _-96.SdB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -IOJB -96.4dB

Frequency response, left dtanncl +O.IOdB, -0.06dB

Frequency response, righl channel + O.\OdB, -O.lldB 

Signal-ro-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted -99dB

Signal-to-noise. CCIR/ARM, IkHz «f . . _ -91JB

Outpur level, OdB, left/right . 2.IV

Output impedance __________________,___________ _____________ ,____ 420ohms

De-emphasis correct

Track access time __  „ . .. l.Ssccs

Error correction capability . ■'ftVpni gap, >BOOpm dot

Mechanical noise . very low

Sputiae up to lOOkHz -104.7dB 

Resolution at -90dB.....  left -0.75JB. tight -0.79dB

Headphone socket . _.........................yes (variable output)

Dimensions (w x d x h) 44.5 x 34.5 x 9.5 cm

Estimated typical purchase price______________ .. . >

*Uft channel 77.&JB, 77.6JB. 72.&18

',NG[I -5 dBV 
TEAC 5eee-10DBIM RMS=10

0.00 dB
-106 ______

START: 0 Hz

$pectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones,
showing spuriae up to !OOkHz, and (right) frequency response.

STOP: 100 O00 Hz
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DEALER GUIDE
ANDREW THOMSON

Specialist in HiFi

6-8 Bonnar Street, Dunfermline, Fife 
Tel: 0383 724541

3 Whyte Causeway, Kirkcaldy, Fife 
Tel: 0592 205997

PETER ELLIS AUDIO
Always a wide range of superior audio 

products in stock, including:
Compact Disc Players: Akai, Denon, Fisher, Mission, 
Mitsubishi, Philips, Sansui, Sony, Technics, Yamaha. 

Amplifiers: Castle, Rogers, Kef, Mordaunt Short, 
Wharfedale, Mission 

SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION ROON 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

29 KIRKGATE, NEWARK, NliINGHAM 
(0636) 704571

LDFOROS Original hi-Fi DEALER 

LISTEN TO COMPACT DISC 
PLAYERS IN GUILDFORD IN 

OUR DEMONSTRATION 
ROOMS

3 BRIDGE STREET, GEIEDFORD 

Tel: O483 50480 I

^"oo
'Best Buys' from: AIWA, JVC, 

PIONEER, SANSUI, TRIO, FISHER, 
JPW, MORDAUNT, SHORT, 

WHARFEDALE.

ROGERS Hi-Fi 
13 BRIDGE STREET, GUILDFORD, 

SURREY. Tel: (0483) 61049

Ct11Ct1EfiEl 
t11W FIDELIA

Appointed stockists of 
A&R C'amhridge, Castle, Celestion, 

('reek Audio, Goldring, Kd, I.inn, 
Mordaunt-Short, Naim, Quad, Rega, Rogers, 

SM E. Nakamichi, Ackroyd. Tannoy

40 Little London, Chichester, W. Susse’
Telephone 0243 77"402 A

(Closed all day Monday) /••

NADI B&W1

Norman H. Field ^¿-
ALBANY HOUSE. 
HURST STREET, 

BIRMINGHAM B5 4BJ

AVALON HI-FI
STUDI O^^

li

I elephone: Ulil -blili liMPliMP

10+1 INUI™

MON. TO SAT. 9.30am-5.30pm 
Closed Wednesday. Late night Thursday 

(By Prior appointment)

n
The Old Nursery, Butleigh, Glastonbury, 
Somerset. Telephone: Glastonbury 50370 ^^
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• DELIVERY SERVICE • INSTALLATION • CAA PARKING
• MAIL/TELEPHONE ORDERS • INSTANT CREDITUP TO £1,000
• ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, AMEX, DINERS CLUB

45HIGH STREET HOUNSLOW MIDDLESEX 
TEL 01 570 7512

All Hi-Fi Bought!
We buy or exchange ALL 2nd 
hand Audio & Video equipment.
Everything accepted in ANY 
condition - absolutely NOTHING 
refused!

MUSIC & VIDEO EXCHANGE 
56 Notting Hill Gate, London W11

Open 7 days 1 Oam-8pm 
Tel: 01-727 3538_HastmsJ-lLFi—

Z------------------------------— CONSULTANTS
32 WE"TOERN RO"TOD. Si LEOOfRDS. TEL' 442^975. ) s

MISSION, DENON, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, TRIO, 
YAMAHA, NAO, MARANTZ, TEAC, PHILIPS, 

SANSUI. AIWA

MANY MORE -DEMONSTRATIONS ANY TIME

HH1 O"TOIU1Of Part Exchange 
Access, Visa 
Credit Facilities 
Open 9-7 Mon-Sat

A&R. Creek, ^C!J Loud^^ken , ,-. Nakamichi, Heybrock,
Dual. Linn, Meridian, Quad, Philips, Teac 

and many other' leading brands.

(Hl Fl SPECIALISTS) LTD.
45 Radford Road, Nottingham. 

Telephone 10602)783862

Hi-Fi Components
84 BATTERSE 

LONDO 
01-

For. your Hi-Fi needs at 
discount prices.

ccess & Barclaycard welcome.

Aylesbury Hi-Fi
Compact Disc Machine Specialists

We demonstrate products from Audio 
Technica, Philips, Marantz, Denon, Trio, 
Yamaha, Teac, NAD, Meridian, Mission

Aylesbury Hi-Fi 
98 i 'aimhridge St. \y kshurt. Ikcls 

•1 d: 02% 28790

SELECTIVE AUDIO
Speak no evil, Fear no 

evil, Hear no evil...

The Forge Cottage 
19 Crossgate 
Otley LS21 1 AA 
W. Yorks.
Tel: (0943) 467689
Mon-Fri 9am-6pm

the hi-fi centre
OF WILMSLOW

For Real Quality Listen 10:
QUAD ESL6J-34-40S PLUS COMPACT DISC FROM PHILIPS, 
SONY, TECHNICS, MARANTZ, J.V.C.
ALSO CHOOSE FROM BANG& OLUFSEN, REVOX, J.8.L.., 
A.R., HARMAN KARDON, TEAC, TRIO, BOSE, 
CELESTION, MORDAUNT SHORT, TANNOY, ere.
e PART EXCHANGE e HOME DEMONSTRATIONS e 
FULL REPAIR FACILITIES IN OUR OWN WORKSHOPS e 
EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT.

GREEN LANE, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE 
(0625) Wilmslow 524766

ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD. DINERS CLUB, AMERICAN EXPRESS
• CLCXF.D WEDNESDAY EXCEPT BY APPOINTMENT
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TECHNICS SLP Jll
Panason IC (UK) Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks.Tel: (0753) 34522

T
he] I I appears to present Technics' 
older CD technology in a new 
midi-sized package, at a potentially 
competitive £250 price. There is no 
remote control or headphone 

facility, but a rear panel socket for synchro
recording triggers the simultaneous start of a 
cassette recorder with rhe CD player.

However, some new technology is evident 
inside, for example the new high speed transport 
is used with an enlarged illuminated display. The 
latter shows the number of tracks and the tracks 
programmed up to a maximum of 15; discs with 
higher track numbers are accessed 
conventionally using the main numeric part of 
the display, which can simultaneously show 
index points and timings. Index mode is 
engaged by a single function button, while the 
displayed timings may be elapsed' or 'remaining' 
according to choice, selected by another button. 
Remaining facilities include the usual fast track 
skip, and a well designed cueing system with two 
rates plus an audible music signal at a reduced 
output level. Tht> rmcrnmminc may hp nrdprpd 
or random, and the repeat mode covers the 
whole disc or a programmed selection as small 
as a single track.
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Technically the player employs a new single 
beam laser head with improved focus circuitry. 
A single 16 bit linear DIA convertor is used, 
without oversampling and time-shared between 
the channels, followed by high slope analogue 
'brickwall' filters.

Lab Report
This machine was fitted with a fine decoder 
which showed high linearity. Total harmonic 
distortion at low and mid frequencies was good 
at all modulation levels, and was complemented 
by a low level of amplitude error, l.4dB or so 
at the -90dB modulation level, indicating a 
resolution of 15.8-15.9 bits — close to the 
absolute limit. Even at -60dB, 1kHz, the 
harmonic distortion readout was at -30dB, 
clear of spurious noise or modulation effects, 
while a good -80dB was seen for the OdB, 
20kHz, signal. The two tone intermodulation 
results at high frequencies were excellent, 
-94.5dB for the difference tone at full level, 
with -83.6dB at the !OdB lower test level.

Ch>innp| hal>inrp was pxrpllpnt’ whilp thp 
frequency response variations were moderate, if 
greater than usual. Slight low frequency lift was 
seen, +0.2dB below 500Hz, plus a small lift at 



lOkHz, followed by a small -0.62dB maximum 
loss on the left channel at 20kHz. Excellent 
figures, well over lOOdB over the whole range, 
were obtained for channel separation despite the 
shared convertor.

The output was close to standard, at 1.96V 
from a 600ohm source, track access was a rapid 
2.5 seconds for track 15 on test disc YEDS15, 
and very low levels of mechanical noise were 
noted. Taken overall the error protection was 
fine, including partially damaged music discs 
and the simulated fingerprint. Signal-to-noise 
ratios were typical for the technology — 90dB 
CCIR ARM weighted without pre-emphasis, 
and lOOdB unweighted with pre-emphasis. 
Spurious signals were rejected by a decent 96dB 
over the frequency range up to lOOkHz, and 
peak level white noise showed no perceptible 
clipping. A non-inverted phase response was 
determined from the impulse characteristic, 
which showed the usual overshoot and ringing.

Sound Quality
Scoring a little below average, the ] 11 was 
nonetheless felt to have improved upon the 
standards set by previous Technics players. It 
seemed a little 'thin’ and ‘pinched’ in the 
midrange, and the full measure of space and 
depth were absent. Although the overall effect 
was quite respectable, the bass was somewhat 
‘softened, lacking full ‘edge’ and ‘impact’, the 
treble sounded a bit ‘untidy’ with impaired 
detail. Stereo focus was pretty good, though the 
image was considered a touch ‘smaller’ than 
usual.

Conclusion
While the SLP ]11 has done better than last 
years models, and is also more competitively 
priced, the standard achieved is not quite high 
enough to secure recommendation. However, it 
is basically a good player, and should not be 
dismissed out of hand.

Test Results
201iz I kHz 20kHz

Channel balance ...... ____ 0.06JB 0.03dB 0.19JB

Stereo separation _____ „___ _  -109.ZJB -- 104.5dB-104.4dB

Channel phase difference______  0° 5° 81°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB -92.2JB* -95.SdB-79.ldB 

Total harmonic distortion, -lOdB -89.0dB^ —

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB — -44.0dB —

Total harmonic distortion, -BOJB — -30.SdB —

lntermolulatioco 19kHzl20kHz, OdB-94.5dB 

lmermodulation, 19kllz/20kHz, -JOJB -9l.6dB 

Frequency response, left channel+ 0.2 IdB, -0.62d8 

Frequency response, right channel +0.17JB, -0.31dB 

Sigmal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted-96dB

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, Ikldz ref . _ __ .________ -89dB

Output level, OdB, left/right 1.96V

Output impedance _____ ____.________________________ 600ohms

De-emphasis . ______________________ _____ _. . correct

Track access time 2.5 sees

Error correction capability>B00pm gap, >BOOpm doi 

Mechanical noise ___ _______ .__ ________ .____________ very low

Spuriae up to 100kHz. -95.9dB 

Resolution at -90dB lefr -l.39d8, right -l.55dB 

Headphone socket________________________________________ no

Dimensions (wxdxh)3!.Sx28x7.Scm 

Estimated typical purchase price£155 

*Left channel -973dB *Left channel -86.3dB

RANRE: -3 dBV

-10"""

-106 
STAIH: 0 H: 
Xr1 e Hz

TECHNICS 11-10DBIM
l-TATltS: PAUSED

■ .

I ^• ff +  y

BU: 375 H:
Yrl 0.80 dB

STOP: 100 000 Hz

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to !OOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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CYRUS 1 PSXAMP 7000R CYRUS II
BEST BUY BEST BUY RECOMMENDED BESTBUY

MISSION RANGE ALWAYS ON DEMO
DCD1000
DCD 1100 DENON
DCD1500

ALSO

CD104 PH I LI PS
CDX3

G YAMAHA

TRIO
HOME Hi-Fi

THE PROMISE'FULFILLED-

DP1000

Moorgate AIWA MC88

Acoustics Ltd
2 WESTGATE, ROTHERHAM. Tel: 0709 370666

"WHAT CHOICE HI-FI NEWS" incorporating "COMPACT SOUND ANSWERS"

.. .from Bradys
LOUDSPEAKERS

Our range of loudspeakers has been growing again. The astounding Apogee Scintilla has been joined by the 
Duetta 2-way ribbon at a more affordable £3,350 and an exciting alternative to our Magna Planar MG 3A.

New from Kef is the Reference 107; and for the Ket R104.2 we have a newe arrival from Infinite, model RS4 at 
around £800. Also good value is the S.D. Acoustics SD1 at under £1,000.

AMPLIFIERS
Maor improvements have been made to the LK1/2 amplifier and we have these on demonstration with the 

Audiolab 8000c/8,000p and Heybrook C2/p2 pre/power combinations, and the latest models from Quad and Nad.
We are as enthusiastic as ever about the entire Nairn range, which was much improved by the introduction of 

the 42/5 and 32/5 pre-amps used with the Hi-cap. Why not bring along your own 42 or 43 and hear the difference 
for yourself. We can then update yours or tempt you with a new one.

Nairn tuners are still in short supply, but we are doing our best to offer the earliest possible delivery dates.
Our range extends onwards and upwards to encompass Mark Levinson, Krell and Audio Research.
If you cannot deny yourself the very last word in construction quality - and sound quality to match—consider 

Cello. We are the sole UK stockist of the "Cello Suite"" pre-amplifier and "Cello Audio Palette"". The “Cello Suite"" 
i s a modular construction pre-amplifier and allows you to specify your own requirements of input and output 
modules. The “Cello Pallette” is unique; allowing you to correct for the deficiencies in recordings, hi-fi system and 
room acoustics without any of the unacceptable losses associated with equalisers. For the very, very fortunate few:

W.A. BRADY & SON
401 Smithdown Road, Liverpool L15 3J«J. 
Tel: (051) 733 6859 
Closed all dayWednesday Lunch T2.15pm

A
DOUG BRADY HI-FI

Kingsway Studios, Kingseay North, 
Warrington. Tel: (0925) — Padgate 828009 
Closed all day Thursday
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TECHNICS SLPlOO
Panasonic (UK) Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks. 

Tel: (0753) 34522

T
echnics have completely redesigned 
their CD player range of 1986, in 
the case of the '100 series from the 
ground up. This has certainly been 
a successful project, and has been 

accompanied by a considerable reduction in 
price. The laser transports now use high speed 
_linear motors with a low mechanical noise level, 
while the electronics have also been improved, 
and now use a double oversampled system with 
double precision filters in the digital domain.

Passband ripple has been reduced to an error 
of hundredths rather than tenths of a dB, as the 
swept frequency responses confirmed. An in
triguing detail concerns the support for the laser 
focus system. To reduce ineretia the lens is sus
pended on a frame of four wires, providing a fric
tion free system for the dynamic focus.

The SLP 100 has a large fluorescent display 
which can show the programming of up to 20 
tracks in an illuminated graphic. It can also 
simultaneously display the track numbers, index 
points and disc timings, ‘elapsed’ and ‘remain
ing’. 'Auto space’ gives a three second pause 
between tracks, and the repeat function covers 
the programmed A to B section in addition to 
the other usual modes. A subcode output is pro

vided for future CD applications on the rear 
panel and the technical performance is similar 
to the SLP300 and the 500.

Sound Quality
Fully auditioned, the '100 showed a clear 
resemblance to the more expensive models in 
the series, but like their previous generation, 
Technics have managed to engineer a subtle 
grading of sound quality according to price. The 
'100 performed very well in its price category, 
scoring firmly in the 'good' class.

Essentially neutral, this player provided a solid 
stable sound, with fine stereo focus, consistent 
perspectives, and a pleasing measure of depth 
and ambience. Compared with top class players, 
there was a mild impairment of fine detail, a 
degree of imprecision in the bass, while the 
treble was innocuous.

Conclusion
The SLP 100 has done well in all respects, both 
in the laboratory and under auditioning. Despite 
a price in the budget category, its performance 
approaches that of well rated, more expensive 
machines. It is a delight to operate, and so 
merits a Best Buy rating.
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TECHNICSSL-XP7
Panasonic (UK) Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks. 

Tel: (0753) 34522

AVAILABLE IN BLACK ONLY

T
echnics took their time in produc
ing a direct rival to Sony's first per 
sonal CD player, the 050. The 'XP7 
was indeed fractionally smaller than 
the Sony machine, but unfortun

ately for Technics, Sony have since launched 
the even tinier Oisccman, compounding this blow 
by reducing power consumption to the point 
where a very small flat rechargeable battery pack 
could be fitted. The Technics rechargeable pack 
uses nickel cadmium cells and is built into the 
durable carrying case. In terms of weight, once 
cases and battery packs are included, the two 
machines are quite similar at about l .2Kg.

Expected battery life for the 'XP7 is about 
three ro four hours per charge, while mains 
operation is possible via an adaptor supplied 
with the machine. However external battery use 
is more complicated since it requires two volt
age rails, plus and minus 6V. The SL-XP7 also 
comes with a pair of in-the-ear (literally) ear
phones, in a matching 'cassette' case, and they 
proved to be of good quality.

Beautifully made, with a nice solid feel, the 
player has a die cast lid, with a nicely bevelled, 
thick acrylic viewing window; in fact, it resem
bles a miniature SL-P7 analogue record deck. 

Despite its small size, it comes well equipped, 
with two speed audible music cueing, track skip, 
and programming for up to 15 tracks. A minia
ture LCD display shows track numbers and 
times, and also includes a helpful graphic indi
cator showing all the tracks programmed. The 
headphone output has a choice of flat or 'hi- 
cut' operation, the latter providing a fairly strong 
treble rolloff.

Inside, the basic design is traditional, using 
a single 16 bit, time shared DIA convenor, with 
no oversampling. Miniaturised 'brickwall' filters 
follow. As with the Sony equivalent, the design 
has been taken to the limits of what is commer
cially possible. In order to accommodate the 
parts, flexible film printed circuits are used with 
surface mounted chip components tacked into 
position with dots of conducting adhesive. The 
usual lead-out wires are omitted from many of 
the parts, and new large scale integrated circuits 
with very low power consumption had to be de
veloped.

Lab Report
An interesting question concerning these 
miniaturised players relates to their distortion 
and linearity particularly in view of their use 
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of low power supply voltages. At low and mid 
frequencies, full level, the 'XP7 achieved good 
distortion figures of better than 0.01 %, but it 
deteriorated rapidly at high frequencies to 6%. 
At the OdB level the two tone high frequency 
intermodulation result was weak, measuring just 
42dB down, and these results correlated with 
an oscilloscope view of the reproduction of 
white noise which showed premature limiting. 
However, as the signal level was reduced the 
'XP7 improved rapidly and the -lOdB inter
modulation was a comfortable -80dB.

On frequency response, the two channels were 
quite well matched with a slightly early rolloff, 
-ldB at 20kHz. The headphone treble cut filter 
was checked and can be seen to be -3dB at 
a rather early 1.6kHz.

Channel separation was surprisingly good and 
held to 75dB even at 20kHz. The level error at 
-90dB averaged SdB, and the modest distor
tion results at -80dB indicated a competent 
player resolution of some 15 Vz bits. The output 
was up to standard at l.95V from a source 
impedance of 440 ohms, with an associated 
87dB CCIR/ARM signal to noise ratio.

Track access time was reasonable, mechani
cal noise level moderate and generally good error 
correction was shown. The shock immunity was 
sufficient for reliable operation when walking 
with it hung from a shoulde;.

Sound Quality
For a portable, the SL-XP7 rated well in the tests. 
It provided an open sound, notably clear and 
showing good detail and firm bass. The mid
range seemed a little forward in the stereo image, 
but not unduly so and while in practice the 
treble proved to be a touch bright, no other 

problems were encountered.

Conclusion
This well made miniature offered a lively sound, 
coupled with a good performance in most key 
aspects. The package includes a sturdy outer 
case, which also takes the power pack, the mains 
supply charger and the earphones. As such it 
is a valid contender, and although the pricing 
takes it out of the value for money stakes, it is 
well worth considering if the dual purpose use 
appeals.

Test Results
20Hz I kHz 20kHz

Channel balance O.\SdB 0.17dB0.29dB

Stereo separation.  ._ ______ _ -96JB -95dB-70dB

Channel phase difference U’ 81°

Tomi harmonic distortion, OlB -86dB -8ldB-24dB 

Total harmonic distortion, -!OdB ______ -86JB

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB ______ -J7dB —

Total harmonic <listonion, -80dB ______ — -22dB

Intermo<luhnion, J9kHz/Z0kJlz, OJB -42dB 

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -IO<lB -79JB

Frequency response, left channel .____________+0.1S<lB, -1.69dB 

Frequency response, right channel +O.IZ<lB, -l.59dB 

Signal-w-noisc, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted____„_ ,_________ -93dB 

Signal-to-noise. CCIR/ARM, \kHz ref-87dB 

Output level, OdB, left/right__________ _________________J.95V

Output impedance 450ohms

De-emphasis__________    correct

Track access time 6.0secs

Error correction capability .................... >700pm gap, >B00pm dot

Mechanical noise__________________________________fairly low

Spuriac up ro 100kHz .  ...-97dB 

Resolution at -90dB 87dB

Headphone socket yes (variable output)

Dimensions (w x J x h)14.5 X JS X 6 cm 

Estimated typical purchase price_________________________ hrUd

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response, 
dotted trace refers to optional filter on headphone output.
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TECHNICS SLP300
Panasonic (UK) Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks. 

Tel: (0753) 34522

I
n many respects the SLP300 has more in 
common with the '500 (see full review) 
than the SLP JOO, sporting for example, 
a fixed level headphone socket and full 
remote control. The latter is neat, covers 

all functions, and has the added convenience 
of a ten button numeric keypad for rapid track 
entry. Other buttons control programming for 
up to 20 selections, A to B and other repeat 
modes, plus indexing, track skip, and audible 
music search. On programmable music scan the 
first few seconds of each selection is played to 
aid programming choice. The comprehensive 
control panel includes a graphic display show
ing the programmed tracks, index and track 
numbers and times — elapsed, track and remain
ing. The control keys are angled for easy 
operation.

Technically the '300 is a 16 bit twice over
sampled machine, with digital and analogue 
filtering, phase corrected between channels. A 
subcode output is provided in addition to the 
normal audio terminals.

Sound Quality
Ranked very close to the SLP 500, the '300 was 

distinguished by a sense of control and 
neutrality. Some listeners might find it less excit
ing than other designs, but we appreciated its 
lack of falseness or exaggeration.

Both bass and treble registers were well above 
average, while the mid neutrality and tonal 
balance were highly rated. Stereo images were 
well focused, and the sound stages were 
wide, showing a good measure of depth and 
ambience.

Compared with expensive references, the SLP 
300 showed a mild dulling of transients and a 
touch of dynamic compression, to some degree 
part of its controlled and restrained character. 
In this sense, the programme dominates, rather 
than the player.

Conclusion
The SLP 300 proved to be a strong performer, 
achieving high technical and sonic standards. 
It was also well finished, convenient to operate, 
and well equipped. A full range of facilities and 
features are included, yet the price is highly 
competitive, logically resulting in a Best Buy 
rating.
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TECHNICS SLP500
Panasonic UK Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SU 6JB.

Tel: Slough 34522

T
echnics have revamped their entire 
range of CD players for 1986. The 
line is headed by the remote control 
SLP500, priced at £389 which 
offers the specification and facilities 

of players around the £500 level, and looks more 
competitive than its predecessors. This full 
width front-loader has remote controllable 
volume, and a headphone socket with its own 
level control. Superbly finished in the Technics 
style, the main control panel is tilted to aid 
readability and improve ergonomics. A full 
manual keyboard speeds track programming up 
to a maximum of 20. Other features include 
index location, two speed audible music cueing, 
skip track, timer start, and a repeat function 
which can operate over a whole section or a 
selected a-to-b period of any length — even as 
short as one note!

The music search facility enables instant start 
on a given track regardless of the original disc 
programming, and spaces can be inserted 
between tracks, if so desired. A generous multi
function fluorescent displav includes a chart 
indicating up to 20 the available tracks and 
whether they are programmed, the track number 
that is playing, index code and time. The latter 
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can be total, elapsed, remaining, or single track. 
Nothing seems to have been omitted here! Both 
fixed and variable level outputs are available, 
via standard RCA phono type sockets.

Technically Technics have moved forward; the 
SLP500 employs double oversampling with a 16 
bit linear DIA convertor and digital filtering. 
Some analogue filtering clears the spuriae from 
the output, but a good impulse response has 
been preserved.

Lab Report
The frequency response was very smooth, 
meeting +0.1, -0.2dB over the measured range 
right up to 20kHz. The upper bass was very 
slightly depressed and the mid-treble was very 
slightly elevated, an interesting trend but one 
which was subjectively virtually harmless. 
Channel balance was extremely good and 
channel separation met very high standards, 
exceeding llOdB at low frequencies. Corrected 
by a delay network, the interchannel phase 
difference was very low, rising to just 10° by 
20kHz.

Fine results were obtained for harmonic dis
tortion at full level, even at high frequencies. 
The SLP500 performed well on the two-tone



inter modulation tests, though it should be 
noted that the left channel was consistently 
around 5dB better than the right. Given the 
low level distortion and the mild step error at 
-90dB, the overall resolution was estimated at 
15.8 bits, close to the limit.

The machine produced a standard 2.05V 
output from a moderate 600ohm impedance. 
The de-emphasis characteristic was fine, and the 
new transport offered a very fast access time to 
a given track. Mechanical noise levels were very 
low, but the error correction on this sample was 
a bit off — though well within spec, Technics 
could do better, as the SLPI I shows. The signal- 
to-noise ratios were very good, and spurious high 
frequency signals were excellently rejected. No 
problems were encountered on the error 'finger
print' test or the white noise clipping tests.

Sound Quality
No error problems were heard on tests, and the 
'500 provided a good sound quality — much 
better than its predecessors. All vital areas were 
rated well: good bass definition and powerful 
extension, focused, transparent treble, and a 
pleasing midrange, tonally well balanced with 
a good measure of space and depth.

Dynamics were slightly 'dead' and 'com
pressed, while the overall sound could have 
shown a touch more 'air’ and 'sparkle’. Overall, 
the SLP500 seemed tidy and consistent, well 
balanced, and well focused.

Conclusion
This new generation player has achieved a 
comfortable recommendation on grounds of its 

value, good sound quality, and generally good 
lab performance (this excepting the error cor
rection which is likely to have been a sample 
defect). It is extremely well equipped right down 
to the power volume control, and is a thoroughly 
competitive performer.

Test Results
10Hz IkHz 10kHz

Channel balance _... ....... ...... 0.17dB O.lldB 0.ZO<lB

Stereo separation -114.&IB -107.SJB-99.IJB*

Channel phase difference______ 0° 0° I0°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB -96.4dB -93.IJB -84.3dB

Total hamonic distortion, -IOdB — -85.0<lBof

Tomi hannonic distortion, -60dB — -44.4dB -

Tora\ hannonic distortion. -BOdB — -25.4dBof

Iniermodulation, 19kl-lz/20kHz, OdB-86.ldB 

Intermodulation, i 9kHz/20kHz, -lOdB -81. \JB 

Frequency response, lcfr channel ___ - _+OdB, -0.28dB 

Frequency response, right channel__________ +OdB, -0.l9dB

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unwcighred IOOdB 

Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, 1kHz ref -92dB

Output level, OdB, left/right 2.0SV

Output impedance . _________ _ .__________ _600ohms

De-emphasis...... _ . . correct

Track access time l.Ssecs

Error correction capability . ... >600prn gap, >SOOpm dot

Mechanical noise . . __ . . _________very low

Spuriae upto lOOkHz left -104.ZdB, right -101.9dB 

Resolution at -90dB. „.... .............. .... left -2.13dB, right -2.19d8 

Headphone socket . ...................................... . yes (variable ourpu()

Dimensions (wxdxh)_____ ____________________ 43x28x8.Scm

Estimated typical purchase price . ___  £389

*kft channel-114.6dB, -10!4dB, -84.3dB. of left channel -89.0dB. 

-217dB

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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TOSHIBA XR P9 RC
Toshiba (UK) Ltd, Toshiba House, Frimley Road, Camberley, Surrey 

Tel: (0276) 62222

T
his unusual player came as a com
plete surprise when I first set eyes 
on it. Designed with versatility in 
mind, it is intended to be used 
either as a battery portable, or as 

a fully featured mains machine, complete with 
remote control.

The main housing is a lightweight plastic 
affair, somewhat larger than the Sony or 
Technics miniatures, with the anticipated top 
loading system and manually operated lid to save 
space. The control area is realistically sized, with 
a highly reliable liquid crystal display.

Power consumption is claimed to be rather less 
than the competition, and the battery pack uses 
the larger 'C' cells, so a battery set life of over 
nine hours is possible — double that of most 
other comparable machines. Facilities include 
the headphone socket and level control, plus 
audible music search, fast track skip and repeat. 
Up to 16 selections may be programmed, and 
a display button selects various modes to show 
track numbers, elapsed and remaining times.

For home use the battery pack with its 
shoulder strap is put aside, and the player is fitted 
to the mains power pack, a wedge-shaped unit 
which tilts the 'P9 sharply to provide a visually 
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interesting result. The display is at a readable 
angle, and the controls are conveniently set. A 
little remote control sensor plugs in at the top, 
and with the handset the player then becomes 
a remote control mains machine; in fact the 
remote control provides more versatility as well 
as greater operational convenience.

By this means Toshiba has attempted to offer 
the best of both worlds: an economical battery 
portable combined with a fully fledged mains 
deck for easy home use. And the price is no 
higher than other portables — or indeed mains 
decks — of similar specification.

The electronics have been physically and elec
trically pared down, using a new generation of 
low consumption C.MOS integrated circuits of 
very large scale in terms of internal complexity. 
Such a design, where size and power consump
tion have been pushed to the limit, cannot 
afford to offer an advanced conversion process, 
and this machine is a standard 16 bit linear 
design, with a time-shared DIA convenor fol
lowed by substantial analogue filtering.

Lab Report
While channel balance was excellent, the fre
quency response showed some rolloff at the



response extremes; not as uniform as usual, by 
normal standards it was nonetheless pretty flat. 
Channel separation was a poorer than average 
76dB at low and mid frequencies, falling to a 
weak 54dB at 20kHz. The usual 82° or so of 
interchannel phase difference was recorded at 
20kHz.

The machine was below CD par for harmonic 
distortion at full level, midband readings of 
-76dB worsening to -73.7dB at 20Hz and 
-58dB at 20kHz. Some full level limiting was 
apparent, since the white noise test signal was 
visibly clipped on the oscilloscope display,. The 
lkHz distortion figure improved at — lOdB 
modulation, when in theory it should have been 

•worse. Satisfactory results were obtained for the 
two-tone high frequency intermodulation tracks. 
However, at reducing modulation level the 
distortion rose too quickly, for example only 
lOdB down at —80dB, while the level error was 
a serious 24dB at —90dB, these results indicat
ing an impaired resolution of 12 to 13 bits.

The error correction was satisfactory,, and to 
its credit, the 'P9 resisted physical movement 
and vibration well — as indeed any portable 
should. The output was a lower than usual 
0.82V from a 900ohm source, while electrical 
signal to noise ratios were just satisfactory, for 
example —78dB CCIR ARM without emphasis.

Sound Quality
Some essential attributes of the CD medium 
were present in the sound, but basically the deck 
fell well below present standard, and was rather 
disappointing.

The bass seemed weak and ‘softened’, lacking 
tonal information and 'speed’. The mid was 
rounded and sweet, but lacking in definition, 
while the treble sounded restrained over most 

of the range, with some 'wispy' distortion 
audible in the high treble. Pleasant enough by 
uncritical standards, this player was uninvolving, 
and stereo focus bordered on the vague.

Conclusion
From a design viewpoint this is a very interest
ing player, and many who saw it liked the overall 
concept. The price is also realistic for the facili
ties, and it did work. But both the lab measured 
and subjectively assessed performance fell short 
of Choice recommendation standards.

Test Results
ZOH, 1kHz 20kHz

Channel balance 0.08dB 0.08JB 0.07dB

Stereo separation -79.9dB -75.4dB-54.2dB

Channel phase difference 0° 5° 82°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB ___  -73.7dB -76.IJB-58.0dB

Total harmonic distortion, - lOdB __ -82.ldB

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB __  — -33.0dB —

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB __ — -I0.4dB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB....  -73.3dB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -lOdB _________-87.2dB

Frequency response, left channel+OdB, -1.01JB 

Frequency response, right channel ............. ........ + OdB, -l.16dB

Signal-w-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted , -75JB

Signal-w-noise, CCJR/ARM, 1kHz ref-78dB

Output level, OdB, left/right ....____ 0.92V

Output impedance__________________________________ 900ohms

De-emphasis correct

Track access time 5.5sccs

Error correction capability>700pm gap, >600pm dot 

Mechanical noise . ___ ____________ __ ___ moderate

Spuriae up to !OOkH‘ -left -73.ZdB, right -85.4dB 

Resolution at -90dB____________ „.left -24dB. right -23.66dB

Headphone socket yes (variable output)

Dimensions (wxdxh) ,.  16x20x13cm

Estimated typical purchase price_ _ ____ ______ ____ £249

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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TOSHIBA XR J9Toshiba (UK) Ltd, Toshiba House, Frimley Road, Camberley, Surrey Tel: (0276) 62222

T
hough there is little physical 
resemblance between the Toshiba 
XRP 9 and XR ]9 models (aside 
from the top loading system for the 
discs), in fact they have much in 

common. The 'P9 portable illustrates the con
cept of a low consumption miniature player 
which may be extended by add-on modules, 
while a minimum quantity of materials helps 
trim costs. Now take the bare bones of this 
player, fit a small permanent mains power supply, 
then dress it up in a pretty, compact case, and 
you have the XR ]9 — a true budget player 
which I suspect will be bought as much for its 
looks as for its low £160 asking price.

Despite its small size, the ']9 offers a clear, 
liquid crystal display which can show tracks and 
timings. Fast track skip and track entry, audible 
music cueing with two search speeds, and repeat 
modes are all provided. In addition the machine 
has programming facilities for up to 16 selec
tions, in any order, and a headphone socket with 
its own level control.

I foresee unusual applications for this design 
due to its compactness. Accepting that access 
to a mains supply is required (negligible power 
consumption — just a few watts) it is compact 

enough to be used as a semi-portable around the 
house, or taken on holiday, exploiting the head
phone facility and a light gauge mains exten
sion cable.

Technically it is very similar to the 'P9, but 
the mains supply helped provide a better 
measured performance, approaching 15 bit 
resolution and with superior error correction. 
The overall results were satisfactory for the price.

Sound Quality
In line with its superior lab performance, the 
' ]9 performed better than the 'P9 on the listen
ing tests, though it still ranked rather below aver
age. In its favour was a relaxed musical sound, 
somewhat 'softened' at the frequency extremes 
but easy on the ears. A loss of definition and 
transparency was evident, but the sound none
theless met basic CD standards and would be 
liked by most listeners.

Conclusion
While not quite making the Choice sonic grade, 
this attractive player has a lot to offer, not least 
its truly budget price. Perhaps indicating the 
shape of budget players to come, it is well worth 
considering.
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TRIODPlOOO
Trio (UK) Ltd, 17 Bristol Road, The Metropolitan Centre, Greenford, 

MiddlesexUB6 8UP. TEL:Ol-575 6030

T
rio are relatively late entrants into 
the CD market, but have kicked off 
in 1986 with a well equipped 
machine at the popular £300 price 
level. Much of its potential may be 

gleaned from a survey of the cleanly styled front 
panel, but before examining the details it is 
worth noting the headphone socket is complete 
with volume control, and that the machine is 
supplied with a comprehensive remote control 
handset with ten-key numeric entry, plus all the 
other facilities.

The front panel has a fine fluorescent display, 
indicating mode ('play, 'pause' etc.), track num
bers, total tracks, index numbers and timings 
(elapsed, remaining and track). The usual addi
tional features include track skip, audible music 
search, cue, and programming for up to 16 tracks 
in any order. Programming is aided by the ten 
numbered keys, and the various repeat modes 
include selected A to B passage repeat.

Physically a fall width front-loader, the 
DP 1000 uses a 16 bit linear system, without 
oversampling and sharing a single DAC between 
the two channels. Monolithic 'brickwall' filters 
follow the de-glitch and de-emphasis stages. In 
these respects the internal technology is quite 
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conventional; operationally the machine was 
very easy to use and was liked on test.

Lab Report
The impulse response showed that the deck was 
non-inverting, with a response characteristic of 
the high slope filter — some overshoot and ex
tended ringing. Frequency response was most 
uniform, very well matched between the 
channels and with variations held to ±0.ldB 
from 20Hz to 18kHz; a slight rolloff occurred 
to 20kHz, averaging -0.45dB between the two 
channels.

Channel separation was very good, if not to 
the highest standards, with 90dB a typical result, 
while the interchannel phase difference reached 
84° by 20kHz, the usual result for a linear, time
shared decoder. Overall distortion results were 
good, particularly at low and mid frequencies 
where the measurements approached - lOOdB, 
or 0.001%. The inband distortion accompany
ing a 20kHz full level fundamental was a quite 
good -83dB, and this is reinforced by the solid 
results obtained for the two-tone high frequency 
intermodulation test; -88dB of difference tone 
was noted with -lOdB modulation. The distor
tion also proved satisfactory at reducing modula-



tion levels. Taking into account the mild 2.7dB 
error at -90dB, this indicates a good 15.7 bit 
resolution.

The output met the standard at 2V from a 
320ohm source, mechanical noise was very low, 
while error correction was very good. All the 
test bands were handled with confidence. 
Signal-to-noise ratios were good, though the 
figures are a few dB below the maximum possible 
for the system. However, spurious responses were 
handled well, with ultrasonic rejections typically 
lOOdB or better.

Sound Quality
The DPJOOO fitted squarely into the average 
sound quality group — at the top of this cate
gory, which is quite good for the money. It 
sounded pleasant, with a generally good tonal 
balance and a powerful, dynamic bass. Mid 
vocals showed a mild 'thinning’ and ‘lightening’ 
of texture, but not seriously so. A fair measure 
of space and ambience was reproduced through 
the midrange.

The treble was not particularly precise, show
ing a ‘hazy’ effect with a touch of sibilance, but 
was neither aggressive nor too ‘obvious’. Stereo 
images were reproduced with good focus.

Conclusion
The sound quality was not outstanding, though 
it met a decent standard. When the overall per
formance and build are taken into considera

tion, with the wide range of features, the easy 
operation, and the versatile remote control, the 
value equation strengthens in Trio’s favour, 
allowing formal recommendation.

Test Results
20Hz IkHz ZOkHz

Channel balance O.OJdB O.OZdB 0.29dB

Stereo separation  -88.0dB -91. IJB-79.ldB*
Channel phase difference 0° 5° 84°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB __ -101.0dB -96.6dB -83.0JB

Tora[ harmonic distortion, - IOdB — -86.JdB —

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB — -45.0dB —

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB — -21.2JB —

IntermoJulation, 19kHz/20kHz, O<lB... . ____________-84.2dB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - IOdB -88.0JB

Frequency response, left channel+0.IOdB, -0.61dB 

Frequency response, right channel + O.J ldB. -0.33dB 

Signal-w-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted-94dB 

Signal-10-noise, CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref-87dB 

Output level, OdB, left/right . ..... .. .......... .....................2.0V

Output impedance ________ ________ _________... 320ohms

De-emphasis eorrect

Track access lime _ .________________________ 5.Ssecs

Error correction capability >900pm gap, >B00pm dot

Mechanical noise ____________ .__________ very low

Spuriae up ro IOOkHz ._______________________________ -95.SdB

Resolution at -90dB left -2.90JB, right -2.34dB

Headphone socket yes (variable output) 

Dimensions (wxdxh)__ __________________ ____.____ 44x31x8cm

Estimated typical purchase price_________________________ £299

*Left channel — 91. 0dB

Spectrum analysis {above) with input of l 9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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YAMAHA CDX3 (CD400)

Yamaha Electronics UK, 200 Rickmansworth Road, Watford, Herts, WOl 7JS. 
Tel: (0923) 33160

Y
amaha have achieved notable 
success with their CX series, both 
with their own brand machines and 
as original equipment manufacturers 
for brands. Having invested early in 

high volume CD player production, they are 
continuing to improve the series.

Our review COX 3 is closely paralleled by a 
range of decks of very similar performance, but 
of varying size and features. The CO400, for 
example, is the full width version, and the COX 
3 the midi-sized machine, while the CO500 adds 
remote control plus ten-key numeric selection 
to the '400's facilities. The '700 has an improved 
display, with 12-track programming and a 
numeric pad on the remote control, the '1000 
spons a heavier vibration-damped transport, and 
the top-of-the-line CO-2000 adds a remote 
volume control, separated digital filters of 
improved precision, plus a subcode output 
terminal.

All have headphone sockets, though those on 
the COX 3 and 400 lack a level control; a 
suitable choice of headphone will have to be 
made ro ensure good volume compat1bd1ty. 
Features include a four digit LED display, which 
is shared among track number, indexing and 
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timing functions. Up to eight tracks can be pro
grammed in random order, with repeat available 
for the whole or the programmed section of the 
disc. In 'timer play' mode the deck will enter 
play or power up with an external timer, or if 
synchronised with a recorder. Fast track access 
and multi level audible music scan are also 
available.

Technically this player uses a twice over
sampled system, incorporating double resolution 
digital filtering and a time-shared 16 bit linear 
DIA convertor. Third order analogue filtering 
follows, and other unneccessary stages have been 
omitted, so the output inverts absolute phase.

Lab Report
Earlier Yamaha players showed a rise in extreme 
treble response, but this has now been tamed, 
at the expense of a minor 0.4dB dip at 14kHz. 
Channel matching was very good, while 
channel separation reached a similar standard, 
though with some imbalance between the 
channels. Typical of the Yamaha system, the 
interchannel phase difference was held to a 
moderate value, specitically a maximum of 40° 
at 20kHz.

Harmonic distortions were quite low at high



signal levels, showing just a hint of mild com
pression. This good performance was held to 
20kHz, where the downband noise was 82.6dB 
down. Fine results were obtained at lower signal 
levels; for example, distortion was still under 
0.4% at signal levels 60dB below peak. The level 
error at -90dB was well under ldB, results sug
gesting a resolution towards 15.9 bits, virtually 
to the full 16 bit specification.

No problems were encountered with the error 
correction, which showed a significant improve
ment over previous Yamaha players. Good results 
were obtained for the high frequency inter
modulation tests. Like other Yamaha players, the 
output was slightly low, and this may be mildly 
exaggerated in some circumstances by the higher 
than usual output impedance of lkohms. 
Spurious rejection was less than usual, but 
should not pose any problems. Very good signal- 
to-noise ratios were measured; for example, 96dB 
(CCIR ARM lkHz) with pre-emphasis.

Sound Quality
Here is a clear instance where general improve
ments to design and performance have resulted 
in an improved sound quality, classified in the 
‘good' class. Recognisably 'Yamaha’, this player 
showed improved control and precision, better 
definition, and greater discrimination in 
complex passages. Bass was clean, powerful and 
dynamic, while the mid was basically quite 
neutral, with decent depth and ambience. A 
trace of 'grit' and 'edge' was noted in the upper 
treble, though in other respects treble sound 
quality was pretty good. Stereo focus was pre
cise, with a good impression of stage width.

Conclusion
With both an improved sound and better 
technical performance (in particular error cor
rection), the new Yamaha CX series has done 
very well. Since last year the price has also 
dropped considerably, so another Best Buy rating 
is appropriate for the CDX3 and its many blood 
relatives.

Test Results

Channel balance

Stereo separation

Channel phase difference ______  

Total harmonic distortion, OJB__ 

Total harmonic distortion, -IOdB 

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB 

Total harmonic distoninn, -80JB

20Hz IkHz 20kHz

0.06dB O.OSJB 0.26JB

-103.7dB -100.0dB-78.0dB*

0° 2° 42°

-101.7dB -84.0JBCX -82.6JB

-83.ZdB

- -50.0dB

-25.9dB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB -80.BJB 

Intermodulation, l 9kllz/20kHz, -IOJB -87.SdB 

Frequency response, left channel+ O.OIJB, -0.67JB 

Frequency response, right channel +0.02<lB, -0.47dB 

Signal-w-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted-97JB 

Signal-w-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref -93dB 

Output level, OdB, leftlright I .9V

Output impedance  . . ____________ Ikohms

De-emphasis . . ._____________ ___________ ____correct

Track access time 4.Osecs

Error correction capability >900pm gap, >SOOpm dol

Mechanical noise .____________ _ __  .____________ fairly low

Spuriae up to lOOkHz-37.7dB 

Resolution at -90dB left +0.15<lB, right +0.63<lB

Headphone socket „_________________ _____________________ yes

Dimensions (wxdxh) 34x29.5x9cm 

Estimated typical purchase price_________________________£229

*Lef< channel -96. ldB, -91.&18, -78.0dB. *Lef< channel -867d8.

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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YAMAHACfr3
Yamaha Electronics (UK) Ltd, Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road, Watford,

HertsWDI 7JS. Tel (0923) 33166

D
ue for replacement in 1986, the 
CD-3 was a 1985 Best Buy and has 
since been reduced in price to 
£350. Its price is therefore com
petitive, and does include a head

phone socket with variable level control.
The unit is finished in the usual satin black 

with a fast operating drawer load. Simple but 
clear, the single numbered LED display can be 
made to show a variety of information via a 
selector button. Index numbers, total tracks, 
track timings and overall times may also be dis
played. Tracks can be programmed in random 
order while the repeat mode can cover a whole 
selection or a pre-determined section. The usual 
two speed music cueing is also present. Output 
is at a fixed level.

As in other Yamaha players, the data stream 
here is twice oversampled, and with the single 
16 bit digital to analogue convertor subjected 
to digital pre-filtering and noise shaping. Some 
discrete LC analogue filtering follows. No 
attempt has been made to linearise the phase 
response.

Lab Report
The frequency response showed a slight rise at 
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high frequencies, while channel balance was 
typically 0.05dB. Channel separation reached 
IOOdB midband and a still good 85dB at 20kHz. 
On interchannel phase difference the usual 
maximum of 39° at 20kHz was observed.

Total harmonic distortion was around average, 
and in view of the level error -90dB modula
tion, the overall resolution approached 15^2 bits. 
The downband noise for a 20kHz full-level tone 
was unexceptional at -79dB but this was to 
some degree contradicted by the very fine results 
obtained with the 19/20kHz intermodulation 
tones. At peak level the lkHz difference tone 
was an excellent 104dB down, while at the lOdB 
lower level, an equally fine -96dB -was 
measured. The matching spectrum analysis is 
shown, and confirmed the clean audio band per
formance. Upband, the graph tells a different 
story, 8nd the ultrasonic filtering of spuriae was 
not impressive. A 24kHz product was present 
at + 24dB, with the rest not much better, and 
in general the rejection was at 64dB but could 
be improved.

The output is slightly under the 2V standard 
at l.93V, from Yamaha's usual highish output 
impedance of lkohm. Mechanical noise was low 
and track access rapid at 3.5 seconds. On error



correction it was unbalanced; the 800pm gap 
result was good, but the 400pm surface dot was 
not fully covered, and this aspect could be im
proved.

Signal to noise ratios were fully to standard, 
for example, 99dB with emphasis and 92dB 
without, these CCIR ARM (1kHz) weighted.

Sound Quality
By 1985 standards the CD-3 was the best of the 
Yamaha players to date. It reached a good quality 
level on absolute scores, appearing in the upper 
group. All the basic CD virtues were present, 
with this model offering additional refinement. 
Compared with the earlier Yamahas a little more 
detail and definition was heard, plus a touch 
more transparency which helped in the impres
sion of stereo depth.

Conclusions/Update
This nicely priced player is well equipped and 
finished, and generally operated well. The sound 
quality remains competitive, even by the im
proved 1986 standards. Though the CD-3 is due 
for replacement shortly, it continues as a recom
mended model, even if future availability is 
limited.

Test Results
Channel balance _________________

20Hz

0.03dB

IkHz

0.04dB

ZOkHz

0.22dB

Stereo separation .__ .______ ... — 10 I dB -IOOJB -85dB

Channel phase difference---------------- 0° 0.5° 39°

Total harmonic distortion, OdB ------ -96<lB -94d8 -79dB

Tomi harmonic disrorrion, -!OdB __ — -86dB —

Toral harmonic distortion, -60dB — — -40dB —

Tomi harmonic distortion, -80dB __ — -20.SdB —

Imcrmodularion, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB--------------------104dB

lntermodulaiion, 19kHz/20kHz, -lOdB -90dB 

Frequency response, lefr channel+ 0.5dB, -0.2dB 

Frequency response, right channel . ------- _------ + 0.4dB, -0.2dB

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted-97dB 

Signal-to-noise, CC!R/ARM, !kHz ref-92dB 

Output level, OdB, lefrlrighr____ .__________________ l .93V/1 .93V

Output impedance Ikohms

De-emphasis___________ _______________________________corrcci

Track access time 3.Ssccs 

Error correction capabiliry>800pm gap, >3001-1m dot 

Mechanical noise low 

Spuriae up to 100kHz  -64dB

Resolution at -90dB_________.________________ + 6.7dB

Headphone socker ._______________________yes (variable output) 

Dimensions (wxdxh)______________ 34x28xl2cm

Estimated typical purchase price________ ___ __ .__ ._____ .£349 

REASSESSED

RANGEi -7 dBV STATUSi PAUSEDArHAG VAMAH«•CD31M-19DB RH5^25

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of I 9k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to I OOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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CONCLUSIONS

C
D has already come of age. World
wide player sales have reached the 
millions, and of course substan
tially more discs have been sold. 
Almost all hi-fi manufacturers 

with an interest in electronics are building or 
marketing players, as are a number of sub-hi-fi 
consumer electronics companies.

There are now around 75 models available in 
the UK, including related variants, and we have 
managed to cover some 67 of these, either by 
full review, or full listening appraisal with brief 
commentary. Inevitably some of the most recent 
introductions just missed the issue — for 
example, machines from Hitachi, Fisher and the 
upper models in the Yamaha series.

In some cases production models were not 
available in time for test, but we were able to 
try out and audition several pre-production 
samples, including some using the new Philips 
16 bit, 4x oversampling technology. These 
included the Marantz CD65 and the Philips 
CD450 (£300 inc. remote), the Philips CD650 
(£450 inc. remote) and the Mission pCm 7000R 

(£400, or £500 with remote and power volume).
Though admittedly in imperfect prototype 

form (due to a shortfall in the DIA converter 
resolution) these machines performed and 
sounded very well, indicating that the Marantz 
and Philips players can be genuinely regarded 
as representative of the new Philips generation. 
At a higher cost Mission would appear to have 
repeated their previous achievement and have 
improved their existing fine standard still 
further. The best of these new machines could 
potentially compete with existing references at 
two or three times the price.

Such is the pace of progress in CD, this year's 
group of players has increased the average stan
dard of sound quality by a surprisingly large 20%. 
Moreover, prices have tumbled in the middle 
market in particular by an average of some 25%; 
m some cases, machines which were priced 
above £300 in early 1985 have been replaced 
by equivalent new models at under £200. Below 

this level, there are now signs that cost cutting 
is leading to a loss in performance, so an appar
ent bargain player may not be all that it seems. 
Certainly future players in the £100 to the £150 
price range are likely to be closer to music centre 
quality than to genuine hi-fi.

Nevertheless, the overall picture is a good one 
for the consumer. Value and performance have 
increased significantly, and manufacturers are 
showing much greater awareness of sound 
quality. Many have found the ability to lift sonic 
standards without a direct association with 
superficial technology or specifications. Most 
machines now achieve a high standard of error 
protection, well beyond the Red Book specified 
standards, and in general the players have proved 
reliable.

The best machines are now approaching 
audiophile standards, requiring very good hi-fi 
systems to assess performance accurately, while 
the recommended players offer solid perform
ance and are a key factor in the current revival 
of interest in quality audio. By making audio 
discs convenient, attractive and relatively fool
proof, CD is now making a major contribution.

SONY'S CDP 552es/DAS 702es
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BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

P
layers are recommended for an above 
average performance and for good 
value at the stated, latest available, 
and hopefully typical selling price. 
Where the performance reaches really 

good standards, the models are recommended 
without regard to cost.

Best Buys are awarded to players that offer out
standing value for money, with an upper price 
limit of £350 for this issue. Above this point, 
the Best Buy rating is inappropriate, and fine 
players in this category receive Recommended 
status. Following the amplifier issues, we have 
instituted a subsidiary grade indicating sonic 
excellence, shown by the symbol “*”

Improving standards have necessitated a 
tougher stance when choosing the recommen
ded models. Consequently some of the Best 
Buys from the last issue have been demoted, 
while some recommendations have dropped out 
altogether. Alternatively, the rating may have 
been maintained where the price has fallen 
significantly.

For more detail, please refer to the full com
parative table and the individual reviews.

BEST BUYS
Basic machines without remote control
Akai CDM 515 . __ ___ ______ „____ £200
Akai CDA 30 £2 30
Denon DCD 1000______________ £250 (hv)
Marantz CD45 „_______________ .______£200
Mitsubishi DP 107 £200 (hv)
Philips CD 104 (B) ______   £200
Philips CD 150£200
Philips CD 350 (h)
Technics SLP 100 __ __________________£278
Yamaha CDX 3 £230 (hv)
Yamaha CD 400 _________ £270 (hv)

Machines with remote control
Denon DCD 1100£300
Proton 830R£220

Technics SLP 300 . __ __ _____________£330
Note: the new Philips CD 450 (£300) potentially 
enters this category.

RECOMMENDED 
(Upto£350)

Fisher ADM 22 (AD 822, AD 823) _£250 
Mitsubishi DP 409R

(5 disc, auto remote) . ..... £300
NEC CD 509 ........... £250
Pioneer PDM6 (6 disc auto, remote) __£350 
Philips CD304 „  £329
Sanyo CP 667 (CP 500) ...... _............A A
Sansui PCV 750 £260 
Sansui PCV 100 . _ _£240
Sony COP 35 ______________________£200
Trio DP 1000R (remote) _ . _ £300
Yamaha CD 3 (remote) £350

RECOMMENDED 
(Above £350)

Akai CD A7 (remote) __  .________ £410
Akai CDM 88 (remote)_____________£400
Cambridge Audio CDl _______ £1,500*
Denon DCD 1500 (remote) £400
Meridian MCD PRO___ ___________ £680*
Mission DAD 7000R (remote) £450t 
Sony COP 103 (remote)_____________ £400
Sony COP 303es (remote) £500 
Sony CDP 502 (3) es (remote) .£700
Sony CDP 552es/DAD 702es

(remote) _  £1,995 set*
Technics SLP 500 (remote) ___________ £390

h - headphone v - volume control 
*exceptional sound quality.
tNote: Potentially the Mission PCM 7000 (R) 
(£400-500) will enter this category, based on 
prototype auditioning.

Many other machines are also worth consid
ering, depending on special features and price 
at time of purchase. Reference to the full reviews 
will help here.
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COMPARISON CHART
lnter 
modulation S-N

Output 
level and 
impedance 
(V,ohms)

distortion 
at full 
level 
(dB)

ratio, 
CCIR 
ARM 
(dB) Sampling

Resolution 
(bits)

Error 
correction

Headphone 
socket

Remote 
control

Aiwa DX-770 2, I.Bk -96 90 16 bit lin 15.7 V. good no no
Aiwa RX-1200t 2, 922 -97 93 16 bit 2X 16 V. Rid yes (system)
Akai CD-M515 1.9 . 225 -92 88 16 bit Jin- 18.6 excellent no no
Akai CD-A30 1.9, 225 -92 88 16 bit Jin 15 6 excellent no no
Akai ( D-M.SSt 2, JOO -89.5 92 16 bit lin 15.5 v.. yes YlTi

Audio Technica CD-JO 2, Jk -83 91 16 bit 2X 14.5 ave- ns no
B&O 2.1, 50 -89 109 14 bit 4X 15.5 v. ;;o:J no no
B&O C0-50 2, 940 -95 90 16 bit 2X 15.9 V.. good no (system)
< '.nnl-'i idck' Audio COi T 4.2, 108 -82.3 113 16 bit 4X 16 V. good no no
Denon DCD-IJOO 2.1, 990 -84 90 16 bit lin 16 ave + yes
Denon DCD-JOOO 2.1, 990 -so 94 16 bit lin 15 ave + \ es no
Denon DCD-1500 2.1, JO -86 93 16 bit 2X 15.9 V.. LR “ W Ft»
Fisher AD-M22 1.9, Ik -66.5 92 16 bit 2X IS.9 V. cCfo no no
Fisher AD-822 1.9, Ik -66.S 92 16 bit 2X IS.9 v.. Kid no no
Fisher AD-823 1.9, Ik -66.S 92 16 bit 2X IS.9 V.. .( J no no
Goodmans GCD5OO 2.1, 1.9k -81* 89 16 bit 2X 15.6 g ood* no no
)W : XL-V20B 2.2. 65O -84 94 16 bit 2X 15.8 V. good no no
|W XLV400B 2.2, 6SO -94.S 92 16 bit 2X 1S.4 V. 't J ppu AM

Marantz CD-4S 2.1, 200 -84.S 108 14 bit 4X 1S.S V. good no (system)
Meridian MCD^ 2, 12.S -SS 109 14 bit 4X 1S.7 v. cord no no
Meridian Pro MCPf 2, 12 -SS 9S 14 bit 4X 15.S V. no no
Mission DAD70iVRf 2, 308 -87 109 14 bit 4X IS.5 V. Li' >od no yi>
Mitsubishi DPI07 1.9, Jk -83.4 90 16 bit 2X 15.3 ave + yes no
Mitsubishi DP409R 2.3, 1.6k -91 88 16 biit Jin 15.7 v. good no Ml

NEC CD509E J.S, 300 -79 92 16 bit 2X JS.8 v. y;ood yes no
Philips CD104BT 2, 40 -89 -105 14 bit 4X IS.5 V.. L’s cd no no
Philips CD304£ 2, 600 -88 -1O5 14 bit 4X IS.S V.. good \ es yes
Philip. CD150 2, 200 -86 IIS 14 bit 4X 1S.4 V.. goo J no (system)
Phiuj's C0350 2,200 -86 IIS 14 bit 4X IS.4 V. ryVjy ye- (system)
iTu 1 in> CD555 K-A-ia! 1.5, 3.7k -81 86 14 bit 4X IS.6 ave ■ es no
Pioneer PD-M6 2.1, Jk -89 94 16 biit !in 1S.S v. f" ■.■i-
Proton 830R 2.1, 200 -83.4 107 14 bit 4X IS.7 v. -TV-:. l«>
Revox ICj-'T 2, 350 -100 100 14 bit 4X 15 excellent la ■
Sansui i. ■ « e 1.9, Jk -103 90 16 bit 4X 15.S good no no
Sansui PC-V750 2.1, l.2k 78.S 88 16 biit !in JS.8 V.. -R ■ no no
Sanyo CP-500 1.9, Jk -87.7 90 16 biit !in IS.7 ave + no no
Sanyo CP-677 1.9, Jk -87.7 90 16 biit !in IS.7 ave + no no
Sh.uT DX-610 2.2, J.6k -85 86 16 bit 2X IS.8 good yes no
Sha >u DX-110 2.2, J.6k -8S 86 16 bit 2X 15.8 g OoJ yes no
S..>n CD-PJ03(102) (2. 431) (-100) (92.5) 16 bit 2X IS.S V. Lit't 'J no
Sony CD-P35 2.1, J.6k -77.7 90 16 bit !in IS.6 V. good no no
Sony Discman DSOll 1,3. 440 -89 86 16 bit !in 1S.8 good yes no
S..tw CD-P303ES 2.1, 420 -94 92 16 bit 2X JS.6 excellent yes m
Sony CD-PS02ES 2, 430 -104 93 16 bit 2X 15 excellent yes yes
s-m CD-PS52ESÌ 2, 330 -JOO 94 16 bit 2X 15.5 excellent yes yes
Smv DAS-702ES rm-TV- 2, 104 -95 93 16 bit 2X IS excellent yes *
Teac PD-22 2.2, 400 -76 89 16 bit !in 15 V. good no no
Teac PD-300 2.2, 400 -76 89 16 bit !in 15 V. L -d no no
Teac ZD-SOOO tand 3000 . 2.1, 420 -96.S 91 16 bit 2X 16 excellent yes yes
Technics SL ¡T 11 1.96, 600 -94.S 89 16 bit !in 1S.8 good+ no no
Technics SL-XP7 l, 450 -42 87 16 bit Jin JS.2 good yes no
Technics SL-P300 2.1, 600 -86 92 16 bit 2X 1S.8 good yes hr
Technics SL-PIOO 2.1, 600 -86 92 16 bit 2X 15.8 good no no
Technics SL-PSOO 2.I, 600 -86 92 16 bit 2X 15.8 good yes |r.
Toshiba XR-P9RC 0.9, 900 -73 78 16 bit !in 12 ave '■r-
Toshiba XR b 0.9, 900 -73 78 16 bit !in 14.6 ave nn
Trio DP-1000 2. 320 -84 87 16 biit lin IS.8 ‘" goo J yes yes
Yamaha CD-X3 1.9, Ik -81 93 16 bit 2X 15.8 V. ¿ooj fW no
Yamaha CD-400 1.9, Jk -81 93 16 bit 2X 15.8 V. good yes no
Yamaha i 'D- 'T 1.9, Ik -104 92 16 bit 2X JS.5 ave+ yes yes
*See rexr ^revised/updared from previous edition taJapted fmm 'The Collection Notes: Ratings (B = Best Buy, R = Recommended
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Stereo qualities

stereo 
depth anc 
ambience 
quality

stereo
1 focus 

and 
precision

Midband 
tonal 
balance

Musical 
detail

Bass 
precision

Treble 
quality

General 
sound 
quality

Typical 
price

Overall 
rating

ave- ave- ave- ave ave- ave + ave- £300 Aiwa DX-770
ave ave ave- ave + ave- ave ave- £380 Aiwa DX-1200 :t
ave ave + ave good good ave ave + £199 BB Akai CD-MSIS
ave ave + ave good good ave ave + £229 BB Akai CD-A30
good + v. p. H -J ave + v. good ave ave- good 4- £399 R Akai CD-M88 r
good good good good good good good £299 W Audio Technics CD-10
ave + ave + ave ave + ave + ave ave + £349 W B&O CD-X ■
ave- ave- ave- ave- ave- ave- ave- £49S B&O CD-SO
excellent excellent excellent excellent excellent excellent excellent £1SOO R < ombridpc Audio CD1
good good good good good good good £299 BB Denon DCD-1100
good good ave + good good ave + ave+ £2SO BB Denon DCD-1000
good + good + good good good good good £399 R Denon DCD-1500
good good good ave + ave + ave + ave+ £249 R Fisher AD-M22
good good good ave + ave + ave + ave + £249 R Fisher AD-822
good good good ave + ave + ave + ave+ £249 R Fisher AD-823
p oor poor ave- ave- p oor ave- p oor £200 Goodmans GCDSOO
ave ave ave- ave ave- ave- ave- £279 1 VC XL-V20B
ave- ave- ave- ave ave + ave- ave- £369 1 VC XL-V400B
good good ave + ave + good ave + ave + £200 BB Marantz CD-4S
good + good + good+ good 4- good 4- ave + good 4- £42S Meridian MCD 1
v pood good v. pood v. p< » -d 1 v. pood v. p. -od • v. p< .d £675 R Meridian Pro MCD
v fanul v. p. H J good good 4- good 4- good 4- v. p. K J 449 R Mission DAD7000R !
good good good good ave + ave + ave + £199 BB Mitsubishi E^PI07
ave ave ave + ave ave + ave ave £299 R Mitsubishi DP409R
ave + ave good good ave ave ave £240 R NEC CDS09E
ave ave + ave ave + ave + ave ave £200 BB BhdTs CDI04B •
ave ave + ave ave + ave + ave ave £329 R Pfol^ CD304 •
ave ave + ave ave + ave + ave ave £200 BB Dlnlu- CJSO
ave ave + ave ave + ave + ave ave £230 BB Hubps CD3SO
ave- ave ave- ave- poor poor poor £399* w PhdTs CDSSS
ave- ave- ave ave ave ave ave- £350 R Pioneer PD-M6
ave ave ave + ave ave + ave- ave £220 BB Proton 830R
ave + ave + ave + ave ave + ave + ave + £8SI Revox B22S ■
good ave + good ave + ave + ave + ave + £240 R Sansui PC.YIOO *
good good ave + ave + good ave ave + £260 R Sansui PC.Y7SO
good ave + good ave + ave ave ave + £299 R Sarno CP-5OO
good ave + good ave + ave ave ave + £299 R \m\o CP-677
poor poor ave- ave- poor poor poor £199 Sharp DX-610
poor poor ave- ave- poor poor poor £199 <Rarp DX-110
good + good+ good good 4- good good good £400 R Sony CD-P1O3(1O2)
ave- ave- ave good good ave- ave £200 R --m CDd135
ave- ave- ave + ave ave- ave- ave- £259 Snrw Oiscman DSOII
good + good + v. pood v. pt -d good good 4- v. pood £SOO R Ñ.BV CD-P303ES
v. p<» J v. pood good v. pood good 4- good 4- v. p. -od £700 R Suw CD-PS02ES *
v. good v. pood v. pood v. good 4- v. pood v. .pood v. good + £1996 1 R Sony CD-PSS2ES
v. pi .od • excellent v. pood excellent v. p. .od • v. p. .od • excellent £1996 Ì R "o mv DAS-702ES pn k u

ave- ave- ave- ave ave ave- ave- £319 Teac PD-22
ave- ave- ave- ave ave ave- ave- £319 Teac PD-300
good good ave + ave + good ave ave + £799 Teac ZD-5000 (and 3000)
ave good ave- ave ave ave ave £2SS Technics -J -Pill
ave- ave- ave ave ave- ave- ave- £300 W Technics SL-XP7
good good good good good good good £333 BB Technics SL-P300
good good good good good good good £278 BB Technics SL-P100
good good good good good good good £389 R Technics SL-P500
poor poor poor poor poor poor poor £249 Toshiba XR-P9RC
poor ave- ave- poor poor poor poor £1S9 Toshiba XR fo
ave ave + ave ave ave ave- ave £299 R Trio DP-1000
good good good good good ave + good £229 BB Yamaha CD-X3
good good good good good ave + good £249 BB Yamaha CD-400
good + good 4- good good 4- good ave + good 4- £349 R Yamaha CD-3 *
are based on the typical prices quoted, believed correct at time of going to press, and only apply while these prices are in force.
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How do you improve 
on perfection?

It is generally becoming accepted that, surprise, 
surprise, the Philips CD players achieve a better 
performance than oriental designs. However, 
Philips' claim of "How do you improve on 
perfection?" is the sort of nonsence typical of mass 
marketing techniques employed by major 
manufacturers. Also typical is their reluctance to put 
any concerted effort into raising performance to 
meet the audiophiles' requirements.

It is most refreshing to see a leading UK specialist 
manufacturer take a "quantum leap" (our excessive 
claim!) and improve substantially on "perfection".

MISSION developed the DAD7000R from a Philips
based machine to provide a musical treat that is only 
surpassed by the Meridian MCD PRO. As a result of 
these two machines CD has now "come of age".

If you find it necessary to own and use an 
automatic turntable, please, please consider 
changing to one of these new breed of machines. 
All the auto facility your require but, in contrast, with 
quality reproduction! Alternatively, if space is 
restricted for equipment and/or software, Compact 
Disc provides a quality answer.

However, (please note Record Companies) the 
quality of CD software, and that of LP's needs to be 
improved further to take full advantage of the new 
breed of CD players and hopefully we might reach 
the standards of recording excellence achieved with 
LP's during the SO's and 60's.

That having been said, there is a considerable 
amount of software immediately available that has 
been produced competently and you are welcomed 
to drop in casually, or book an appointment, to 
listen in one of our FIVE single speaker studios to 
these improved CD players, or to a quality disc 
system like the Michell GyroDec, or the Linn LP12 
which we have been offering for the last 10 years 
and which is good for at least another 20 years!

We stock selected items from:
Aloi, Audio-lab, A&R, Ariston, Audio Technica, B&W, 
Bowers, Celestion, Cliff Stone, Creek, Cyrus, Denon, 
Dual, Gale, Glanz, Grado, Gyrodek, Heybrook, Hunt, 
Jordan, Ket, Koetsu, Linn lsobarik, Linn Sondek, 
Magnum, Maxell, Mark Levinson, Meridian, MFSL, 
Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, 
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Nytech, Oak, Ortofon, Perreaux, 
Philips (Cd only). QED, Qad, Rata, Revolver, Revox, 
Rogers, Ratel, Sennheiser, Snell, Stanton, Systemdek, 
Supex, Wharfedale, Yamaha and others. Active systems 
on demonstration.

Hampshire Audio Ltd
Kingfisher House, 
2/12 Hursley Road, 
Chandlers Ford. 

Tel: (04215) 2827 & 65232

Opening Hours: 
Mon-Weds 10am-6pm 

Thurs 10am-8pm 
Fri 10am-6pm 
Sat9am-6pm

^^^^k X^^k ^^^^k J^^^k

FOR

Better Equipment 
Better Prices
FOR THE BEST 

ESOTERIC 
SOUNDS IN TOWN

SANSUI 
Q.E.D. 

ROGERS 
A&R 

MISSION 
MARANTZ

PHILIPS 
LUXMAN 

MONITOR AUDIO 
REVOX 

TECHNICS 
HAFLER 

DUAL

210 Brixton Hill, Streatham, 
London SW2 

Tel: 01-674 4433

69 High Street, Reigate, 
Surrey 

Tel: (0737) 241358
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SELECTED DEALER DIRECTORY
Choosing a good hi-fi dealer is the most vital step in acquiring the system that is right for 

you. This uique directory gives full information on dealers in your area.

Avon
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 65 Park St, Clifton, 
Bristol. (0272) 24975. A&R, Denon, Dual, Meridian, 
Mission, NAO, Quad, Rote!, Technics, Yamaha, etc. (closed 
Weds) BADA MEMBER.^S
AUDIO BRISTOL LTD, 8 Park Row, Bristol I. (0272) 
291931. AKG, Beyer, Dual, Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Sansui, 
Tannoy, Toshiba, Trio, Quad. Open Mon-Fri, 9-5.30, Sat 
9-4.30. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit facilities, 
service dept.
PAUL GREEN HI-FI LTD, Kensington Showrooms, 
London Rd, Bath. (0225) 316197. A&R, Creek, Dual, 
Heybrook, Linn, Musical Fidelity, Rote!, Systemdek, 
Wharfedale. Dern facilities available, ring for appointment. 
Open Tues-Sat, 9-5.30. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 31-33 Gloucester Rd, Bristol. 
(0272) 429370. Srock a full range of hi-fi from over 60 brands. 
specialise in C.D. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Fri 
9.30-7.30, Sat 9.30-6;00. Home trial facilities. Free 
installation. Instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex. 
Service dept.
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 203 Milton Rd, Weston-Super- 
Mare. (0934) 414423. Stock a full range of hi-fi from over 
60 brands. Specialise in C.D. Dern facilities available. Open 
Mon-Fri 9.30-7.30, Sat 9.30-6.00. Home trial facilities. Free 
installation. Instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex. 
Service dept.

Berkshire
FRASERS, HI-FI & VIDEO, 67 Dedworth Rd, Windsor. 
(07535) 59662. Aiwa, Dual, Mitsubishi, Mordaunt Short, 
Pioneer, Sansui, Trio, Wharfedale, Sharp. Dern facilities 
available. Open 9.30-6. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. 
READING HI-FI CENTRE, 4-6 Harris Arcade, Friar St, 
Reading. (0734) 585463. 'The best equipment, advice and 
service from Berkshire’s premier HfFi emporium’. BADA 
MEMBER=S^

Buckinghamshire
AUDIO INSIGHT LTD, 53 Wolverton Rd, Stony Stratford, 
Milton Keynes. (0908) 561551. A&R, Audiolab, Heybrook, 
KEF, Linn, Mission Cyrus, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, 
Nytech, Rote!. Dern facilities available. Open Tues-Sat. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. BADA MEMBER 
AYLESBURY HI FIDELITY, 98 Cambridge St, Aylesbury. 
(0296) 28790. Dual, Heybrook, Linn arms, Musical Fidelity, 
Mission, NAO, Nakamichi, Quad, Rote!. Dern facilities 
available, ring for appointment. Open 10-6 Mon-Fri, 
9.30-5.30 Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diner, Visa. 
Service dept.
CH1LTERN HI-FI, 146 High St, Aylesbury, Bucks. (0296) 
31020. A&R, Aiwa, Akai, B&W, Bang & Olufsen, Dual, 
Nakamichi, Technics, Yamaha. Dern facilities available. Open 
9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat, Fri 9.30-7.00 closed Thurs. Home trial 

facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £2,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
JCV HI-FI SUPER STORE, 1 Viscount Way,, Dukes Drive, 
BI. (0908) 36734. 'Everything from specialist hi-fi to midi
systems, all at the best prices’ BADA MEMBER^^

Cambridgshire
CAM AUDIO, 110 Mill Rd, Cambridge. (0223) 60442. 
A&R, Creek, Linn, Mantra, Mission, Nairn, Nakamichi, 
Rega, Revolver, Teac. Dern facilities: 3 single speaker rooms. 
Appointment required for one not for 2. Open 9.30-6.30 
Mon-Sat 9.30-3.00 Thurs. Free installation, interest free 
credit. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, Dinets.
HI-FI PEOPLE, 42 Cowgate, Peterborough. (0733) 41755. 
'Shop and home demonstrations from friendly people’. BADA 
MEMBER^S
STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO, 41 Victoria Rd, Cambridge. 
(0223) 68305. Audiolab, Gale, JBL, Marantz, Mission, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Rogers, Rote!, Tannoy. Dern facilities, 2 
rooms, ring for appointment. Open 10-6. Mon-Sat. Free 
installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service dept.

Cheshire
ASTON AUDIO, 4 West St. Alderley Edge. (0625) 582704. 
Celestion, KEF, Musical Fidelity,, Opus, Pink Triangle, Quad, 
Robertson, Spender, Sondex, Tannoy.. Dern facilities: 4 dem 
rooms, appointment required. Open 10-6 Tues-Sar. Home trial 
facilities, free installation. Instant credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. Service dept. BADA 
MEMBER
DOUG BRADY HI-FI, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, 
Warrington. (Hadgate 0925) 828009. 'Largest choice of 
specialist Hi-Fi in NW. £100-£20K’. All credit cards. Dern 
facilities. BADA MEMBER
CHRIS BROOKS AUDIO, 29 Gaskell St, Stockton Heath, 
Warrington. (0925) 61212. Single speaker pair dems. 
Specialising in Linn, Rega, etc. Systems from £350.00. BADA 
MEMBERS*^
NEW DAWN HI-FI, 1-3 Castle St, Lower Bridge St, 
Chester. (0244) 24179. Linn, Quad, Technics, National 
Panasonic, Denon, Rote!, Dual, Meridian, Aiwa, Philips. 
Dern facilities: 2 dem rooms. Open 9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat, closed 
Wed. Free installation, instant credit. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa, Trustcard. BADA MEMBER ^i
SWIFT OF WILMSLOW, 4-8 St Annes Parade, Wilmslow. 
(0625) 526213. A&R, Aiwa, Denon, Dual, Marantz, Mission, 
Monitor-Audio, Pioneer, Yamaha, NAO. Dern facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 9.15-5.45. Closed 1-2 Lunch. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Cornwall
TRURO HI-FI ETS Ltd, 25 King St, Truro. (0872) 79809. 
A&R, Denon, Dual, Heybrook, Mission Cyrus, Quad, Rote!, 
Teac{fascam, Thorens. Dern facilities: Single speaker studio. 
Open Mon-Sat 8.45-5.30. Home trial facilities, credit up to 
£1.000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, ETS. Service dept.
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Derbyshire
ACTIVE AUDIO, 12 Osmaston Rd, The Spot, Derby. 
(0332) 380385. 2 studios. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6.00. /fl major 
credit cards. Finance available. BADA MEMBER -

Dorset
BLACKMORE VALE, The Square, Gillingham, Dorset. 
(07476) 2474. A&R, Ariston, Boston, Dual, KEF, Marantz, 
NAD, Nagoaka, Sennheiser, Yamaha. Dern facilities available. 
Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. Closed for lunch l-2. Home trial 
facilties, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Essex
AT LABS, 442/4 Cranbrook Rd, Ganes Hill, Ilford. (Ol) 518 
0915. Open Mon-Sat, 10-6. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa. BADA MEMBER.
BEECHWOOD AUDIO, 6 Market St, Braintree. (0376) 
29060. A&R, B&W, KEF, Meridian, Musical Fidelity, NAD, 
Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Quad, Sondex. Dern facilities 2 
single speaker rooms. Open Mon-Sat, 9.30-6.00. Home trial 
facilities. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa.
BRENTWOOD MUSIC CENTRE, 2 Ingrave Rd, 
Brentwood. (0277) 221210. Acoustic Research, B&W, Dual, 
JBL, Marantz, Nakamichi, Quad, Sansui, Tannoy, Yamaha. 
Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial 
facilities, free installation. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
dept.
RUSH HI-FI & VIDEO, 5/6 Cornhill, Chelmsford. (0245) 
57593. Akai, Aiwa, JVC, Marantz, NAD, Quad, Rotel, 
Sansui, Sony,, Technics. Dern facilities available, ring for 
appointment. Open Mon-Fri 9.30-6.00 Sat 9.00-5.00. Home 
trial facilities, free credit. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, 
Diners. Service dept.

Gwucestershire
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 40/42 Albion Sc, 
Cheltenham. (0242) 583960. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, 
Meridian, Mission, NAD, Rotel, Technics, Yamaha, etc. 
(Closed Wed). BADA MEMBER
ETTLES AND BUMFORD, Brewery Court, Cirencester. 
(0285) 3946. ADC, Aiwa, Ortofon, Celestian, Grundig, 
Hannan-Kardon, Hitachi, JBL, Teac, Trio. Dern facilities: One 
single speaker dem room. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Hampshire
ANDOVER AUDIO, 105 High St, Andover. (0264) 58251. 
Bang & Olufsen, Fisher, Aiwa, Marantz, NAD, Philips (CD), 
Proton, Ratel, Trio, Yamaha. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. Weds 
9-1.OO. Fri 9-8.00. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit 
facilities. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. Service 
dept.
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO Ltd, 2-12 Hursley Rd, Chandlers 
Ford. (04215) 2827/65232. Quality CD and analogue 
agencies. 5 dem studios. Large free car park. BADA 
MEMBER
TRU-FI SOUND AND VISION, 10/12 Grosvenor Rd. 
Aldershot. (0252) 26390. Akai, Aiwa, B&W, Nakamichi, 
Hitachi, ]PW, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Nagaoka, Sony,, 
Technics. Dem facilities available. Open 9.30-6.00 Mon-Sat. 
Free installation, instant credit up to £1,200. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa. Service dept.

Hertfordshire
ACOUSTIC ARTS Ltd, IOI St Albans Rd, Watford. Hercs.
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(0923) 45250. A&R, Audiolab, Beard, Conrad-Johnson, 
Denon, Heybrook, Magneplanar, Mission, Quad, Rogers. 
Dern facilities: 2 dem studios, ring for appointment. Open 
Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
dept.
RADLETT AUDIO, 141 Watling St, Radlett WD7NQ. 
(09276) 6497. Audio Innovations, Audio Research, Creek, 
Krell, Linn, Magneplanar, Musical Fidelity,, Monitor Audio, 
ProAc, Rega. Dem facilities: single speaker dem room. Open 
Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial facilities. Free installation. 
Credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Visa.

Kent
JOHN MARLEY HI-FI CENTRES, 2 Station Rd West, 
Canterbury.. (Canterbury) 69329. B&W, Heybrock, Magnum, 
MVST, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Rotel, Sansui, Technics, 
Quad. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30 
closed Wed. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Creditcharge. 
Service dept.
PHOTOCRAFT HI-FI, High St, Ashford, Kent. (0233) 
24441/2. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30. Wed 1.00. Free delivery. 
Credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. BADA MEMBER

Lancashire
MONITOR SOUND , 54 Chapel St, Chorley. (02572) 
71935. A&R, Dual, Mission, Quad, Rogers, Ratel, Spendor, 
Thorens, Nakamichi, Yamaha. Dem facilities. 2 dem rooms. 
Open Mon-Sar, closed Weds. Home trial facilities , free 
insrallarion, instant credit up ro £1,000. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa. Service dept.
PRACTICAL HI-FI, 198 Church Sc, Blackpool. (0253) 
27703. 'Free five year guarantee on all systems. Buy with 
confidence'. BADA MEMBER V-V
PRACTICAL HI-FI, 84 Penny St, Lancaster. (0524) 39657. 
'14 days option of exchange available. Buy with confidence'. 
BADA MEMBER

Leicestershire
MARKWELL ELECTRONICS Ltd, 76 Leicester Rd, 
Wigstone. (0533) 882758. Akai, Celestion, JVC, Hitachi, 
Marantz, Orcofon, Sansui, Sennheiser, Sony,, Toshiba. Open 
Mon-Sat 9.00-8.00. Free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
SOUND ADVICE, The Sound Factory, Duke St, 
Loughborough LEll JED. (0509) 218254. A&R, Creek, Linn 
Products, Manticore, Nairn Audio, Nakamichi, Nytech, Rega, 
Revox, Yamaha. Dern facilities: 2 studios. Appointment 
required. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6. Free installation, credit 
facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Lincolnshire
YATES & GREENHOUGH, 11-14 Emery Lane, Boston, 
Lines PE21 8QA. (0205) 55755. B&W, Castle, Dual, Monitor 
Audio, Mordaunt Short, Nakamichi, QED, Quad, Technics, 
Yamaha. Dern facilities available. Open 9.00-5.30, closed 
Thurs. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant credit 
up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Creditcharge, Visa. Service 
dept.

London
AT LABS, 159 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex. (01) 367 
3132. Open Mon-Sac 10-6. l\vo single speaker dem rooms. 
Amex, Visa, Access. BADA MEMBER
ANALOG AUDIO, 849 High Rd, London N.12. (01) 445 
3267. NAO, Denon, Pioneer, Yamaha, Ratel, Sansui, Dual, 
Thorens, Tannoy, Marantz. Dem facilities available. Open



Mon-Sat 9.45-6.00. Free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
AUDIO T, 190 West End Lane, London NW6. (01) 794 
7848. Open Mon-Sat, I0-6.00. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Access, Amex, Visa. BADA MEMBER
BARTLETTS HI-FI, 175-177 Holloway Rd, London N.7. 
(01) 607 2296/607 2148. 'Large range of British & Japenese 
products available'. 2 bookable single speaker dem rooms. 
Service dept. Mail order dept. Export worldwide. Access, 
Amex, Diners, Visa. BADA MEMBER =5*5?
BARTLETTS HI-FI, 19 High St North, London E.6. (01) 
552 2716. BADA MEMBER
BILLY VEE, 248 Lee High Rd. Lewisham, London SEI3 
5PT (01) 318 5755/852 1321. Aiwa, A&R, Creek, Dual, KEF, 
Linn, Heybrook, Quad, Nairn, Rega. Dern facilities: 2 single 
system studios ring for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 10-7, 
closed Thurs. Home trial facilities, free installation, interest 
free credit up to £750.00. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
dept. BADA MEMBER
GRAHAMS HI-FI, 86-88 Pentonville Rd, London NI. (01) 
837 4412. ‘FBA Dealer of the year 1985. Linn, Nairn, Rega 
etc. £300-£3,000-£13,000. BADA MEMBER
H.L. SMITH & CO Ltd, 287-289 Edgware Rd, London W2 
1BE. (01) 723 5891. Aiwa, B&W, Denon, Dual, KEF, Ortofon, 
Panasonic, Sony, Technics, Yamaha. Dern facilities available. 
Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Thurs 9-1, instant credit up to £1,500. 
Credit cards: Access. Visa. Service dept.
K.J. LEISURESOUND, 48 Wigmore Street, London WI. 
(01) 486 8262. Linn, Magneplanar, DNM, Nakamichi, 
Michell, Celestion, SO Acoustics, Koetsu, Magnum, 
Goldbug. Dern facilities. Appointment required. Home trial 
facilities. Open 10-6 Mon-Sat. Free installation. Instant 
credit. Credit cards: Visa, Access. Service depr.
MUSICAL IMAGES, 45 High St, Hounslow, Middlesex. 
(01) 570 7512. A&R, Denon, Dual, Heybrook, Nakamichi, 
Proton, QED, Quad, Tannoy, Yamaha. Dern facilities, ring 
for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6. Free installation, 
credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, Diners. 
Service dept.
MYERS AUDIO, 6 Central Parade. Hoe St, London E.17. 
(01) 520 7277/8. Bang & Olufsen, NAO, Nakamichi, Sansui, 
Technics, Hitachi, Panasonic, A&R, B&W, Mission. Dern 
facilities one dem room. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Free 
installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa, Amex, Diners. Service dept.
WRBI HOME DEMONSTRATIONS, 13 St Johns Hill, 
London SWll ITN. (01) 228 7126. Alphason, Audiostatic, 
Beard, Castle, Celesrion, Deca, Ear, Elite, Jordan, Pink 
Trangle. Home demonstrations only. Appointment required. 
Open TuesThurs 10-6, Fri 10-7, Sat 10-5.30. Home trial 
facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa.
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 2-4 Camden High St, London 
NWl OJA. (01) 387 8281. A&R, Burmester, Krell, Magne
planar, Meridian, Linn, Nakamichi, John Bowers. Dern 
facilities: 3 single speaker dem rooms, appointment required. 
10-6 Tues-Fri, 9-5 Sat. Home trial facilities, instant credit up 
to £10,000. Credit cards: All. Service dept.
TELESONIC Ltd, 92 Tottenham Court Rd, London. (01) 
636 8177. A&R, B&O, B&W, Hafler, Luxman, KEF, QED, 
Quad, Nakamichi, Rogers. Dern facilities available. Open 
Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9.30-4. Home trial facilities, free 
installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Amex, 
Diners, Visa. Service dept.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION Ltd, No 1, Cathedral St, 
London Bridge, London SEI 9DE. (01) 403 2255/3088. 
Akroyd, Creek, Dual, Exposure, Linn, Manticore, Mordaunt- 
Short, Nairn, Nytech, Rega. Dern facilities available, ring for 

appointment. Open Tues-Sat, 10-7. Home trial facilities. Free 
installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa. Service dept. BADA MEMBER
UNfLET PRODUCTS Ltd, 14 Bute St, London SW7. (01) 
589 2586. Mon-Sat 9-6. Dern facilities. Large stock. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. BADA MEMBER

Manchester
CLEARTONE HI-FI, 62 King Sr, iu. Kendals. (061) 835 
1156. Best makes, Linn, Creek, NAO, etc. Dern studio, 
Compact Disc centre, video and TV BADA MEMBER 
CLEARTONE HI-FI, 235 Blackburn Rd, Bolton. (0204) 
31423. Best makes, Linn, Creek, NAO, etc. Dem studios. 
Laser vision and compact disc centre. BADA MEMBER 
LLOYD PATON (LPM Ltd), 34 Moorfield Walk, Urmston, 
Manchester. (061) 747 9722. B&W, Dual, Hitachi, Marantz, 
Pioneer, Quad, Rogers, Tannoy, Technics, Trio. Dern facilities, 
I dem room. Open Mon-Sar 9-5.30, TuesThurs 9-7.30. Home 
trial facilities. Free installation, credit facilities available. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
THE MUSIC ROOM, 50 Bridge St, Manchester. (061) 835 
1366. 'Friendly advice and service. Choose from the widest 
range in Manchester’. BADA MEMBER EÜÜU

Merseyside
ABOUT SOUND, 116 Bold St, Liverpool LI 4JA. (051) 709 
4865. Meridian, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, Quad, 
Revox, Sansui, Sugden, Thorens, Walker, Yamaha. Dern 
facilities single speaker room. Ring for appointment. Open 
Tues-Sat 9-5.30. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Diners, Visa. Service dept.
W.A. BRADY & SON, 401 Smithdown Rd, Liverpool. (051) 
733 6859. 'Largest choice of specialist Hi-Fi in N.W. 
£100-£20K’. All credit cards. 3 dem rooms. BADA MEMBER

West Midlands
ALTERNATIVE AUDIO Ltd, 95 Hobs Moat Rd, Solihull. 
(021) 742 0254. A&R, Audiolab, Denon, KEF, Marantz, 
Meridian, Mission, M.A., Pink Triangle, Philips. Dem 
facilities available, appointment required. 10-6 Tues-Sat, 
closed Mon. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant 
credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex.
FIVEWAYS HI-FIDELITY Ltd, 12 Islington Row, 
Edgbaston, Binningham. (021) 455 0667. A&R, Creek, Dual, 
KEF, Meridian, Philips, CD, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Spendor, 
etc. Dern facilities. Single speaker dem room. Open 9.30-6 
Tues-Sat. Home trial facilities, free inscallation, credit 
facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
GRIFFIN Audio Ltd, 94 Bristol St, Birmingham. (021) 692 
1359. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Creek, Denon, Nakamichi, Kef, 
Quad, Dual, Marantz. Dern facilities 2 single speaker rooms. 
Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
SOUND ADVICE, 162 Alcester Rd, Mosley, Birmingham. 
(021) 449 3328. A&R, Creek, Linn, Manticore, Naim, 
Nakamichi, Nytech, Onyx, Rega, Revox. Dern facilities 2 
studios, ring for appointment. Open Mon-Sar 9.30-6 closed 
Wed. Free installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa. Service dept.
WARSTONES HI-FI STUDIO, 54a Warstones Rd, Penn, 
Wolverhampton. (0902) 345114. Dern facilities 3 rooms. Open 
Mon-Wed 10-6. Thu^-Fri 10-9. Sat 10-6. Home trial facilities, 
free installation. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Eurocheque. 
Service dept.

Norfolk
BASICALLY SOUND, Old School, School Rd, Beacon 
Ash, Norwich, Mulbarton. (0508) 70829. A&R, Audiolab,
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Heybrook, Linn, Mantra, Nairn, Nakamichi, Rega, Spender, 
Wharfedale. Dern facilities 2 single speaker rooms. Open Tues- 
Fri, 9.30-5.30 closed for lunch 1-2. Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial 
facilities, free installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: 
Access. Service dept.

Northants
LISTEN INN, 32a Gold St, Northampton. (0604) 37871. 
'Shop and home demonstrations from friendly people’. BADA 
MEMBER

Nottinghamshire
PETER ELLIS AUDIO, 29 Kirkgare, Newark. (0636) 
704571. A&R, Ariston, Castle, Hitachi, Panasonic, Thorens, 
Trio, 'kchnics, Wharfedale, Quad. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30, 
Thurs 9-12.30. Dern facilities: single speaker dem room. Ring 
for appointment. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Oxfordshire
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 19 Old High St, 
Headington, Oxford. (0865) 65961. A&R, Denon, Linn, 
Mission, NAO, Rorel, Yamaha. Also 256, Banbury Rd, 
Summerrown. BADA MEMBER
WESTWOOD AND MASON, 46 George Sr, Oxford. 
(0865) 247783. Linn, Nairn, Rega, A&R, Heybrock, Dual, 
Mordaunt-Shorr, Spender, Tannoy, Quad, ere. BADA 
MEMBER
WITNEY AUDIO, 28 High St, Wirney, Oxford. (0993) 
2414. A&R, Aiwa, Akai, Dual, KEF, Mordaunt-Short, 
Pioneer, Philips, Sony, Yamaha. Dern facilities. Open Mon- 
Sar 9-5.30. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service depr.

Shropshire
¿VON HI-FI, 12 Barker Sr, Shrewsbury. (0743) 55166. A&R, 
B&W, JBL, Dual, NAO, Nakamichi, Revolver, Trio, Quad, 
Yamaha. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sar 9-5.30, 
closed Thur. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service depr.

Somerset
AVALON HI-FI STUDIO, The Old Nursery, Burleigh, 
Glastonbury. (0458) 50370. A&R, Audiolab, Goldbug, 
Helius, Nene Valley, Philips CD, Pink Triangle, Revolver, 
Spender. Dern facilities: studio & home, ring for appr. Open 
Mon-Sar 9.30-5.30. Closed Weds. Lare night Thurs. Home 
trial facilities, free installation. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service dept.
WATTS RADIO - THE ENGINEERS, I West Street, 
Somerron. (0458) 72440. Castle, Dual, Denon, KEF, 
Mordaunt-Shorr, Ortofon, Quad, Rogers, Thorens, Yamaha. 
Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sar 9-1,2-5.30, Wed 9-1. 
Home trial facilities, free installation. Credit up ro £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access. Service depr.

Suffolk
EASTERN AUDIO, 41 Bradford Rd, Ipswich. (0473) 
217217. A&R, Aiwa, Celesrion, Denon, Dual, Linn, NAO, 
Philips, Quad, Technics, Thorens. BADA MEMBER

Surrey
TRU FI SOUND AND VISION, 2 Cromwell Rd, Redhill, 
Surrey. (0737) 66128. Akai, Aiwa, B&W, Nakamichi, Hitachi, 
JPW ^fo•ion, Mordaunt-Shorr, Nagaolm, Sony, Tcchnico. 
Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sar 9.30-6. Free 
insrallarion, instant credit up ro £1,200. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa. Service Jept.

AERCO Ltd, II The Broadway, Woking. (04862) 4667. 
A&R, Arisron, Exposure, HK, A.R., Heybrock, JBL, KEF, 
Magnum, NAO, Pt. Quad, Revox. BADA MEMBER 
SPALDINGS HI-FI, 352-354 Lower Addiscombe Rd, 
Croydon, Surrey. (01) 654 1231/2040. Full range of Hi-Fi 
equipment. Full dem facilities. Access, Visa, H.P etc. BADA 
MEMBER
UNILET PRODUCTS Ltd, 35 High St, New Malden, 
Surrey KT3 4BY. (01) 942 9567. Mon-Sat 9-6. Thurs 9-7. 
Credit cards: Amex, Access, Diners, Visa. Dern facilities. 
Large stock. BADA MEMBER

Sussex (east)
JEFFRIES HI-FI, 69 London Rd, Brighton, East Sussex. 
(0273) 609 431. 2 dem rooms, closed Mon, late night Wed. 
Parking, bus route. Credit facilities. BADA MEMBER 
JEFFRIES HI-FI, 4 Albert Parade, Green St, Eastbourne, 
East Sussex. (0323) 31336. 2 dem rooms, closed Mon. Late 
night Wed. Parking, bus route. Credit facilities. BADA 
MEMBER
HASTINGS HI-FI, 31-32 Western Rd, St Leonards On Sea. 
(0424) 442975. A&R, B&W, Mission/Cyrus, NAO, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Ratel, Systemdek, Tannoy, Yamaha. Dem 
facilities. 2 single speaker dem studios. Open Mon-Sat 9-7. 
Home trial facilities. Free installation. Credit facilities. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Visa. Service dept.

Sussex (west)
BOWERS AND WILKINS Ltd, 1 Becket Buildings, 
Littlehampton Rd, Worthing. (0903) 64141. B&W, Dual, JVC, 
KEF, Nakamichi, Philips, Shure, Quad, Sony, Technics. Dem 
facilities 2 dem rooms. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Weds 9-1. 
Home crial facilities free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Visa. Service dept.

Tyne and Wear
RED RADIO SHOP AND HI-FI CENTRE, 11 Olive St, 
(Off Park Lane) Sunderland. (Sunderland) 672087. Aiwa, 
Bose, Denon, JVC, Luxman, Michell, Pickering, Spender, 
Thorens, Trio. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 
Free installation, interest free credit. Credit cards: Advance, 
Visa. Service dept.

Warwickshire
JCV HI-FI SUPERSTORE, Units 7/8 Wharf Sr, Warwick. 
(0926) 493796. 'Everything from specialist hi-fi to midi
systems all at the best prices’. BADA MEMBER

Wiltshire
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 60 Fleet Street, 
Swindon. (0193) 38222. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, Meridian, 
NAO, Rote!, Technics, Yamaha. (Closed Wed). BADA 
MEMBER

Yorkshire (north)
ELITE HI-FI, 178 Kings Road, l larrogaLe HG! 5JG (0423) 
521 831. Alphason, Beard, Cambridge, Elite Rock, Michel 
Engineering, Celestion, Rogers, Monster, Nakamichi. Dem 
facilities — 2 dem rooms. Open 7 days a week 9-6. Free 
installation. Service dept.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION, 36 Gillygate, York. 
(0904) 27108. Akroyd, Dual, Creek, Linn, Mordaunt-Shorr, 
Nuim, Nytcch, Suny, WliatkJak. Dciii (dciliiies cvailaGle. 
Open Mon-Sar 10-6. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, 
Diners. Service dept. BADA MEMBER^^D
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Yorkshire (west)
AUDIO PROJECTS, 45 Headingley Lane, Leeds. (0532) 
789115. A&R, Audiolab, Creek, Heybrook, Linn, Musical 
Fidelity, Nairn, Quad, Rega, Rogers. Dern facilities available, 
ring for appointment. Open Tues-Fri, 9.30-6, Sat 2.30-5.30. 
^ome trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Creditchai^e, Visa. Service dept. 
BADA MEMBER^W
ERRICKS, ^nosonic House, Rawson Square, Bradford. 
(0274) 309266. Dern facilities. Sales/service agents for A&R, 
Linn, Quad, Nairn, Nakarnichi, Mission etc. BADA 
MEMBER
HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI, 4 Cross Church St, Huddersfield, 
West Yorkshire. (0484) 44668. A&R, AR, Thorens, Meridian, 
Rogers, Mission, Monlaunt-Short, Hannan-Kardon, Technics. 
Trio. Demfaciliries: 3 dem rooms, ring for appointment. Open 
Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Thurs 9-8. Closed Weds. Home trial 
facilities, free installation, instant credit facilities. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
IMAGE HI-FI Ltd, 8 St Annes Rd, Headingly, Leeds. (0532) 
789374. 'We stock most of rhe worlds leading Hi-Fi products'. 
Dcms by appointment please. BADA MEMBER 3S3]

Northern Ireland
THE AUDIO CENTRE, 84 Bridge St, Portadown, 
Northern Ireland. (0762) 338059. Aiwa, Akai, Dual, Denon, 
Fisher, KER Marantz, Revox, Rote!, Sony. Open 9-6 Mon
Sat, closed Thurs. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
credit terms arranged. Credit cards: Access. Service dept.

Scotland
Aberdeen

HOLBURN HI-FI. 4411445 Holburn St. (0224) 
585713/57272. 'For the best buy in Hi-Fi consult Holburn 
Hi-Fi. BADA MEMBER ^W

Angus
ROBERT RICHIE HI-FI, 102 Murray, Montrose, Scotland. 
(0604) 73765. A&R, Creek, KEF, Linn, Nairn, Quad, Rega, 
Sony, Technics, Wharfedale. Dern facilities available, ring for 
appointment. Open 9-1, 2-5 Mon-Sat, Wed 9-1. Home trial 
facilities, free installation, instant credit. Credit ca^s: Access, 
Visa. Service dept.

Edinburgh
RUSS ANDREWS HI-FI, 34 Northumberland St. (031) 557 
1672. A.R., A&R, Creek, Dual, Heybrook, KEF, Linn, Nairn, 
Nytech, Rote!. BADA MEMBER ^W

Glasgow
BILL HUTCHINSON Ltd, 43 Hope Street, Glasgow. (041) 
248 2857. A.R., Aiwa, Denon, Dual, JVC, Mission, 
Mordaunt-Short, Omar, Technics, Yamaha. Dern facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Free installation, instant 
credit. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa. Services dept.
MAETO MUSIC, 14 The Toll, Busby Rd, Clarkston. (041) 
638 8252. A.R., A&R, Creek, Dual, Heybrock, KEF, Linn, 
Nairn, Nytech, Rote!. Closed Mon. Open late Thurs. BADA 
MEMBER
PRISM AUDIO, 14 West Princes St, Glasgow G4 9BP. (041) 
332 1779. CJ Walker, Concordant, Elite Rock, Helius, )PW, 
Rotel, Sudgen, Systemdek, Syrinx, Teac. Dem facilities: One 
large room, ring for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access. Service dept.

THE MUSIC ROOM, 221 St. Vincent St, Glasgow. (041) 
248 7221. ‘Friendly advice and service. Choose from the 
widest range in Scotland’. BADA MEMBERs&^P

Inverness
NESS AUDIO, 1 Greig St, Inverness. (Inverness) 220440. 
A&R, Denon, J A Michell, KEF, Linn, Monitor Audio, 
Nairn, Quad, Revolver. Dern facilities: single speaker dem 
room. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. Home trial facilities. Free 
installation, instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa. 
Service dept.

Kirkcaldy
ANDREW THOMPSON, 3 Whytescauseway, Kirkcaldy. 
(0592)205997.Denon,Dunlop Systemdek, KEF, J A Michell, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Revolver, Tannoy, Yamaha. Dem facilities: 
4 rooms. Appointment required. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, credit facilities up to 
£3,000. Credit cards: Access, Creditcharge, Visa. Service 
dept.

Wales
Glamorgan (west)

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, Number 9 High St, Swansea. 
(0792) 474608. 'South Wales only independant Hi-Fi 
specialist, dedicated to excellence. BADA MEMBER

South Glamorgan
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 134 Crwys Rd, Cardiff. (0222) 
28565. 'South Wales only independent Hi-Fi specialist, 
dedicated to excellence’. BADA MEMBER ^^

Wales (north)
ELECTRO TRADER HI-FI, 19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos- 
on-Sea, Colwyn Bay. (0^92) 48932. B&W, Dual, Musical 
Fidelity, NAO, Revolver, Rotel, Sansui, Tanin^y, Ihorenis, 
Yamaha. Dern facilities, ring for appointment. Open Mon
Sat 9.30-5.30 closed for lunch 1-2. Home trial facilities, free 
installacion. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, Diners. 
Service dept.

WE WOULD
LIKE TO HEAR FROM

YOU
if you have complaints or 
praise for any ofthe shops 

listed here.
If you feel your shop 

should be included in this 
directory please ring
Hi-Fi Choice on:

Ql-631 1433
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WHERE DO YOU BUY
AND AUDITION mifíjjpn

IN THE WEST MIDLANDS?

OF COURSE!!!
8 LITCHFIELD ROAD 

STAFFORD 
Contact: NIGEL SMITH 

(0785)51234

ROYAL LONDON BUILDING 
WULFRUNA STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON 
Contact: CHRISTIAN TUDOR-WILLIAMS 

(0902)771774

<FREE> 
SAMPLER DISC 

WHEN YOU 
PURCHASE ANY 

PLAYER ON 
PRODUCTION OF 
< THIS AD Â

YOU’VE READ THE BOOK 
YOU’VE SEEN THE PICTURES

NOW
HEAR THE PRODUCTS

YAMAHA DENON TECHNICS AKAi MARANTZ BANG & OLUFSEN PHILIPSNOW SHOWING AT OUR SHOWROOMS IN ST ALBANS & AYLESBURY146 HIGH ST AYLESBURY
TEL: 31020

THE COLONNADE VERULAM RD STALBANSTEL: 66935 _________ >
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GWSSARY
ACOUSTIC BREAKTHROUGH: Sound or 
other vibration reaching the CD mechanism 
may affect performance, hence manufacturers' 
attention to isolation of the mechanism by 
rubber mounts etc. However, CD players cannot 
suffer acoustic feedback in the sense that 
analogue turntables do.
AMPLITUDE: Size or magnitude; hence the 
amplitude/frequency response, known normally 
simply as the frequency response, which des
cribes the relative loudness of the system at 
different frequencies with a constant input 
voltage.
BALANCE: 1) The overall relative loudness 
perceived at different frequencies (eg bass, treble; 
2) the accuracy of the match between the two 
channels of a stereo component.
BANDWIDTH: A range of frequencies with 
presumed defined upper and lower limits. 
BASS: Lower part of the frequency spectrum. 
BIT: Binary digit, either ‘O' or T: In a digital 
audio system, each instantaneous voltage level 
measured (see Sampling) by the system is 
expressed as a binary number (ie a number to 
the base 2, using only ‘O' or ‘!’, represented 
electrically by ‘on’ and ‘off conditions). With 
16 bits this gives a range of values between zero 
and 65535.
CLIPPING: This is reached when a circuit is 
overloaded and overdriven, resulting in bad 
waveform distortion and audibly unpleasant 
effects.
COWRATION: A general term used to des
cribe the audible effects of distortions, particu
larly in loudspeakers and record players. These 
are usually caused by frequency response irregu
larities and/or resonances.
COMPATIBILITY: The selection of interde
pendent components to achieve optimum 
system performance; notably arm/cartridge 
mass/compliance matching, cartridge electrical 
loading, or loudspeaker compatibility with 
amplifiers.
CROSSTALK: The leakage from one channel 
to the other in a two channel stereo system.

DAMPING: A means of controlling resonan
ces by means of a resistive medium (electrical, 
mechanical, or acoustic).
DIA: see Digital-to-analogue.
DECIBEL (dB): A logarithmic measure of the 
ratio between two power levels. A doubling of 
power (number of watts) in an electrical circuit 
can be denoted as an increase of 3dB, while a 
doubling of voltage is denoted by 6dB. The 
logarithmic scale makes decibels convenient for 
ratios that span a wide range on a linear scale; 
for example, an increase or difference of 20dB 
represents ten times the power or 100 times the 
voltage. Sound pressure level can be expressed 
in dBA where OdBA represents the threshold 
of hearing and 120dBA the threshold of pain. 
A IdB change in sound level is regarded as the 
minimum change that can easily be detected 
by a fairly experienced listener, while a 6dB 
increase can be regarded as a subjective doubling 
of sound volume.
DIGITADTO-ANAWGUE (DIA) CONVER- 
'TOR: In a digital audio replay system, the signal 
is retrieved from the storage medium (such as 
a Compact Disc) in the form of digital code; 
from this input, the D/A convenor produces an 
analogue output which represents the music 
waveform. This can then be fed to a 
conventional amplifier. (See Technical 
Introduction).
DIN: German standards body, responsible 
amongst other things for a popular range of stan
dard plugs and socket specifications.
DISTORTION: Literally this can mean any 
deviation from the original, but usually refers 
to harmonic rather than intermodulation distor
tions when not specified.
DITHER: Very low level noise added to a signal 
being digitized to reduce the high-order 
distortion caused by quantisation of very low- 
level audio signals.
DRIVE UNIT (DRIVER): The term used to 
distinguish the loudspeaker unit itself, be it bass, 
midrange, treble or fullrange in application, from 
the complete loudspeaker system which com- 
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CLDcC
....... ELIAHU INBAL

A FRESH LOOK AT BRUCKNER
"These musically important, musically absorbing first versions offer 
us bold new perspectives on the fundamental character of 
Bruckner's creative endeavours." Richard Osborne Gramophone.

6 42922 (LP) 8 42922 (CD) 6 43259 (LP) 4 43259 (MC) 8 43259 (CD)

6 42921 (LP) 8 42921 (CD) 6 48218 (2LP) 4 48218 (Long-play MC) 
8 48218 (2CD)

Frankfurt Radio Orchestra conducted by Eliahu Inbal

Exclusive UK marketing and distribution by

Conifer Records Horton Road West Drayton Middlesex UB7 BJL 
Tel: 0895 447707 Telex: 27492 
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bines drive units, cabinet and crossover into a 
total design.
DYNAMIC RANGE: The ratio in dBs between 
the quietest sound that can be successfully 
recorded and the loudest which can be accepted 
without serious distortion on an average pro
gramme.
EQUALISATION: The deliberate modifica
tion of frequency response, usually in response 
to some engineering limitation of deficiency. 
FARAD: Measure of capacitance.
FILTER: A circuit (normally) used to restrict 
the bandwidth of a system; may be fixed or 
switchable.
FREQUENCY RANGE OR SPECTRUM: 
Can refer to any particular group of frequencies, 
but commonly applied to the audible band from 
20 to 20,000 cycles per second (Hz), extending 
from the deepest bass to the highest audible har
monics.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: The variation in 
output over a frequency range, particularly of 
a transducer; can be expressed as a range with 
decibel limits, or depicted graphically.
Hz (HERTZ): 1 Hz =1 cycle per second and 
is a measure of frequency which corresponds to 
musical pitch (the higher the frequency the 
higher the pitch).
HF: High frequency.
HARMONIC: Harmonics are the whole 
number multiples of a base frequency called the 
fundamental.
HARMONIC DISTORTION: The addition 
of unwanted harmonics to a signal.
HUM: A low frequency interfering sound pro
duced by break-through or interference from 
mains wiring or circuitry.
IHF: American Institute of High Fidelity,, an 
important standards body.
IEC: International Electrotechnical Committee, 
an international standards body.
INTEGRATION: Used to describe the success 
with which the output from two drive units 
combine to give smooth output through the 
crossover region.
INTERMODULATION (IM): A form of dis
tortion arising from two or more signals produc
ing non-harmonic signals that correspond to the 
sum or difference of the two frequencies. 
KIW (k): prefix meaning one thousand.
LCD: Liquid crystal display, used for non

illuminated or backlit numerical indicators. 
LED: Light Emitting Diode; an indicator light. 
LF: Low frequency.
LINEAR: A transducer that produces an output 
that exactly portrays its input over the required 
operating range is described as linear, and is 
hence distortion free. Hence also nonlinearities 
(distortions).
WAD OR WADING: The impedance (in
cluding resistive and reactive components, ie 
ohms, mH, pF) seen by one component look
ing back to its interconnected component; of 
importance in compatibility of cartridge/amp, 
and to a lesser extent, amp/CD player.
'WUDNESS': An equalisation circuit fre
quency switchable on amplifiers which is des
igned to compensate for presumed hearing 
characteristics at low listening levels by boost
ing bass and treble.
MICRO- (p): Prefix for units meaning one 
millionth of.
MICROSECONDS (ps): The time constant of 
a resistor capacitor combination involving a 
frequency response change (equalisation).
MIDRANGE, MIDBAND: The central part 
of the audible frequencv range where the ear 
is most sensitive.
MILLI- (m): Prefix for units meaning one 
thousandth of.
MODULATION: In analogue systems or 
circuits, the audio signal is 'stored' by means of 
modulations within a medium, eg the 'wiggles' 
in the groove of a plastic disc, or the magnetic 
coding on a tape.
NANO (n): Prefix meaning a thousandth of a 
millionth of.
NOISE: Random unwanted low level signals. 
OCTAVE: Two-to-one ratio of pitch or fre
quency.
OHM: Unit of electrical impedance (including 
reactance) or resistance; also kohm, where 1 
kohm = 1,000 ohms.
OVERHANG: The extent to which the cart
ridge stylus extends beyond the centre of the 
platter is critical, and controlled by fore and aft 
adjustment of the cartridge on the arm.
OVERSAMPLING: A technique developed 
originally by Philips to give greater digital 
resolution accuracy, and which enabled them 
to use 14 bit chips but obtain near-16 bit 
resolution. In their four times oversampling
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íTlarkújeli Electronics Ltd

Full range of hi-fi products and CD's in stock. 
Phone for best prices 

76 LEICESTER ROAD, WIGSTON 
LEICESTER 

TEL: 0533 882758

CEMAC THE FIRST BRITISH 
INCREASED HEADROOM 

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS

''The CEMAC proved a very good integrated amp, offering plenty of power and a good overall performance.”
What Hi-Fi May 86‘‘Musical reproduction was of the highest quality." .. the wide dynamic response and musical balance produced by this amplifier does seem to bring us all the music and nothing but the music." "... recommended"

Gramophone April 86“..many listeners to this amplifier will be converted to CD relay.”
Which Compact Disc and Hi-Fi For Pleasure January 86‘The CEMAC has a smooth almost ‘creamy” Gound reminiscent in character of a really good valve amplifier. ’ ’

Which Compact Disc and Hi-Fi For Pleasure July 85

Most conventional amps clip the signal 
once maximum continuous power has 

been reached. The CEMAC High 
Transient Amplifer doesn't.

Please send for our comprehensive list of 
nationwide stockists

CEMACLTD
35-36 The Maltings, Roydon Road, 

Stanstead Abbotts, Warn, 
Herts SG12 8HG, UK. 

Telephone: 0920 870538 
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system, the sampling frequency is multiplied by 
four to become 176.4kHz, allowing the use of 
sophisticated digital filtering and overcoming 
some of the problems of analogue filters used 
on early players. A number of Japanese 
manufacturers, led by Yamaha, have adopted a 
twice-oversampled system, with similar benefits. 
PEAK RECORDING LEVEL: A level above 
which distortion becomes apparent.
PHONO: The most commonly used 
plug/socket combination in audio components. 
PICO (p): Prefix meaning one millionth of a 
millionth of.
POWER AMPLIFIER: The part of an ampli
fier that provides power to drive the loud
speakers: usually integrated, it is sometimes a 
separate component.
PRE-AMPLIFIER: The part of an amplifier 
that accepts the input signals, sorts them, 
applies any necessary equalisation, and then 
passes the signal to the (normally integral) power 
amplifiers.
PRE-EMPHASIS: Equalisation applied to 
some (mainly Japanese) discs in mastering, 
which has to be compensated for de-emphasis 
on replay. All machines can recognise pre
emphasised discs automatically.
PRESENCE: A quality of forwardness or imme
diacy in a sound balance, generally related to 
an upper-middle frequency response boost.
Q: A measure of the magnitude and shape of 
a resonance; the higher the Q, the sharper and 
more severe in amplitude the resonance.
QUANTIZATION: The number of possible 
values available to represent various amplitude 
levels in the musical signal, which in a 16 bit 
system total 65535 possible values; or the process 
of ascribing these values to given amplitude 
levels.
RESOLUTION: Accuracy with which the 
digital system quantizes the signal. Since the 
greater the number of bits, the more accurately 
the analogue waveform can be represented 
digitally, resolution can be expressed as a number 
of bits, which in the case of Compact Disc, 
should be 16.
SAMPLING RATE (or Sampling Frequency): 
The number of times the signal is sampled (ie 
its level is measured) per second, which must 
be more than twice the highest fequency to be 
reproduced. In domestic digital audio the 

sampling rate is 44.lkHz. This means that each 
second of music signal is encoded as a series of 
44,100 numbers for each of the two audio. 
channels.
SENSITIVITY: The volume of sound output 
for a specific electrical voltage input.
SEPARATION: As between the two channels 
of a stereo pickup; see crosstalk.
SIGNAlrTO^NOISE, SIGNAL/NOISE, SIN: 
The difference in total output when an applied 
signal is removed.
SUBSONIC: Below the audible range, ie below 
20Hz.
SQUARE WAVE: A signal which consists of 
a fundamental plus a (theoretically infinite) 
series of odd (3rd, 5th etc) harmonics in a precise 
phase and amplitude relationship. It is useful 
for examining transient performance, symmetry, 
resonance control and 'ringing'.
THD: Total harmonic distortion.
TIME SHARED CONVERTOR: Many CD 
players have only a single DIA convenor which 
is switched at ultrasonic speed between the two 
channels both left and right channels. This 
means that the output of one channel is delayed 
by a few microseconds, and this interchannel 
time delay can be measured as an interchannel 
phase difference increasing with frequency to 
around 75° at ZOkHz. It is not believed to have 
any audible significance, except where the two 
channels are combined for mono use. Twice- 
oversampling halves the delay between 
channels.
TRANSIENT Signal of very short duration; 
may be a peak of many times the average signal 
amplitude.
TREBLE: Upper part of frequency spectrum, 
typically above about 3kHz.
TWEETER: A small drive unit designed to 
operate over the high frequency range.
ULTRASONIC: Frequencies above audibility, 
ie greater than ZOkHz; also supersonic.
WEIGHTING: A factor or function that is 
applied to a measurement to increase its rele
vance and usefulness.
WOW AND FLUTTER: Low and high fre
quency pitch variations (from poor tape trans
port of turntable platters with speed drift); 
theoretically impossible in CD, unless present 
on an analogue master which has been 
transferred to CD.
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W hen you're 
looking for the

book come to the library
Here, in the heart of London's West End, just 
two minutes walk from Tottenham Court Road 
underground station. can be found copies of 
almost every Hi-Fi Choice ever published.

For example, there are issues of Hi-Fi 
Choice: Loudspeakers dating back to 1978. 
containing reviews of several speakers still 
current. but never subsequently tested in any 
later issue. Or Hi-Fi Choice: Tuners. Or even 
the first Video Choice.

These and all current volumes in the series 
are on sale at 14 Rathbone Place. as well as 
both current and back copies of Which Bike? 
and Personal Computer World.

Nowhere is there a more complete collection 
of the many different volumes of Hi-Fi Choice 
published to date - anywhere in the world.

You will find the Choice that you are look
ing for, here on the shelves.

Hin chokE 
BACK ISSUE CENTRE

Bunch Books 
14 Rathbone Place, 
Lonbon WlP IDE 

^M&y to Friday 
Wamtotym 
Satuurday 11am to 55pm

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Cl COMPACT 

(US© 

OIGrTAL AUDIO

The greatest advance in Hi-Fi since 
the introduction of stereo - probably. 

See and hear Philips, Marantz, 
Denon, Teac, Akai, Revox, 

Nakamichi, Harmon Kardon, 
Luocman, Sony, Sansui.

ON DEMONSTRATION IN OUR 
SHOWROOM and available for • 

immediate delivery.

G.E. MANDERS 
2&4 Edward St, 

Grimsby

For a wide choice of quality Hi-Fi at 
sensible prices call now or phone 

(0472) 51391 for personal attention.
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BEFORE YOU CHOOSE 
A LOUDSPEAKER, PERHAPS 
YOU OUGHT TO COMPARE 

A FEW QUOTATIONS

'' -sestBuy- • HI-FI CHOICE. AUTUMN 1985.-This speaker is one I rate highly." HI-FI FOR PLEASURE. FEB. 1985-High quality sound at a very affordable price."HI-FI NEWS. MARCH 1985.- 1 have little hesitation in recommending these budget priced DL4's.- GRAMOPHONE. JULY 1985

-can be well recommended.-HI-FI FOR PLEASURE. FEB. 1985.- A pair of DLos should give very musical results.- H1-F1 NEWS. MARCH 1985.* Recommended.'J HI-FI CHOICE. AUTUMN 1985 A—rhe overall reproduction had good integration with a natural cohesive sound- H1-F1 FOR PLEASURE.FEBRUARY 1985.

-obvious extension and power sets the DL8 apart— WHAT HI-FI. FEBRUARY 1985.- it offers excellent value for moneyGRAMOPHONE. JULY 1985.- The DL8 is very good value and can be recommended- HI-FI NEWS. MARCH 1985.—Best Buy-Hl-F1 CHOICE. AUTUMN ' 1985.

CELESTION
For further information contact: Celestion International. Ditton Works. Foxhall Road. Ipswich, Suffolk. England.
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